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BOUNDING CUBIC-TRIPLE PRODUCT SELMER GROUPS OF
ELLIPTIC CURVES
YIFENG LIU
Abstract. Let E be a modular elliptic curve over a totally real cubic field. We have a
cubic-triple product motive over Q constructed from E through multiplicative induction;
it is of rank 8. We show that, under certain assumptions on E, the non-vanishing of the
central critical value of the L-function attached to the motive implies that the dimension of
the associated Bloch–Kato Selmer group is 0.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Main result. Let F be a cubic étale algebra over Q. Consider the reductive group
G := ResF/QGL2 over Q. Denote by τ : LG→ GL8(C) the triple product L-homomorphism
[PSR87, §0]. Thus, for every irreducible cuspidal automorphic representation Π of G(A)
where A denotes the ring of adèles of Q as usual, we have the attached triple product L-
function L(s,Π, τ). By the work of Garrett [Gar87] and Piatetski-Shapiro–Rallis [PSR87],
it is a meromorphic function on the complex plane. Suppose that the central character ωΠ
of Π is trivial after restriction to A×. Then we have a functional equation
L(s,Π, τ) = ǫ(Π, τ)C(Π, τ)1/2−sL(1− s,Π, τ)
for some ǫ(Π, τ) ∈ {±1} and positive integer C(Π, τ). The global root number ǫ(Π, τ) is the
product of local ones:
ǫ(Π, τ) =
∏
v
ǫ(Πv, τ),
where v runs over all places of Q. Here, we have ǫ(Πv, τ) ∈ {±1} and that it equals 1 for all
but finitely many v. Put
Σ(Π, τ) = {v | ǫ(Πv, τ) = −1}.
In our previous work [Liu16], we consider the case where F is the product of Q and a real
quadratic field. In this article, we consider the case where F is a totally real cubic field.
Thus, from now on, we fix such a field F (except in the two appendices). Denote by OF ,
AF , ΦF , and F˜ ⊂ C the ring of integers, the ring of adèles, the set of archimedean places,
and the normal closure in C, of F respectively. In particular, elements of ΦF are different
embeddings from F to F˜ . Let F0 ⊂ C be the unique subfield contained in F˜ of degree
[F˜ : F ].
Let E be an elliptic curve over F . We have the Q-motive ⊗ IndFQ h
1(E) (with coefficient Q)
of rank 8, which is the multiplicative induction of the F -motive h1(E) to Q. The cubic-triple
product motive of E is defined to be
M(E) := (⊗ IndFQ h
1(E))(2).(1.1)
It is canonically polarized. For every prime p, the p-adic realization of M(E), denoted by
M(E)p, is a Galois representation of Q of dimension 8 with Qp-coefficients. In fact, up to a
twist, it is the multiplicative induction from F to Q of the rational p-adic Tate module of E.
Now we assume that E is modular. Then it gives rise to an irreducible cuspidal automor-
phic representation ΠE of G(A) with trivial central character. In particular, the set Σ(ΠE , τ)
contains ∞. We have L(s,M(E)) = L(s + 1/2,ΠE, τ).
Assumption 1.1. We propose the following three assumptions.
(E1): For every finite place w of F over some prime in Σ(ΠE , τ), the elliptic curve E has
either good or multiplicative reduction at w.
(E2): For distinct elements τ1, τ2 ∈ ΦF , the F˜ -elliptic curve E ⊗F,τ1 F˜ is not isogenous to
any (possibly trivial) quadratic twist of E ⊗F,τ2 F˜ .
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(E3): The geometric fiber E ⊗F F does not admit complex multiplication.
The following theorem is a new case of the Bloch–Kato conjecture, for the motive M(E).
We refer the reader to the Introduction of our previous article [Liu16] for the background of
this conjecture. In particular, one may compare the following theorem with [Liu16, Theorems
1.3, 1.4].
Theorem 1.2. Let E be a modular elliptic curve over F satisfying Assumption 1.1. If the
central critical value L(0,M(E)) is nonzero, then there exists a finite set PE of primes such
that for every prime p 6∈ PE, we have
dimQp H
1
f (Q,M(E)p) = 0.
Remark 1.3. Once the elliptic curve E is given, (an upper bound for) the finite set PE can
be computed effectively. See Lemma 4.10.
Remark 1.4. The technical heart of the proof of Theorem 1.2 consists of a new level raising
result (Theorem 3.5) for Hilbert threefolds, and a new reciprocity law (Theorem 4.5) for
their special cycles of codimension two. The version for CM points on Shimura curves is
known as the first explicit reciprocity law in [BD05]. In [Liu16], the corresponding results are
Theorems 4.10 (3) and 4.11, which are called congruence formulae there. However, unlike
the situation in [Liu16], our threefold here is not a product of a curve and a surface. Thus,
the pullback technique will not work anymore; and in particular, we cannot make use of the
reciprocity law in [BD05]. In other words, we cannot reduce the computation to divisors
on curves. The main innovation of the current article is to develop a new tool, for higher
(co)dimensional cycles, to compute the local Galois cohomology; and our new reciprocity
law will be the first practice.
In [Liu16], we also have a result when ords=0 L(s,M(E)) = 1 ([Liu16, Theorem 1.5]).
To obtain a similar result here, we need another reciprocity law, which plays the role as
the second explicit reciprocity law in [BD05] for CM points on Shimura curves generalizing
[Rib90]. This reciprocity (and its application) are currently work in progress.
Remark 1.5. When F is normal, Assumption 1.1 (E2) is equivalent to that E does not admit
a nontrivial homomorphism to any twist of A ⊗Q F for any GL(2)-type abelian variety A
over Q. In general, (E2) always excludes the case where E = E ⊗Q F for some rational
elliptic curve E (hence E is modular by [MR00] and the well-known modularity of E [Wil95,
TW95, BCDT01]). However, this case has potential application to the symmetric cube
Selmer group of E. Precisely, if we want to prove a version of Theorem 1.2 for the motive
(Sym3 h1(E))(2) (of rank 4) by embedding it into some triple product motive (of rank 8)
through base change to a totally real cubic étale Q-algebra F , then we should necessarily
take F to be a field ; otherwise, the motive h1(E)(1) will appear simultaneously. This is not
good since we may have L(0, (Sym3 h1(E))(2)) 6= 0 but L(0, h1(E)(1))(= L(1,E)) = 0. In
fact, (E2) is not a serious assumption to our method. We think we are able to remove it by
some extra combinatorial arguments which are quite involved. However, we choose not to
pursue this generality here because otherwise the article would be rather technical and the
logical uniformity would be broken.
1.2. Outline of the article. The main part of the article has three chapters.
In §2, we develop a general tool for computing the Galois cohomology of étale cohomology
of varieties over local fields having (strictly) semistable reduction, using the weight spec-
tral sequence. The core is the construction of the so-called potential map. We also study
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its relation with the Abel–Jacobi map. This chapter does not involve Shimura varieties,
automorphic representations, or global Galois representations.
In §3, we prove a level raising result (Theorem 3.5) for certain Galois representations
of F of rank 2 with torsion coefficients. We realize the level raising in the middle degree
cohomology of some Hilbert modular variety of dimension 3. The proof uses the general tool
developed in §2, by looking at the local Galois cohomology at a bad prime. We start from a
natural semistable model of the Hilbert threefold at such a bad prime. The most technical
part is to compute the potential map. For this, we have to calculate a bunch of intersection
numbers for well-selected cycles, and to show that all other cycles are irrelevant.
In §4, we first introduce the notation of Hirzebruch–Zagier cycle, which is of dimension
1, on the Hilbert threefold, and prove an explicit reciprocity law for its image in the local
Galois cohomology in terms of the level raising proved in §3. Then we use these cycles to
produce sufficiently many annihilators for Selmer elements, which confirms the triviality of
the Selmer group in Theorem 1.2.
There are two appendices. In §A, we study oriented Eichler orders over totally real number
fields, and use them to canonically parameterize certain abelian varieties in positive charac-
teristic. This generalizes the work of Ribet [Rib89]. Such parameterization is crucial for the
level raising in §3. In §B, we improve the work of Zink [Zin82] on the global description of
some pluri-nodal integral model of Hilbert modular varieties at certain bad primes. We also
prove some extra results which are used in §3.
1.3. Notation and conventions.
• We simply write ⊗ for ⊗Z.
• Let Λ be an abelian group. We put Λ̂ := Λ⊗Z lim←−N Z/N and ΛQ := Λ⊗Z Q. For a
finite set S, we denote by Γ(S,Λ) the abelian group of Λ-valued functions on S.
• For every rational prime ℓ, we fix an algebraic closure Fℓ∞ of Fℓ and let Fℓf be the
unique subfield of Fℓ∞ of cardinality ℓf . For 1 ≤ f ≤ ∞, let Zℓf be the ring of Witt
vectors in Fℓf and put Qℓf = Zℓf ⊗Q.
• For a number field K, we denote by OK its ring of integers. For an ideal a of OK , we
denote by N a = [OK : a] the numerical norm of a.
• For a field K, we denote by GK the absolutely Galois group of K. Denote by Q the
algebraic closure of Q in C. When K is a subfield of Q, we take GK to be Gal(Q/K)
hence a subgroup of GQ.
• If K is a local field, then we denote by OK its ring of integers, IK ⊂ GK the inertia
subgroup. If v is a rational prime, then we simply write Gv for GQv and Iv for IQv .
• Let K be a local field, Λ a ring, and N a Λ[GK]-module. We have an exact sequence
of Λ-modules
0→ H1unr(K,N)→ H
1(K,N) ∂−→ H1sing(K,N)→ 0,
where H1unr(K,N) is the submodule of unramified classes.
• Let Λ be a ring and N a Λ[GQ]-module. For each prime power v, we have the
localization map locv : H1(Q, N)→ H1(Qv, N) of Λ-modules.
• All cohomology for schemes are computed in the étale site, unless otherwise specified.
Acknowledgements. The author would like to thank Benedict Gross, Victor Rotger,
Sug Woo Shin, Yunqing Tang, Yichao Tian, Liang Xiao, Shouwu Zhang, Wei Zhang, and
Xinwen Zhu for their interest, helpful comments and discussions. He especially thanks
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Yichao Tian for informing him the result of Zink. He also thanks the anonymous referee
for the extremely careful reading and many valuable suggestions and corrections to improve
the quality of the article. The author is partially supported by NSF grant DMS–1302000.
2. Weight spectral sequence and Galois cohomology
Let K be a henselian discrete valuation field with residue field κ and a separable closure
K. We fix a prime p that is different from the characteristic of κ. Throughout this section,
the coefficient ring Λ will be either Qp or Z/pν for some ν ≥ 1, and we put Λ0 = Zp. In
what follows, the letter p will serve as an index (mainly) for spectral sequences; this will not
cause confusion as we will always use Λ or Λ0 for coefficient rings.
2.1. Semistable schemes. We first recall the following definition.
Definition 2.1 (Strictly semistable scheme). LetX be a scheme locally of finite presentation
over SpecOK . We say that X is strictly semistable if it is Zariski locally étale over
SpecOK [t1, . . . , tn]/(t1 · · · ts −̟)
for some integers 0 ≤ s ≤ n (which may vary) and a uniformizer ̟ of K.
Let X be a proper strictly semistable scheme over OK . The special fiber Xκ := X ⊗OK κ
is a normal crossing divisor of X. Suppose that {X1, . . . , Xm} is the set of irreducible
components of Xκ. For p ≥ 0, put
X(p)κ =
∐
I⊂{1,...,m},|I|=p+1
⋂
i∈I
Xi.
Then X(p)κ is a finite disjoint union of smooth proper κ-schemes of codimension p. From
[Sai03, page 610], we have the pullback map
δ∗p : H
q(X(p)κ ,Λ(j))→ H
q(X(p+1)κ ,Λ(j))
and the pushforward (Gysin) map
δp∗ : Hq(X
(p)
κ ,Λ(j))→ H
q+2(X(p−1)κ ,Λ(j + 1))
for every integer j. These maps satisfy the formula
δ∗p−1 ◦ δp∗ + δp+1∗ ◦ δ
∗
p = 0(2.1)
For reader’s convenience, we recall the definition here. For subsets J ⊂ I ⊂ {1, . . . , m} such
that |I| = |J | + 1, let iJI :
⋂
i∈I Xi →
⋂
i∈J Xi denote the closed immersion. If I = {i0 <
· · · < ip} and J = I \ {ij}, then we put ǫ(J, I) = (−1)j. We define δ∗p to be the alternating
sum
∑
I⊂J,|I|=|J |−1=p+1 ǫ(I, J)i∗IJ of the pullback maps, and δp∗ to be the alternating sum∑
I⊃J,|I|=|J |+1=p+1 ǫ(J, I)iJI∗ of the Gysin maps.
Remark 2.2. In general, the maps δ∗p and δp∗ depend on the ordering of the irreducible
components of Xκ. However, it is easy to see that the composite map δ1∗ ◦ δ∗0 does not
depend on such ordering.
Let us recall the weight spectral sequence attached toX. Denote byKur ⊂ K the maximal
unramified extension, with the residue field κ which is a separable closure of κ. Then we
have GK/IK ≃ Gκ. Denote by t0 : IK → Λ0(1) the (p-adic) tame quotient homomorphism,
that is, the one sending σ ∈ IK to (σ(̟1/p
n
)/̟1/p
n
)n for a uniformizer ̟ of K. We fix an
element T ∈ IK such that t0(T ) is a topological generator of Λ0(1).
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We have the weight spectral sequence EX attached to the (proper strictly semistable)
scheme X, where
(EX)
p,q
1 =
⊕
i≥max(0,−p)
Hq−2i(X(p+2i)κ ,Λ(−i))⇒ H
p+q(XK ,Λ).
This is also known as the Rapoport–Zink spectral sequence, first studied in [RZ82]; here we
will follow the convention and discussion in [Sai03]. For r ∈ Z, put rEX = EX(r) and we will
suppress the subscript X in the notation of the spectral sequence if it causes no confusion.
By [Sai03, Corollary 2.8 (2)], we have a map µ : E•−1,•+1• → E
•+1,•−1
• of spectral sequences
(depending on T ) and its version for rE. For later use, we write down part of the map in
the first page of rE 1.
rE−3,2r1 =
r⊕
i=3
H2r−2i(X(2i−3)κ ,Λ(r − i))
d−3,2r1

µ−2,2r−1 //
r⊕
i=2
H2r−2i(X(2i−3)κ ,Λ(r − i+ 1)) =
rE−1,2r−21
d−1,2r−21

rE−2,2r1 =
r⊕
i=2
H2r−2i(X(2i−2)κ ,Λ(r − i))
d−2,2r1

µ−1,2r−1 //
r⊕
i=1
H2r−2i(X(2i−2)κ ,Λ(r − i+ 1)) =
rE0,2r−21
d0,2r−21

rE−1,2r1 =
r⊕
i=1
H2r−2i(X(2i−1)κ ,Λ(r − i))
d−1,2r1

µ0,2r−1 //
r⊕
i=1
H2r−2i(X(2i−1)κ ,Λ(r − i+ 1)) =
rE1,2r−21
d1,2r−21

rE0,2r1 =
r⊕
i=0
H2r−2i(X(2i)κ ,Λ(r − i))
d0,2r1

µ1,2r−1 //
r⊕
i=1
H2r−2i(X(2i)κ ,Λ(r − i+ 1)) =
rE2,2r−21
d1,2r−21

rE1,2r1 =
r⊕
i=0
H2r−2i(X(2i+1)κ ,Λ(r − i))
µ2,2r−1 //
r⊕
i=1
H2r−2i(X(2i+1)κ ,Λ(r − i+ 1)) =
rE3,2r−21 ,
(2.2)
in which all differentials dp,q1 are appropriate sums of pullback and pushforward maps. The
map µp,q := µp,q1 :
rEp−1,q+11 →
rEp+1,q−11 is the sum of its restrictions to each direct summand
Hq+1−2i(X(2i+1)κ ,Λ(r− i)), and such restriction is the tensor product by t0(T ) (resp. the zero
map) if Hq+1−2i(X(2i+1)κ ,Λ(r−i+1)) does (resp. does not) appear in the target. In particular,
the map µ0,2r−1 is an isomorphism.
Denote by
· · · ⊂ F p+1Hn(XK ,Λ(r)) ⊂ F
pHn(XK ,Λ(r)) ⊂ · · · ⊂ H
n(XK ,Λ(r))(2.3)
the filtration induced by the spectral sequence, such that
F pHn(XK ,Λ(r))
F p+1Hn(XK ,Λ(r))
≃ rEp,n−p∞ .
1There is a typo in [Sai03, Corollary 2.8 (2)] where the limit in the second direct summand should be
i− 1 ≥ max(0,−p− 2).
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2.2. Potential map and Galois cohomology. Let X be a proper strictly semistable
scheme over OK purely of relative dimension n.
For every integer j, put
Bj(Xκ,Λ) = ker[δ∗0 : H
2j(X(0)κ ,Λ(j))→ H
2j(X(1)κ ,Λ(j))],
and dually
Bj(Xκ,Λ) = coker[δ1∗ : H2(n−1−j)(X
(1)
κ ,Λ(n− 1− j))→ H
2(n−j)(X(0)κ ,Λ(n− j))].
Note that if we regard Bj(Xκ,Λ) as a submodule of E
0,2j
1 , then it is contained in the kernel of
d0,2j1 since the restriction of d
0,2j
1 to H
2j(X(0)κ ,Λ(j)) coincides with δ
∗
0 by [Sai03, Proposition
2.10]. Thus we may put
Bj(Xκ,Λ)0 = ker[Bj(Xκ,Λ)→
jE0,2j2 ],
which is a submodule of Bj(Xκ,Λ). Set Bj(Xκ,Λ) → Bj(Xκ,Λ)0 to be the quotient map
dual to the inclusion Bj(Xκ,Λ)0 ⊂ Bj(Xκ,Λ).
Lemma 2.3. In (2.2), we have the equality
im d−1,2r1 ∩ H
2r(X(0)κ ,Λ(r)) = B
r(Xκ,Λ)0
of submodules of rE0,2r1 .
Proof. Note that ker d0,2r1 ∩ H
2r(X(0)κ ,Λ(r)) = B
r(Xκ,Λ). Thus
imd−1,2r1 ∩H
2r(X(0)κ ,Λ(r)) = imd
−1,2r
1 ∩ B
r(Xκ,Λ),
which coincides with Br(Xκ,Λ)0 by definition. 
Lemma 2.4. Consider the composite map
H2r−2(X(0)κ ,Λ(r − 1))
δ∗0−→ H2r−2(X(1)κ ,Λ(r − 1))
δ1∗−→ H2r(X(0)κ ,Λ(r)).
Then its image is contained in Br(Xκ,Λ)0 and it factorizes through Bn+1−r(Xκ,Λ)0.
Proof. It suffices to show that the image of δ1∗◦δ∗0 is contained in B
r(Xκ,Λ)0, since the other
half follows from duality.
By (2.1), we have δ∗0 ◦ δ1∗ = −δ2∗ ◦ δ
∗
1 . Thus the image of δ1∗ ◦ δ
∗
0 is contained in B
r(Xκ,Λ)
as δ∗1 ◦δ
∗
0 = 0. It remains to show that the image of δ1∗◦δ
∗
0 is contained in the image of d
−1,2r
1 .
This follows from [Sai03, Proposition 2.10] that the restriction of d−1,2r1 to H
2r−2(X(1)κ ,Λ(r−
1)) is the sum of δ1∗ and δ∗1. 
By the above lemma, we obtain the following two maps
Bn+1−r(Xκ,Λ)→ Br(Xκ,Λ);(2.4)
Bn+1−r(Xκ,Λ)0 → Br(Xκ,Λ)0.(2.5)
Put Aj(Xκ,Λ)? = (Bj(Xκ,Λ)?)Gκ and Aj(Xκ,Λ)? = Bj(Xκ,Λ)Gκ? for ? = ∅, 0.
Definition 2.5 (Potential map). We call the following map
∆r : An+1−r(Xκ,Λ)0 → Ar(Xκ,Λ)0.
induced by (2.5) the potential map.
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Now we use the potential map to study the group H1sing(K,H
2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))). We start
from the following lemma.
Lemma 2.6. There is a canonical isomorphism
H1sing(K,H
2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))) ≃ H
1(IK ,H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r)))
Gκ.
Proof. By the inflation-restriction exact sequence, it suffices to show the cohomology group
H2(Gκ,H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))
IK) vanishes. Suppose that Λ is not Qp. Then
H2(Gκ,H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))
IK) ≃ lim←−
n
H2(Gκ,H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))
IK/pn)
by [Jan88, (2.1)]. Thus H2(Gκ,H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))
IK) = 0 as H2(Gκ,H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))
IK/pn) =
0. When Λ = Qp, H2(Gκ,H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))
IK) ≃ H2(Gκ,H2r−1(XK ,Λ0(r))
IK ) ⊗Λ0 Λ = 0 as
well. Thus the lemma follows. 
Definition 2.7 (Nice coefficient). We say that Λ is a nice coefficient for the spectral sequence
rE = rEX if the following are satisfied:
(1) rE, with the coefficient Λ, degenerates at the second page;
(2) if rEp,2r−1−p2 (−1) has a non-trivial subquotient on which Gκ acts trivially, then p = 1.
We say that Λ is a very nice coefficient if moreover
(3) for every subquotient Λ[Gκ]-moduleM of ker µ1,2r−1⊕cokerµ−1,2r−1(−1), the natural
map MGκ →MGκ is an isomorphism.
Remark 2.8. The coefficient ring Λ = Qp is always very nice for
rEX .
Theorem 2.9. Suppose that Λ is a nice coefficient for rEX .
(1) We have a canonical map
ηr : Ar(Xκ,Λ)0 → H1sing(K,H
2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))).
(2) If Λ is moreover very nice, then we have a canonical exact sequence
0→ H1unr(K,H
2r−1(XK ,Λ(r)))→ An+1−r(Xκ,Λ)0
∆r
−→ Ar(Xκ,Λ)0
ηr
−→ H1sing(K,H
2r−1(XK ,Λ(r)))→ 0.
Proof. Denote by PK ⊂ IK the kernel of t0 : IK → Λ0(1). Again by the inflation-restriction
exact sequence, we have the following exact sequence
0→ H1(IK/PK ,H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))
PK)→ H1(IK ,H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r)))→ H
1(PK ,H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))).
Since H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r)) is a finitely generated Λ-module, we have
H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))
PK = H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r)); H
1(PK ,H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))) = 0.
Thus, we have a canonical isomorphism
H1(IK ,H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r)))
Gκ ≃ H1(IK/PK ,H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r)))
Gκ.(2.6)
On the other hand, the map t0 : IK → Λ0(1) induces a Gκ-equivariant isomorphism
IK/PK ≃ Λ0(1). In particular, the quotient group IK/PK is topologically generated by
T and we have a canonical isomorphism of Λ[Gκ]-modules
H1(IK/PK ,H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))) ≃
(
H2r−1(X
K
,Λ(r))
(T−1)H2r−1(X
K
,Λ(r))
)
(−1).(2.7)
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Denote the right-hand side of (2.7) by H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))T . The map µ
p,q in (2.2) induces a
map, known as the monodromy operator,
µ˜p,q : rEp−1,q+12 →
rEp+1,q−12 (−1)
of Λ[Gκ]-modules.
Now we consider (1). The filtration (2.3) induces a quotient filtration
· · · ⊂ F p+1H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))T ⊂ F
pH2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))T ⊂ · · · ⊂ H
2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))T .
By the computation of the action of T on H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r)) via the weight spectral sequence
(see [Sai03, Corollary 2.8 (2)]) and Definition 2.7 (N1), we have canonical isomorphisms
FpH2r−1(X
K
,Λ(r))T
Fp+1H2r−1(X
K
,Λ(r))T
≃
rEp,2r−1−p2 (−1)
µ˜p−1,2r−p rEp−2,2r+1−p2
of Λ[Gκ]-modules. By Definition 2.7 (N2), we have that
H0
(
Gκ,
FpH2r−1(X
K
,Λ(r))T
Fp+1H2r−1(X
K
,Λ(r))T
)
= H1
(
Gκ,
FpH2r−1(X
K
,Λ(r))T
Fp+1H2r−1(X
K
,Λ(r))T
)
= 0
unless p = 1. By induction, we obtain the following canonical isomorphisms
(H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))T )
Gκ ≃
(
rE1,2r−22 (−1)
µ˜0,2r−1 rE−1,2r2
)Gκ
;(2.8)
(H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))T )Gκ ≃
(
rE1,2r−22 (−1)
µ˜0,2r−1 rE−1,2r2
)
Gκ
.(2.9)
By definition, we have the equality
rE1,2r−22 (−1)
µ˜0,2r−1 rE−1,2r2
= ker(d
1,2r−2
1 (−1))
µ0,2r−1(ker d−1,2r1 )+im(d
0,2r−2
1 (−1))
.(2.10)
In (2.2), we have an induced isomorphism
d−1,2r1 ◦ (µ
0,2r−1)−1 : ker(d
1,2r−2
1 (−1))
µ0,2r−1(ker d−1,2r1 )
∼
−→ im d−1,2r1 ∩H
2r(X(0)κ ,Λ(r))
which equals Br(Xκ,Λ)0 by Lemma 2.3. The kernel of the induced quotient map
Br(Xκ,Λ)0 →
ker(d1,2r−21 (−1))
µ0,2r−1(ker d−1,2r1 )+im(d
0,2r−2
1 (−1))
is equal to im(d−1,2r1 ◦ (µ0,2r−1)−1 ◦ d
0,2r−2
1 (−1)) ∩ Br(Xκ,Λ)0. In other words, we have the
exact sequence
H2r−2(X(0)κ ,Λ(r))→ B
r(Xκ,Λ)0 →
ker(d1,2r−21 (−1))
µ0,2r−1(ker d−1,2r1 )+im(d
0,2r−2
1 (−1))
→ 0,
where the first map is d−1,2r1 ◦ (µ
0,2r−1)−1 ◦ d0,2r−21 (−1). We may rewrite the above sequence
as
Bn+1−r(Xκ,Λ)0 → Br(Xκ,Λ)0 →
ker(d1,2r−21 (−1))
µ0,2r−1(ker d−1,2r1 )+im(d
0,2r−2
1 (−1))
→ 0.(2.11)
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Taking Gκ-invariants and combining with Lemma 2.6, (2.6), (2.7), (2.8) and (2.10), we obtain
two canonical maps
An+1−r(Xκ,Λ)0
∆r
−→ Ar(Xκ,Λ)0
ηr
−→ H1sing(K,H
2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))),(2.12)
whose composition is zero. In particular, (1) follows.
Now we consider (2). We have the following commutative diagram
H1(IK ,H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r)))
Gκ ∼ //

(
rE1,2r−22 (−1)
µ˜0,2r−1 rE−1,2r2
)Gκ

H1(IK ,H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r)))Gκ
∼ //
(
rE1,2r−22 (−1)
µ˜0,2r−1 rE−1,2r2
)
Gκ
(2.13)
from (2.8) and (2.9).
Recall that Br(Xκ,Λ)0 is a Λ[Gκ]-submodule of kerµ1,2r−1 and Bn+1−r(X(0)κ ,Λ)0 is a quo-
tient Λ[Gκ]-module of coker µ−1,2r−1(−1). By Definition 2.7 (N3) and (2.11), the following
maps
Ar(Xκ,Λ)0 → (Br(Xκ,Λ)0)Gκ, An+1−r(Xκ,Λ)0 → (Bn+1−r(Xκ,Λ)0)Gκ,
and the right vertical map in (2.13) are all isomorphisms. In particular, the left vertical map
in (2.13) is an isomorphism as well. Therefore, (2.12) is exact and ηr is surjective. Thus, (2)
follows from Lemma 2.6 and the Tate and Poincaré dualities. 
Remark 2.10. When the coefficient ring Λ is Qp, the monodromy-weight conjecture implies
that the map ∆r : An+1−r(Xκ,Λ)0 → Ar(Xκ,Λ)0 is an isomorphism, which is equivalent to
the vanishing of H1(K,H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))) by Theorem 2.9.
2.3. Correspondence, functoriality, and localization.
Definition 2.11 (Étale correspondence). Let X be a presheaf (valued in groupoids) on the
overcategory of a scheme. An étale correspondence T = (X ′, f, g) of X is a diagram
X
f
←− X ′
g
−→ X,
where both f and g are finite étale morphisms. The composition T2 ◦ T1 = (X3, f3, g3) of
two étale correspondences T1 = (X1, f1, g1) and T2 = (X2, f2, g2) is defined as
X3
}}⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
!!❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇
f3

g3

X1
f1
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥ g1
  ❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇
X2
f2
~~⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤ g2
  ❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇
X X X,
in which the middle square Cartesian. The collection of all étale correspondences of X forms
a monoidal category E´tCor(X) where the multiplication is given by compositions and units
are those T = (X ′, f, g) such that f and g are isomorphisms.
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Now let X be a proper strictly semistable scheme over OK purely of relative dimension n.
Let f : X ′ → X be a finite étale morphism. In particular, X ′ is a proper strictly semistable
scheme over OK as well.
Construction 2.12. By [Sai03, Corollary 2.14], we have the following commutative diagram
H2j(X ′(0)κ ,Λ(j))
δ∗0 //
f
(0)
κ∗

H2j(X ′(1)κ ,Λ(j))
f
(1)
κ∗

H2j(X(0)κ ,Λ(j))
δ∗0 // H2j(X(1)κ ,Λ(j)),
which induces, together with duality, maps
fκ! : Bj(X ′κ,Λ)→ B
j(Xκ,Λ), f !κ : Bj(Xκ,Λ)→ Bj(X
′
κ,Λ)
for every integer j. Trivially, we have maps
f ∗κ : B
j(Xκ,Λ)→ Bj(X ′κ,Λ), fκ∗ : Bj(X
′
κ,Λ)→ Bj(Xκ,Λ)
for every integer j.
Construction 2.13. An étale correspondence T = (X ′, f, g) ofX induces an endomorphism
on Bj(Xκ,Λ) as fκ∗ ◦ g!κ, and an endomorphism on B
j(Xκ,Λ) as fκ! ◦ g∗κ, for every integer j.
In both cases, we denote this endomorphism by T ⋆. Clearly, we have (T2 ◦ T1)⋆ = T ⋆1 ◦ T
⋆
2 .
By the functoriality of weight spectral sequences [Sai03, §2.3], the following commutative
diagram commutes
Bn+1−r(Xκ,Λ)
(2.5)
// Br(Xκ,Λ)
Bn+1−r(Xκ,Λ)
T ⋆
OO
(2.5)
// Br(Xκ,Λ).
T ⋆
OO
Moreover, the map T ⋆ factorizes through (resp. preserves) Bj(Xκ,Λ)0 (resp. Bj(Xκ,Λ)0).
Now if Λ is a nice coefficient for rEX , then by (the proof of) Theorem 2.9, we have the
following commutative diagram
Ar(Xκ,Λ)0
ηr // H1sing(K,H
2r−1(XK ,Λ(r)))
Ar(Xκ,Λ)0
ηr //
T ⋆
OO
H1sing(K,H
2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))),
T ⋆
OO
where the second endomorphism T ⋆ is defined as f∗ ◦ g∗.
Suppose that we have a monoid T, regarded as a discrete monoidal category, and a
monoidal functor T → E´tCor(X). Then rE = rEX becomes a spectral sequence of Λ[T]-
complexes through the monoidal functor. In particular, every term rEp,qs in the spectral
sequence and cohomology groups Hq(X(p)κ ,Λ(r)), H
p+q(XK ,Λ(r)) become Λ[T]-modules. In
what follow, we will always assume that T is commutative. Let m be a prime ideal of Λ[T].
Since localization is exact, we have the localized weight spectral sequences rEm =
rEX,m such
that rEp,qm,s = (
rEp,qs )m and
rEp,qm,1 =
⊕
i≥max(0,−p)
Hq−2i(X(p+2i)κ ,Λ(r − i))m ⇒ H
p+q(XK ,Λ(r))m.
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By Construction 2.13, the map (2.5) is Λ[T]-linear. Thus, we have the following localized
map
(Bn+1−r(Xκ,Λ)0)m → Br(Xκ,Λ)0m.(2.14)
For the sake of notational symmetry, we write Bn+1−r(Xκ,Λ)m0 for (Bn+1−r(Xκ,Λ)0)m. Since
taking Gκ-invariants and Gκ-coinvariants commute with localization, we have
An+1−r(Xκ,Λ)m0 := (An+1−r(Xκ,Λ)0)m = (Bn+1−r(Xκ,Λ)
m
0 )
Gκ ,
and Ar(Xκ,Λ)0m = (B
r(Xκ,Λ)0m)
Gκ .
Definition 2.14 (Localized potential map). We call the following map
∆rm : An+1−r(Xκ,Λ)
m
0 → A
r(Xκ,Λ)0m,
induced by (2.14) the localized potential map.
Definition 2.15 (Nice coefficient, case of localization). We say that Λ is a nice coefficient
for the spectral sequence rEm =
rEX,m if the following are satisfied:
(N1): rEm, with the coefficient Λ, degenerates at the second page;
(N2): if rEp,2r−1−pm,2 (−1) has a non-trivial subquotient on which Gκ acts trivially, then p = 1.
We say that Λ is a very nice coefficient if moreover
(N3): for every subquotient Λ[Gκ]-moduleM of ker µ1,2r−1m ⊕coker µ
−1,2r−1
m (−1), the natural
map MGκ →MGκ is an isomorphism.
The following is the localized version of Theorem 2.9, with the same proof 2.
Theorem 2.16. Suppose that Λ is a nice coefficient for rEX,m.
(1) We have a canonical map
ηrm : A
r(Xκ,Λ)0m → H
1
sing(K,H
2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))m).
(2) If Λ is moreover very nice, then we have a canonical exact sequence
0→ H1unr(K,H
2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))m)→ An+1−r(Xκ,Λ)
m
0
∆rm−−→ Ar(Xκ,Λ)0m
ηrm−→ H1sing(K,H
2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))m)→ 0.
2.4. Relation with Abel–Jacobi maps. Let X be a proper strictly semistable scheme
over OK purely of relative dimension n. For every integer r ≥ 0, we have the (absolute)
cycle class map
cl : CHr(XK)⊗ Λ→ H2r(XK ,Λ(r)).(2.15)
Denote by CHr(XK ,Λ)0 the kernel of cl composed with H2r(XK ,Λ(r)) → H2r(XK ,Λ(r)).
Then we further have the Abel–Jacobi map
α : CHr(XK ,Λ)0 → H1(K,H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))).
Suppose that we have a commutative monoid T and a monoidal functor T→ E´tCor(X).
Let m be a prime ideal of Λ[T]. Then (2.15) is a map of Λ[T]-modules. Thus we obtain the
localized Abel–Jacobi map
αm : CH
r(XK ,Λ)0m → H
1(K,H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))m)(2.16)
2However, it is not a corollary of Theorem 2.9 since Λ might not be a nice coefficient for the original
spectral sequence rEX .
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as the canonical map H1(K,H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r)))m → H
1(K,H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))m) is an isomor-
phism.
Let z be an algebraic cycle on XK of codimension r. Denote by Z the Zariski closure of
the support of z in X. We have a closed immersion ι : Z → X. Let z♯ be the unique cycle
on X of codimension r supported on Z whose restriction to XK is z. Then z♯ determines
a class [z♯] ∈ H2rZ (X,Λ(r)) by the cycle class map. Denote by z˜ the image of [z
♯] under the
composite map
H2rZ (X,Λ(r)) = H
2r(X, ι!ι!Λ(r))→ H2r(X,Λ(r))→ H2r(Xκ,Λ(r))→ H2r(Xκ,Λ(r))Gκ.
For further discussion, let us review some notation for the nearby cycles functor. Put
S = SpecOKur. Denote by j : XK → XS a geometric generic fiber and i : Xκ → XS the
special fiber. Then the nearby cycles functor RΨ: D+(XS,Λ)→ D+(Xκ,Λ) is defined to be
the composite functor i∗◦j∗◦j
∗. Here, the ∗-pushforward is understood in the derived sense.
By adjunction, we have a natural transformation i∗ → RΨ whose cone is usually called the
vanishing cycles functor. In particular, we have a map
H2r(Xκ,Λ(r))→ H2r(Xκ,RΨΛ(r)) ≃ H2r(XK ,Λ(r))
of Λ[T]-modules, where the isomorphism is given by the proper base change. Denote by
H2r(Xκ,Λ(r))0 the kernel of the above map.
Lemma 2.17. If (the induced localized Chow class of) z belongs to CHr(XK ,Λ)0m, then z˜
belongs to H2r(Xκ,Λ(r))0m.
Proof. We may take the base change to S. Thus we assume that K = Kur and κ = κ. Now
take an element t ∈ Λ[T] that does not belong to m such that the Chow class of tz belongs
to CHr(XK ,Λ)0. If we replace z by tz (and Z by tZ), then tz˜ = t˜z and we only need to
show that t˜z ∈ H2r(Xκ,Λ(r))0. Thus we may assume at the beginning that z belongs to
CHr(XK ,Λ)0.
Note that the following diagram
H2r(X, ι!ι!Λ(r)) //

H2r(XK , ι!ι
!Λ(r))

H2r(X,Λ(r)) // H2r(XK ,Λ(r))
commutes. Since z belongs to CHr(XK ,Λ)0, we have that the image of [z♯] under the
composite map
H2r(X, ι!ι!Λ(r))→ H2r(X,Λ(r))→ H2r(XK ,Λ(r))
is zero. Since the second map H2r(X,Λ(r))→ H2r(XK ,Λ(r)) coincides with the composition
H2r(X,Λ(r))→ H2r(Xκ,Λ(r))→ H2r(Xκ,RΨΛ(r))
∼
−→ H2r(XK ,Λ(r)),
we have z˜ ∈ H2r(Xκ,Λ(r))0. The lemma follows. 
Lemma 2.17 implies that if z belongs to CHr(XK ,Λ)0m and
rE0,2rm,2 =
rE0,2rm,∞, then the image
of z˜ under the composite map
H2r(Xκ,Λ(r))Gκ → H2r(X
(0)
κ ,Λ(r))→ H
2r(X(0)κ ,Λ(r))m
belongs to the subspace Ar(Xκ,Λ)0m. Recall from §1.3 that we have a map
∂ : H1(K,H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r)))→ H
1
sing(K,H
2r−1(XK ,Λ(r)))
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of Λ[T]-modules. The following theorem establishes the compatibility between the (localized)
Abel–Jacobi map and the map ηrm constructed in Theorem 2.16.
Theorem 2.18. Suppose that Λ is a nice coefficient for rEm =
rEX,m (Definition 2.15).
Then for every algebraic cycle z on XK of codimension r belonging to CH
r(XK ,Λ)0m, we
have
ηrm(z˜) = ∂(αm(z))
as an equality in H1sing(K,H
2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))m). Here, we view z˜ as an element in A
r(Xκ,Λ)0m
by the above discussion as rE0,2rm,2 =
rE0,2rm,∞.
Proof. The proof is divided into several steps.
Step 1. As in the proof of Lemma 2.17, we take an element t ∈ Λ[T] that does not
belong to m such that the Chow class of tz belongs to CHr(XK ,Λ)0. If we can show
that ηrm(t˜z) = ∂(αm(tz)), then the theorem follows since t is an invertible operator on
H1sing(K,H
2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))m). Thus we may assume at the beginning that z belongs to
CHr(XK ,Λ)0.
Step 2. Let us first recall the definition of ∂(α(z)). By the semi-purity theorem [Fuj02, §8],
we know that ι!ι!Λ ∈ D≥2r(Xκ,Λ). Therefore, we have a short exact sequence
H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r)) →֒ H
2r−1((X \ Z)K ,Λ(r))→ H
2r(XK , ι!ι
!Λ(r))→ H2r(XK ,Λ(r)).(2.17)
Denote by [z] the cycle class of z in H2r(XK , ι!ι
!Λ(r)), which maps to the geometric cycle
class of z in H2r(XK ,Λ(r)). Then [z] is in the kernel of the last map in (2.17) since z belongs
to CHr(XK ,Λ)0. As [z] is fixed by GK , it induces an element
δ[z] ∈ H1(IK ,H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r)))
Gκ
by the coboundary map for the functor H0(IK ,−). Then ∂(α(z)) = δ[z] under the isomor-
phism in Lemma 2.6.
Step 3. To compute δ[z], we pick up an arbitrary [z]′ ∈ H2r−1((X \ Z)K ,Λ(r)) in the
preimage of [z]. Then (T − 1)[z]′ belongs to H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r)), and its image in the quotient
H2r−1(X
K
,Λ(r))m
(T−1)H2r−1(X
K
,Λ(r))m
,(2.18)
which is isomorphic to H1(IK ,H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))) as Λ-modules, coincides with δ[z]. Therefore,
our goal is to compute the image of (T − 1)[z]′ in (2.18). It does not depend on the choice
of [z]′.
Step 4. Now we want to make a convenient choice of [z]′. Denote by F the cone of the
composite map (ιS!ι!SΛ)|Xκ → Λ → RΨΛ (in the triangulated category D
+(Xκ,Λ)), and by
G the cone of the map RΨιS!ι!SΛ→ RΨΛ. Then we have the following map
(ιS!ι!SΛ)|Xκ //

RΨΛ //
=

F
+1 //

RΨιS!ι!SΛ // RΨΛ // G
+1 //
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of exact triangles. It induces the following commutative diagram
H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))
  //
=

H2r−1(Xκ, F (r)) //

H2r(Xκ, ιS!ι!SΛ) //

H2r(XK ,Λ(r))
=

H2r−1(XK ,Λ(r))
  // H2r−1(Xκ, G(r)) // H2r(Xκ,RΨιS!ι!SΛ) // H
2r(XK ,Λ(r))
(2.19)
in which the bottom line is canonically isomorphic to (2.17). Note that z, or rather z♯,
induces a class [z♯] ∈ H2r(X, ι!ι!Λ(r)). Denote by [z♯]0 the image of [z♯] under the restriction
map H2r(X, ι!ι!Λ(r))→ H2r(Xκ, ιS!ι!SΛ). Then [z
♯]0 maps to [z] under the third vertical map
in (2.19). Pick up an element [z♯]′0 ∈ H
2r−1(Xκ, F (r)) that maps to [z♯]0, and then we may
take [z]′ to be the image of [z♯]′0 under the second vertical map in (2.19).
Now since T acts trivially on (ιS!ι!SΛ)|Xκ, the map T − 1: F → F lifts to a map
T − 1: F → RΨΛ in D+(Xκ,Λ). It induces a canonical map T − 1: H2r−1(Xκ, F (r)) →
H2r−1(Xκ,RΨΛ(r)) on the level of cohomology. So the question is reduced to the computa-
tion of the image of (T − 1)[z♯]′0, after localization and quotient, in (2.18).
Step 5. To proceed, we need to use the monodromy filtration studied in [Sai03,
§2.2]. It is an increasing filtration M• of RΨΛ such that the monodromy operator T − 1
sends M•RΨΛ into M•−2RΨΛ. In particular, we have a map T − 1: RΨΛ/M0RΨΛ →
RΨΛ/M−2RΨΛ. Therefore we have submodules (T − 1)H2r−1(Xκ,RΨΛ(r)/M−2RΨΛ(r)) ⊂
(T −1)H2r−1(Xκ,RΨΛ(r)/M0RΨΛ(r)) ⊂ H2r−1(Xκ,RΨΛ(r)/M−2RΨΛ(r)). Since Λ is a nice
coefficient for rEX,m, a similar argument in the proof of Theorem 2.9 (1) will show that the
canonical inclusion(
(T−1)H2r−1(Xκ,RΨΛ(r)/M0RΨΛ(r))m
(T−1)H2r−1(Xκ,RΨΛ(r)/M−2RΨΛ(r))m
)Gκ
⊂
(
H2r−1(Xκ,RΨΛ(r)/M−2RΨΛ(r))m
(T−1)H2r−1(Xκ,RΨΛ(r)/M−2RΨΛ(r))m
)Gκ
is an isomorphism, both being canonically isomorphic to(
rE1,2r−2
m,1 (−1)
µ0,2r−1m (ker d
−1,2r
m,1 )+im(d
0,2r−2
m,1 (−1))
)Gκ
.
Step 6. By the construction in [Sai03, §2.2], the adjunction map Λ → RΨΛ factorizes
through M0RΨΛ. Thus we have the composite map (ιS!ι!SΛ)|Xκ → Λ→M0RΨΛ/M−2RΨΛ,
hence a map
(ιS!ι!SΛ)|Xκ //

RΨΛ //

F
+1 //

M0RΨΛ/M−2RΨΛ // RΨΛ/M−2RΨΛ // RΨΛ/M0RΨΛ
+1 //
of exact triangles. Applying the monodromy operator T − 1, we obtain the following com-
mutative diagram
(T−1)H2r−1(Xκ,F (r))
(T−1)H2r−1(Xκ,RΨΛ(r))
//
 _

(T−1)H2r−1(Xκ,RΨΛ(r)/M0RΨΛ(r))
(T−1)H2r−1(Xκ,RΨΛ(r)/M−2RΨΛ(r)) _

H2r−1(Xκ,RΨΛ(r))
(T−1)H2r−1(Xκ,RΨΛ(r))
// H
2r−1(Xκ,RΨΛ(r)/M−2RΨΛ(r))
(T−1)H2r−1(Xκ,RΨΛ(r)/M−2RΨΛ(r))
(2.20)
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By Step 5 and a similar argument in the proof of Theorem 2.9 (1), the map(
H2r−1(Xκ,RΨΛ(r))m
(T−1)H2r−1(Xκ,RΨΛ(r))m
)Gκ
→
(
H2r−1(Xκ,RΨΛ(r)/M−2RΨΛ(r))m
(T−1)H2r−1(Xκ,RΨΛ(r)/M−2RΨΛ(r))m
)Gκ
induced from the bottom arrow in (2.20) is canonically isomorphic to the map(
ker(d1,2r−2m,1 (−1))
µ0,2r−1m (ker d
−1,2r
m,1 )+im(d
0,2r−2
m,1 (−1))
)Gκ
→
(
rE1,2r−2m,1 (−1)
µ0,2r−1m (ker d
−1,2r
m,1 )+im(d
0,2r−2
m,1 (−1))
)Gκ
.(2.21)
In particular, (2.21) is injective. Since (T − 1)[z♯]′0 belongs to the Gκ-invariant submodule
of (2.18), it suffices to compute its image in(
(T−1)H2r−1(Xκ,RΨΛ(r)/M0RΨΛ(r))m
(T−1)H2r−1(Xκ,RΨΛ(r)/M−2RΨΛ(r))m
)Gκ
.(2.22)
Step 7. Now we use the following map
M0RΨΛ/M−1RΨΛ //
T−1

RΨΛ/M−1RΨΛ //
T−1

RΨΛ/M0RΨΛ
+1 //
T−1

M−2RΨΛ/M−3RΨΛ // RΨΛ/M−3RΨΛ // RΨΛ/M−2RΨΛ
+1 //
of exact triangles. Note that the image of the map T − 1: H2r(Xκ,M0RΨΛ/M−1RΨΛ) →
H2r(Xκ,M−2RΨΛ/M−3RΨΛ) is canonically isomorphic to
rE0,2r1
im(d−1,2r1 ◦(µ
0,2r−1)−1◦d0,2r−21 (−1))
.
Together with the discussion in Step 5, we have the induced map(
rE1,2r−2m,1 (−1)
µ0,2r−1m (ker d
−1,2r
m,1 )+im(d
0,2r−2
m,1 (−1))
)Gκ
≃ (2.22)→
(
rE0,2rm,1
im(d−1,2rm,1 ◦(µ
0,2r−1
m )−1◦d
0,2r−2
m,1 (−1))
)Gκ
.
It is simply d−1,2rm,1 ◦ (µ
0,2r−1
m )
−1, which is in particular injective. Therefore, to prove the
theorem, it suffices to show that the image of [z♯]′0 under the composite map
H2r−1(Xκ, F (r))→ H2r−1(Xκ,RΨΛ(r)/M0RΨΛ(r))→ H2r(Xκ,M0RΨΛ/M−1RΨΛ) ≃
rE0,2r1
coincides with the image of z˜ under the restriction map
H2r(Xκ,Λ(r))→ H2r(X
(0)
κ ,Λ(r))→
rE0,2r1 .
This follows from the following diagram
F //

(ιS!ι!SΛ[1])|Xκ //

Λ[1]

RΨΛ/M0RΨΛ // (M0RΨΛ/M−1RΨΛ)[1]
= // (M0RΨΛ/M−1RΨΛ)[1]
which is tautologically commutative by definition. The theorem follows. 
The following proposition provides a way to compute the image of z˜ in H2r(X(0)κ ,Λ(r)),
which will be used later. We first introduce more notation. For an algebraic cycle z on XK of
codimension r, let Z and z♯ be as in the previous discussion. Suppose that Z has irreducible
components Z1, . . . , Zt where each is of codimension r in X. If we have z =
∑t
i=1 aiZiK , then
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z♯ =
∑t
i=1 aiZi. For each i, the fiber product Zi ×X X
(0)
κ is a closed subscheme of X
(0)
κ of
pure codimension r. Thus z♯×X X(0)κ :=
∑t
i=1 ai(Zi×X X
(0)
κ ) is an algebraic cycle on X
(0)
κ of
codimension r.
Proposition 2.19. Let z be an algebraic cycle on XK of codimension r. Suppose that for
every irreducible component Zi of Z, the codimension of the singular locus Z
sing
i of Zi in each
irreducible component Xj of Xκ is at least r + 1. Then the image of z˜ under the restriction
map H2r(Xκ,Λ(r))→ H2r(X
(0)
κ ,Λ(r)) coincides with the geometric cycle class of z
♯×X X
(0)
κ .
Proof. Without lost of generality, we assume that Z is a prime divisor. Since the codimension
of Zsing in X is at least r + 1, the restriction map H2r(X,Λ(r))→ H2r(X \ Zsing,Λ(r)) is an
isomorphism by semi-purity theorem. Under such isomorphism, we have cl(Z) = cl(Z\Zsing).
Now we choose an arbitrary irreducible component Xj of Xκ, and consider the morphism
f : Xj \ Zsing → X \ Zsing. By the functoriality of the cycle class map [Fuj02, Proposition
1.1.3], we know that the image of z˜ under the restriction map H2r(Xκ,Λ(r)) → H2r((Xj \
Zsing)κ,Λ(r)) coincides with the geometric cycle class of f ∗(Z \ Zsing). By the assumption
that the codimension of Zsing in Xj is at least r + 1, we have the canonical isomorphism
H2r(Xj,κ,Λ(r)) → H2r((Xj \ Zsing)κ,Λ(r)) under which the geometric cycle class of f ∗(Z)
coincides with the geometric cycle class of f ∗(Z \ Zsing). The proposition follows. 
3. A reciprocity law for cubic Hirzebruch–Zagier cycles
Recall from §1.1 that we have fixed a totally real cubic field F , with various notation OF ,
AF , ΦF , and F˜ ⊂ C, F0 ⊂ C.
In this chapter, we fix a finite set of even cardinality ∇ of places of F containing ΦF .
3.1. Level raising on Hilbert threefolds. The initial data for the level raising is a quadru-
ple (ρ, rρ, r0, r1) where
• ρ : GF → GL(Nρ) is a homomorphism with a free Z/pν-module Nρ of rank 2, such
that det ρ ≃ Z/pν(−1);
• rρ is an ideal of OF coprime to ∇ such that ρ is unramified outside ∇ and rρ;
• r0 is an ideal of OF coprime to ∇;
• r1 is an absolutely neat ideal (Definition B.1) of OF that is coprime to ∇ and r0, and
such that r0r1 ⊂ rρ.
For a given quadruple, we will denote by r the ideal r0r1, and Λ for Z/pν .
Notation 3.1. Let r be an ideal of OF .
(1) Put Sr = S(∇)r (Definition A.1) if r is coprime to ∇.
(2) Let Tr be the coproduct of Tq (Definition A.7) for all primes q of F that are coprime
to ∇ and r in the category of commutative monoids.
For every ideal s of OF contained in rρ, we have an induced homomorphism
φsρ : Z[T
s]→ Λ(= Z/pν)
such that φsρ(Tq) = tr ρ(Frobq) and φ
s
ρ(Sq) = 1, for every prime q of F coprime to ∇ and s.
Here, Frobq denotes a geometric Frobenius at q. Put
msρ = ker[Z[T
s]
φsρ
−→ Λ→ Fp]
which is a maximal ideal of Z[Ts]. If we put ρ¯ := ρ mod p, then msρ = m
s
ρ¯.
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Definition 3.2 (Perfect quadruple). We say that
(1) ρ¯ is generic if (IndQF ρ¯)|G
F˜
has the largest possible image, which is isomorphic to
G(SL2(Fp)⊕ SL2(Fp)⊕ SL2(Fp));
(2) a quadruple (ρ, rρ, r0, r1) is s-isolated, for an ideal s of OF contained in r, if Γ(Srρ ,Λ)msρ
(see §1.3 for Γ) is a free Λ-module of rank 1 and the maps in the following commutative
diagram
Γ(Sr,Λ)msρ
⊕
d∈D(r,rρ)
δd∗
//

⊕
d∈D(r,rρ) Γ(Srρ ,Λ)msρ

Γ(Sr,Λ)/ kerφsρ
⊕
d∈D(r,rρ)
δd∗
// ⊕
d∈D(r,rρ) Γ(Srρ ,Λ)/ kerφ
s
ρ
are all isomorphisms, where D(r, rρ) is introduced in Notation A.5 and δd∗ is the
(normalized) pushforward map in Definition A.6;
(3) a quadruple (ρ, rρ, r0, r1) is perfect if
(a) p ≥ 11 and p 6= 13, 19;
(b) p is coprime to ∇ and r · µ(r, rρ) · |Cl(F )r1| · discF (Notation A.5 for µ(r, rρ));
(c) ρ¯ is generic; and
(d) it is r-isolated.
From now on, we will fix a perfect quadruple (ρ, rρ, r0, r1).
Definition 3.3 (Cubic-level raising prime). We say that a rational prime ℓ is a cubic-level
raising prime for the quadruple (ρ, rρ, r0, r1) if
(C1): ℓ is inert in F , unramified in F˜ , and coprime to ∇ and 2r;
(C2): (ρ, rρ, r0, r1) is rl-isolated, where l is the unique prime of F above ℓ;
(C3): p does not divide ℓ(ℓ18 − 1)(ℓ6 + 1);
(C4): φΠ(Tl) ≡ ℓ3 + 1 mod pν .
Notation 3.4. We denote by ρ♯ : GQ → GL(N♯ρ) the multiplicative induction of ρ from GF
to GQ, where N♯ρ = N
⊗3
ρ . Put N¯ρ := Nρ ⊗ Fp and N¯
♯
ρ := N
♯
ρ ⊗ Fp, which are Fp[GQ]-modules.
Let ℓ be a prime satisfying (C1) in Definition 3.3 and l the unique prime of F above ℓ.
From Definition B.3 (with ∆ = {l} ∪ ∇ \ ΦF ), we have the scheme
X(ℓ)r0,r1 := X({l} ∪ ∇ \ ΦF )r0,r1
which is projective and of relative dimension 3 over SpecZ[(r discF )−1]. Moreover, we have
a monoidal functor
Trl → E´tCor(X(ℓ)r0,r1)(3.1)
(§2.3) given by Hecke correspondences (Definition B.4, Remark B.5).
Theorem 3.5. Let (ρ, rρ, r0, r1) be a perfect quadruple. Let ℓ be a cubic-level raising prime
for (ρ, rρ, r0, r1). Then we have
(1) Hj(X(ℓ)r0,r1 ⊗Q,Zp)mrlρ = 0 for j 6= 3;
(2) a canonical decomposition of the Λ[GQ]-module
H3(X(ℓ)r0,r1 ⊗Q,Zp(2))/ kerφ
rl
ρ =
⊕
d∈D(r,rρ)
M0
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where M0 is isomorphic to N♯ρ(2) as a Λ[GF0]-module;
(3) a canonical isomorphism
H1sing(Qℓ,H
3(X(ℓ)r0,r1 ⊗Q,Zp(2))/ kerφ
rl
ρ ) ≃ Γ(Sr,Z)/ kerφ
r
ρ.
Proof of Theorem 3.5 (1). The proof is similar to [Dim05, Theorem 6.6 (1)]. By the Poincaré
duality and the Nakayama lemma, it suffices to show that Hj(X(ℓ)r0,r1 ⊗ Q,Fp)/m
rl
ρ = 0 for
j = 0, 1, 2. As p is coprime to ∇ and r · discF , the scheme X(ℓ)r0,r1 ⊗ Zp is smooth and
projective over SpecZp. By Faltings’ Comparison Theorem [Fal89], we know that 3 is not
a Fontaine–Laffaille weight for Hj(X(ℓ)r0,r1 ⊗ Q,Fp) for j = 0, 1, 2. The rest of the proof is
same as for [Dim05, Theorem 6.6 (1)], as ρ¯ is generic (Definition 3.2). 
The remaining sections of this chapter are dedicated to the proof of Theorem 3.5 (2,3).
Before the end of this section, we record the following lemma.
Lemma 3.6. The Λ[Gℓ]-module N♯ρ(2) is unramified and isomorphic to Λ(−1)⊕Λ⊕Λ(1)⊕
Λ(2)⊕R⊕R(1), where R = Λ2 as a Λ-module on which Frobℓ acts via the matrix
( 0 1
−1 −1
)
.
In particular, H1sing(Qℓ,N
♯
ρ(2)) is a free Λ-module of rank 1.
Proof. The first part is a consequence of Definition 3.3 (C1, C3, C4) and the definition of
multiplicative induction. The second part is a consequence of the first part and Lemma
2.6. 
3.2. Semistable model and featuring cycles. As in Example B.12, we identify Φ with
the set Z/6Z = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} such that σi = i + 1, and ΦF with the set Z/3Z = {0, 1, 2}
such that Φ → ΦF is the natural map of modulo 3. Put K = Qℓ6 hence OK = Zℓ6 and
κ = Fℓ6 in the setup of §2. Recall that Gκ = Gal(κ/κ) is the absolute Galois group of κ.
From now to the end of §3, we fix a rational prime ℓ that is a cubic-level raising prime for
the perfect quadruple (ρ, rρ, r0, r1).
We have the following geometric objects from §B.6.
• Xr0,r1 := X(ℓ)r0,r1 = X({l} ∪ ∇ \ ΦF )r0,r1 , with the special fiber Xr0,r1 := Xr0,r1 ⊗ κ,
• the canonical semistable resolution π : Yr0,r1 → Xr0,r1 ⊗ OK (Definition B.39),
• subschemes X ijk···r0,r1 of Xr0,r1 ,
• the morphism ℘ijk··· : X ijk···r0,r1 → Z
ijk
r0,r1 if {i, j, k, · · · } ⊂ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} is a proper
subset satisfying {i, j, k, · · · }† = {i, j, k}.
We collect some facts from Appendix B in this particular case.
Lemma 3.7. Let notation be as above. Then for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5},
(1) ℘i(i+1)(i+2) : X
i(i+1)(i+2)
r0,r1 → Z
i(i+1)(i+2)
r0,r1 is a P
1-bundle;
(2) ℘i(i+2)(i+4) : X
i(i+2)(i+4)
r0,r1 → Z
i(i+2)(i+4)
r0,r1 is a (P1)3-bundle;
(3) ℘i(i+1)(i+2)(i+3) : X
i(i+1)(i+2)(i+3)
r0,r1 → Z
(i+1)(i+2)(i+3)
r0,r1 is an isomorphism;
(4) the composite morphism
X i(i+1)(i+2)(i+3)r0,r1 → X
i(i+1)(i+2)
r0,r1
℘i(i+1)(i+2)
−−−−−−→ Z i(i+1)(i+2)r0,r1
is a Frobenius factor, which is finite flat of degree ℓ;
Proof. Parts (1–3) follow from Theorem B.29. Part (4) follows from Proposition B.37. 
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Notation 3.8. We label the two sparse types as S+ = {0, 2, 4} and S− = {1, 3, 5}. Some-
times we write Y +r0,r1 (resp. X
+
r0,r1
, Z+r0,r1) for Y
024
r0,r1
(resp. X024r0,r1, Z
024
r0,r1
), and Y −r0,r1 (resp. X
−
r0,r1
,
Z−r0,r1) for Y
135
r0,r1
(resp. X135r0,r1, Z
135
r0,r1
). We have canonical Gκ-equivariant maps
δ± : X012345r0,r1 (κ)→ Z
±
r0,r1
(κ)
induced from the composite morphisms X012345r0,r1 → X
±
r0,r1
℘±
−→ Z±r0,r1, respectively. For an
element g ∈ Z±r0,r1(κ), we put T(g) = δ
∓((δ±)−1(g)) ⊂ Z∓r0,r1(κ).
The following lemma identifies certain 1-cycles on the surfaces Z i(i+1)(i+2)r0,r1,κ .
Lemma 3.9. Suppose i ∈ S±. Under the isomorphism (Lemma 3.7)
℘ = ℘i(i+1)(i+2)(i+5) : X
i(i+1)(i+2)(i+5)
r0,r1,κ
∼
−→ Z
i(i+1)(i+2)
r0,r1,κ ,
we have
(1) ℘X
i(i+1)(i+2)(i+4)(i+5)
r0,r1,κ =
∐
g∈Z±r0,r1(κ)
Cig where each C
i
g is isomorphic to P
1
κ;
(2) ℘X
i(i+1)(i+2)(i+3)(i+5)
r0,r1,κ
=
∐
g′∈Z∓r0,r1 (κ)
Cig′ where each C
i
g′ is isomorphic to P
1
κ;
(3) the self intersection number of Cig (resp. C
i
g′) equals −2ℓ (resp. −2ℓ
2) for g ∈ Z±r0,r1(κ)
(resp. g′ ∈ Z∓r0,r1(κ)).
Proof. Without lost of generality, we assume i = 0 ∈ S+.
For (1), we have X01245r0,r1,κ = X
0125
r0,r1,κ ∩X
024
r0,r1,κ, which is a P
1-bundle over Z024r0,r1,κ by Theorem
B.29. Therefore, we have a canonical bijection
π0(X01245r0,r1,κ) ≃ Z
024
r0,r1
(κ) = Z+r0,r1(κ).
Thus (1) follows. Part (2) is similar.
For (3), by Proposition B.33, we know that C0g (resp. C
0
g′) is an irreducible component of
the Goren–Oort divisor Z012,4r0,r1,κ (resp. Z
012,3
r0,r1,κ) of Z
012
r0,r1,κ
. By [TX14, Proposition 2.31 (2)], we
know that the normal bundle of the inclusion Z012,4r0,r1,κ →֒ Z
012
r0,r1,κ
(resp. Z012,3r0,r1,κ →֒ Z
012
r0,r1,κ
) is
O(−2ℓn4) (resp. O(−2ℓn3)). In particular, the self intersection number of Cig (resp. C
i
g′) is
equal to −2ℓn4 (resp. −2ℓn3). Part (3) follows as n4 = 1 and n3 = 2. 
Lemma 3.10. Suppose i ∈ S±. We have
(1) Y
i(i+1)(i+2)(i+4)
r0,r1,κ =
∐
g∈Z±r0,r1 (κ)
F ig where each F
i
g is a connected smooth projective sur-
face over Spec κ, which coincides with the inverse image of Cig under ℘i(i+1)(i+2) ◦ π;
(2) Y
i(i+1)(i+2)(i+3)(i+5)
r0,r1,κ =
∐
g′∈Z∓r0,r1(κ)
Eig′ where each E
i
g′ is a connected smooth projective
surface over Spec κ, which is the exceptional divisor whose image under ℘i(i+1)(i+2) ◦π
coincides with Cig′.
(3) Y 012345r0,r1,κ =
∐
h∈X012345r0,r1 (κ)
Hh where each Hh is a connected smooth projective surface
over Specκ.
Proof. Parts (1) and (2) are consequences of Proposition B.41 (5) and (6), respectively,
together with the similar discussion as for Lemma 3.9.
For (3), by definition, we have Y 012345r0,r1 = Y
024
r0,r1
∩ Y 135r0,r1. By Proposition B.41 (2,3), we
have the canonical isomorphism π0(Y 012345r0,r1,κ ) ≃ X
012345
r0,r1 (κ), and that every geometric fiber of
Y 012345r0,r1,κ → X
012345
r0,r1,κ is a smooth projective surface. 
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To proceed, we review some intersection theory from [Ful98]. Let k be a field. For
every smooth proper scheme X over Spec k, let Zr(X) be the group of cycles on X of
codimension r. We have a (Chow) cycle class map Zr(X) → CHr(X) sending D to [D].
If X is of pure dimension d, then we have the degree map Zd(X) → CHd(X)
deg
−−→ Z. Let
f : Y → X be a morphism of smooth proper schemes over Spec k. Then we have a pullback
map f ∗ : CHr(X) → CHr(Y ) and a pushforward map f∗ : CH
r(Y ) → CHr−d(X) where
d = dim(Y )− dim(X).
Lemma 3.11. Let notation be as above.
(1) If f is flat, then f ∗[D] = [f−1D] for every D ∈ Z•(X).
(2) We have f ∗[D1] ∪ f ∗[D2] = f ∗[D1 · D2] for every D1, D2 ∈ Z•(X), where ∪ (resp. ·)
is the cup product (resp. intersection product) on CH• (resp. Z•).
(3) We have f∗(E ∪ f ∗D) = f∗E ∪D for every D ∈ CH
•(X) and E ∈ CH•(Y ).
Proof. These can be found in [Ful98, §17]. In particular, we use [Ful98, Corollary 17.4]. 
Now we can introduce the notion of featuring cycles.
Definition 3.12. Let B(Yr0,r1) be the free abelian group generated by the following symbols,
which we call (abstract) featuring cycles,
• Fig for i ∈ S
± and g ∈ Z±r0,r1(κ);
• Fig′ for i ∈ S
± and g′ ∈ Z∓r0,r1(κ);
• Eig′ for i ∈ S
± and g ∈ Z∓r0,r1(κ);
• Hih for h ∈ X
012345
r0,r1
(κ).
Note that by Proposition B.41 (7), we have CH1(Y (0)κ ) =
⊕
|S|=3CH
1(Y Sκ ). We define a map
β0 : B(Yr0,r1)→ CH
1(Y (0)κ ) that sends
• Fig to [F
i
g] ∈ CH
1(Y i(i+1)(i+2)r0,r1,κ ) for i ∈ S
± and g ∈ Z±r0,r1(κ);
• Fig′ to [F
i
g′] ∈ CH
1(Y i(i+1)(i+2)r0,r1,κ ), where F
i
g′ = (℘i(i+1)(i+2) ◦ π)
−1Cig′ , for i ∈ S
± and
g′ ∈ Z∓r0,r1(κ);
• Eig′ to [E
i
g′] ∈ CH
1(Y i(i+1)(i+2)r0,r1,κ ) for i ∈ S
± and g ∈ Z∓r0,r1(κ);
• Hih to [Hh] ∈ CH
1(Y +r0,r1,κ) for h ∈ X
012345
r0,r1
(κ).
Note that for a featuring cycle C, we always have β0C = [C] for some explicit cycle C on
Y Sr0,r1,κ for some type S. Then we say that C has the realization C and the location Y
S
r0,r1,κ
.
The abelian group B(Yr0,r1) is a Z[T
rl][Gκ]-module, where the actions of Trl and Gκ
are induced from those on the indexing sets Z±r0,r1(κ) and X
012345
r0,r1
(κ) accordingly. Put
B(Yr0,r1,Λ) = B(Yr0,r1)⊗ Λ. We have the following composite map
β : B(Yr0,r1 ,Λ)
β0−→ CH1(Y (0)r0,r1,κ)⊗ Λ
cl
−→ H2(Y (0)r0,r1,κ,Λ(1))→ B2(Yr0,r1,Λ)(3.2)
where cl denotes the class map as before, and B2(Yr0,r1,Λ) is defined in §2.2 with the canonical
quotient map H2(Y (0)r0,r1,κ,Λ(1))→ B2(Yr0,r1,Λ). Taking Λ-dual, we obtain another map
β ′ : B2(Yr0,r1,Λ) ≃ Hom(B2(Yr0,r1,Λ),Λ)
β∨
−→ Hom(B(Yr0,r1),Λ).(3.3)
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In summary, we have the following commutative diagram
B(Yr0,r1 ,Λ)
β //

B2(Yr0,r1,Λ)
(2.4)
// B2(Yr0,r1 ,Λ)
β′ //

Hom(B(Yr0,r1),Λ)
CH1(Y (0)r0,r1,κ)⊗ Λ
cl // H2(Y (0)r0,r1,κ,Λ(1))
δ1∗◦δ∗0 //
OO
H4(Y (0)r0,r1,κ,Λ(2))
cl∨ // Hom(CH1(Y (0)r0,r1,κ),Λ).
OO
(3.4)
Denote the composition of the top line by
∆˜: B(Yr0,r1,Λ)→ Hom(B(Yr0,r1),Λ).(3.5)
The motivation behind Definition 3.12 is explained in Proposition 3.29.
3.3. Computation of potential map. We start to compute the map ∆˜ (3.5). To make for-
mulae easier to read, throughout this section, we will suppress all subscripts r0, r1 indicating
levels, as they will not be changed in the discussion here.
Let us first explain what it means for computing ∆˜. Note that by definition, ∆˜ is de-
termined by the value of the function ∆˜C on D for every pair of featuring cycles C and D.
Suppose that C (resp. D) has the realization C (resp. D) and the location Y Sκ (resp. Y
S′
κ ).
To compute ∆˜C(D), there are three cases:
(1) We have Y Sκ ∩ Y
S′
κ = ∅. Then ∆˜C(D) = 0.
(2) We have Y Sκ = Y
S′
κ . Let Y
S′′
κ , Y
S′′′
κ , . . . be all other strata of dimension 3 that have
nonempty intersection with Y Sκ . Then
∆˜C(D) = deg(C · (Y Sκ ∩ Y
S′′
κ + Y
S
κ ∩ Y
S′′′
κ + · · · ) ·D)
where the intersection number is computed on Y Sκ .
(3) We have Y Sκ 6= Y
S′
κ but Y
S
κ ∩Y
S′
κ 6= ∅. Let j : Y
S
κ ∩Y
S′
κ → Y
S
κ and j
′ : Y Sκ ∩Y
S′
κ → Y
S′
κ
be the canonical embeddings, respectively. Then
∆˜C(D) = deg(−j′∗j
∗(C · (Y Sκ ∩ Y
S′
κ )) ·D) = − deg(j
∗C · j′∗D).
The sign difference in (2) and (3) is due to the fact that δ∗0 and δ1∗ are defined as alternating
sums (see §2.1, in particular Remark 2.2). In particular, we have
∆˜C(D) = ∆˜D(C).(3.6)
In what follows, we will suppress the notation “deg” if we are expecting a number (rather
than a 0-cycle). Moreover, in case (3), we will simply write the intersection number as
∆˜C(D) = −C · (Y Sκ ∩ Y
S′
κ ) ·D, with the interpretation implicitly.
Remark 3.13. By Definition 3.12, the location of Hh is always Y +κ . However, since ∆˜ factorizes
through B2(Y,Λ), we may compute ∆˜C(Hh) by regarding Hh as a 2-cycle on Y −κ .
We need the following notation and lemma before the computation of ∆˜C(D).
Notation 3.14. For i ∈ S± and g′ ∈ Z∓(κ), we have the exceptional divisor Eig′ . Let D
i
g′
be its image under π. Then Eig′ is a ruled surface with the base curve D
i
g′ . Moreover, we
have
X
i(i+1)(i+2)(i+3)(i+5)
κ =
∐
g′∈Z∓(κ)
Dig′ .
Finally, denote by f ig′ the the general fiber of E
i
g′ → D
i
g′ .
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Lemma 3.15. For every i ∈ S±, consider the morphisms
Y
i(i+1)(i+2)
κ
π
−→ X
i(i+1)(i+2)
κ
℘i(i+1)(i+2)
−−−−−−→ Z
i(i+1)(i+2)
κ .
Then we have
(1) [F ig] = π
∗℘∗i(i+1)(i+2)[C
i
g] for g ∈ Z
±(κ);
(2) [F ig′] = π
∗℘∗i(i+1)(i+2)[C
i
g′] for g ∈ Z
∓(κ).
Proof. Note that the morphism π : Y i(i+1)(i+2)κ → X
i(i+1)(i+2)
κ is the blow-up along a smooth
proper curve X i(i+1)(i+2)(i+3)(i+5)κ by Proposition B.41. We put ℘ = ℘i(i+1)(i+2) for simplicity.
For (1), note that the smooth surface ℘−1Cig intersects with X
i(i+1)(i+2)(i+3)(i+5)
κ properly
by Lemma 3.9. By [Ful98, Proposition 6.7], we know that π∗[℘−1Cig] = [π
−1℘−1Cig] + [D]
where D is supported on π−1(℘−1Cig∩X
i(i+1)(i+2)(i+3)(i+5)
κ ). Thus [D] = 0, and [π
−1℘−1Cig] =
π∗[℘−1Cig] = π
∗℘∗[Cig] by Lemma 3.11 (1).
For (2), by the same argument, we know that π∗[℘−1Cig′] = [π
−1℘−1Cig′] + a[E
i
g′ ] for some
integer a. Let Gig′ ∈ Z
1(Y i(i+1)(i+2)κ ) be the strict transform of ℘
−1Cig′ under π. Then we have
π−1℘−1Cig′ = G
i
g′ + E
i
g′. On one hand, by Lemma 3.11 (3), we have (Notation 3.14)
π∗[℘−1Cig′] ∪ [f
i
g′ ] = [℘
−1Cig′] ∪ π∗[f
i
g′] = 0.
On the other hand, we have
deg(([π−1℘−1Cig′ ] + a[E
i
g′]) ∪ [f
i
g′]) = (G
i
g′ + (a+ 1)E
i
g′) · f
i
g′ = 1 + (−1)(a + 1)
by [AG5, Lemma 2.2.14 (ii b)]. Therefore, a = 0 and [F ig′ ] = π
∗℘∗i(i+1)(i+2)[C
i
g′]. 
In the proof of Lemmas 3.16, 3.17, 3.18 and 3.19, We will abuse notation by simply writing
D instead of [D] for a cycle D on a κ-scheme.
Lemma 3.16. For i ∈ S± and g ∈ Z±(κ), we have
∆˜Fig

(Fig) = −2ℓ(ℓ+ 1),
(Fig′) = ℓ+ 1, ∀g
′ ∈ T(g),
(Eig′) = 1, ∀g
′ ∈ T(g),
(Fi−1g′ ) = −1, ∀g
′ ∈ T(g),
(Fi−1g ) = 2ℓ
2,
(Ei−1g ) = 2ℓ,
(Fi+1g′ ) = −1, ∀g
′ ∈ T(g),
(Fi+1g ) = 2ℓ
2,
(Ei+1g ) = 2ℓ
2,
where T(g) is introduced in Notation 3.8. On other featuring cycles, the function ∆˜Fig takes
value zero.
Proof. We may assume i = 0 without lost of generality by Remark 3.13. Note that F0g has
the realization F 0g and location Y
012
κ . All other 3-dimensional strata that have nonempty
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intersection with Y 012κ are: Y
015
κ , Y
123
κ , Y
024
κ and Y
135
κ . We have
Y 012κ ∩ Y
015
κ = Y
0125
κ , Y
012
κ ∩ Y
123
κ = Y
0123
κ ,
Y 012κ ∩ Y
024
κ = Y
0124
κ =
∐
g˜∈Z+(κ)
F 0g˜ , Y
012
κ ∩ Y
135
κ = Y
01235
κ =
∐
g′∈Z−(κ)
E0g′ ,
by Lemma 3.10. Moreover, F 0g · F
0
g˜ = 0 if g˜ 6= g, and F
0
g ·E
0
g′ = 0 if g
′ 6∈ T(g). Now we show
the 9 equalities and the vanishing part one by one.
(1) We have ∆˜F0g(F
0
g) = F
0
g · (
∑
g′∈T(g)E
0
g′ + F
0
g + Y
0125
κ + Y
0123
κ ) · F
0
g . By Lemmas 3.11
and 3.15, we have
(3.7) F 0g · E
0
g′ · F
0
g = (F
0
g · F
0
g ) · E
0
g′ = ((℘123 ◦ π)
∗C0g · (℘123 ◦ π)
∗C0g ) · E
0
g′
= (℘123 ◦ π)∗(C0g · C
0
g ) · E
0
g′ = (C
0
g · C
0
g ) · (℘123 ◦ π)∗E
0
g′ = (C
0
g · C
0
g ) · 0 = 0.
Similarly, we have
F 0g · F
0
g · F
0
g = (C
0
g · C
0
g ) · (℘012 ◦ π)∗F
0
g = (C
0
g · C
0
g ) · 0 = 0.(3.8)
Similarly, we have for k = 3, 5 that
F 0g · Y
012k
κ · F
0
g = (F
0
g · F
0
g ) · Y
012k
κ = (C
0
g · C
0
g ) · ℘012∗π∗Y
012k
κ = (C
0
g · C
0
g ) · ℘012∗X
012k
κ .
By Lemma 3.9 (3), we have C0g ·C
0
g = −2ℓ. By Lemma 3.7 (3) (resp. Lemma 3.7 (4)),
we know that ℘012∗X0125κ = Z
012
κ (resp. ℘012∗X
0123
κ = ℓZ
012
κ ). Thus we have
F 0g · (Y
0123
κ + Y
0125
κ ) · F
0
g = −2ℓ(ℓ+ 1).(3.9)
The first equality follows from (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9).
(2) We have ∆˜F0g(F
0
g′) = F
0
g · (
∑
g˜′∈T(g)E
0
g˜′ + F
0
g + Y
0125
κ + Y
0123
κ ) · F
0
g′ . Similar to (3.7),
we have
F 0g · E
0
g˜′ · F
0
g′ = (F
0
g · F
0
g′) · E
0
g˜′ = (C
0
g · C
0
g′) · (℘123 ◦ π)∗E
0
g˜′ = 0.(3.10)
Similar to (3.8), we have
F 0g · F
0
g · F
0
g′ = 0.(3.11)
Similar to (3.9), we have for k = 3, 5 that
F 0g · Y
012k
κ · F
0
g′ = (F
0
g · F
0
g′) · Y
012k
κ = (C
0
g · C
0
g′) · ℘012∗π∗Y
012k
κ .
Note that C0g · C
0
g′ equals 1 (resp. 0) if g
′ ∈ T(g) (resp. g′ 6∈ T(g)). Thus we have for
g′ ∈ T(g),
F 0g · (Y
0123
κ + Y
0125
κ ) · F
0
g′ = ℓ+ 1.(3.12)
The second equality follows from (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12).
(3) We have ∆˜F0g(E
0
g′) = F
0
g ·(
∑
g˜′∈T(g)E
0
g˜′+F
0
g +Y
0125
κ +Y
0123
κ )·E
0
g′ . Note that E
0
g˜′ ·E
0
g′ = 0
unless g˜′ = g′. Thus ∆˜F0g(E
0
g′) = F
0
g · (E
0
g′+F
0
g +Y
0125
κ +Y
0123
κ ) ·E
0
g′ . As F
0
g intersects
E0g′ transversally at a fiber f
0
g′ of the ruled surface E
0
g′ (Notation 3.14), we have
F 0g ·E
0
g′ · E
0
g′ = f
0
g′ ·E
0
g′ = −1(3.13)
by [AG5, Lemma 2.2.14 (ii b)]. For k = 3, 5, the restricted morphism π : Y 012kκ →
X012kκ is an isomorphism by Proposition B.41 (4). Thus the morphism ℘012◦π induces
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an isomorphism from Y 012kκ ∩E
0
g′ to C
0
g′. As the intersection Y
012k
κ ∩E
0
g′ is proper, we
have by Lemma 3.11
F 0g · Y
012k
κ · E
0
g′ = C
0
g · C
0
g′ = 1.(3.14)
The third equality follows from (3.7), (3.13) and (3.14).
(4) We have ∆˜F0g(F
5
g′) = −F
0
g · Y
0125
κ · F
5
g′ . Note that F
0
g ⊂ Y
0124
κ intersects transversally
with Y 0125κ (in Y
012
κ ), and the restricted morphism π : Y
0124
κ ∩ Y
0125
κ → X
01245
κ is an
isomorphism by Proposition B.41. The following composite morphism
F 0g ∩ Y
0125
κ → X
01245
κ → X
0145
κ → Z
015
κ ,
which is same as ℘015 ◦ π, induces an isomorphism onto the image C5g by Lemma 3.9
(2). Therefore,
F 0g · Y
0125
κ · F
5
g′ = (F
0
g ∩ Y
0125
κ ) · π
∗℘∗015C
5
g′ = ℘015∗π∗(F
0
g ∩ Y
0125
κ ) · C
5
g′ = C
5
g · C
5
g′
which equals 1 (resp. 0) if g′ ∈ T(g) (resp g′ 6∈ T(g)). The fourth equality follows.
(5) Similar to (4), we have F 0g · Y
0125
κ ·F
5
g = C
5
g ·C
5
g = −2ℓ
2 by Lemma 3.9 (3). The fifth
equality follows. However, on the other hand,
F 0g · Y
0125
κ · F
5
g = ℘012∗π∗(F
5
g · Y
0125
κ ) · C
0
g = aC
0
g · C
0
g .
As C0g · C
0
g = −2ℓ, we have a = ℓ. In other words,
℘012∗π∗(F 5g · Y
0125
κ ) = ℓC
0
g .(3.15)
This will be used later.
(6) We have ∆˜F0g(E
5
g) = −F
0
g ·Y
0125
κ ·E
5
g . Note that F
0
g ∩Y
0125
κ ⊂ Y
0124
κ ∩Y
0125
κ . Therefore,
F 0g ∩ Y
0125
κ , as a 1-cycle on Y
0125
κ , is contained in Y
01245
κ and Y
0125
κ . By Lemma 3.10,
Y 01245κ =
∐
g˜∈Z+(κ)E
5
g , thus F
0
g ∩ Y
0125
κ is simply E
5
g ∩ Y
0125
κ as a 1-cycle of Y
0125
κ .
Therefore, F 0g ·Y
0125
κ ·E
5
g = Y
0125
κ ·(E
5
g ·E
5
g ). Applying the projection formula (Lemma
3.11 (3)) to the closed embedding Y 0125κ → Y
015
κ , we obtain
Y 0125κ · (E
5
g · E
5
g ) = (E
5
g ∩ Y
0125
κ ) · (E
5
g ∩ Y
0125
κ ).
Under the isomorphism Y 0125κ
π
−→ X0125κ
℘0125−−−→ Z012κ (Proposition B.41 and Lemma
3.7), the image of E5g ∩ Y
0125
κ is simply C
0
g (g ∈ Z
+(κ)). Thus the sixth equality
follows from Lemma 3.9 (3).
(7) The seventh equality follows from (3.6) and the fourth with i = 1.
(8) Similar to (5), we have ∆˜F0g(F
1
g) = −F
0
g · Y
0123
κ · F
5
g = −C
1
g · C
1
g = 2ℓ
2 by Lemma 3.9
(3). The eighth equality follows.
(9) We have ∆˜F0g(E
1
g) = −F
0
g · Y
0123
κ · E
1
g . Similar to (6), we have
F 0g · Y
0123
κ · E
1
g = Y
0123
κ · (E
5
g · E
5
g ) = (E
1
g ∩ Y
0123
κ ) · (E
1
g ∩ Y
0123
κ ).
Under the isomorphism Y 0123κ
π
−→ X0123κ
℘0123−−−→ Z123κ (Proposition B.41 and Lemma
3.7), the image of E1g ∩ Y
0123
κ is simply C
1
g (g ∈ Z
+(κ)). Thus the ninth equality
follows from Lemma 3.9 (3).
(10) For the remaining featuring cycles, we trivially have ∆˜F0g(C) = 0 unless C = Hh,
since for else, there is obvious empty intersection in the computation of intersection
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numbers. Now we show that ∆˜F0g(Hh) = 0 for every h ∈ X
012345(κ). By Remark
3.13, we may regard Hh as a cycle on Y 135κ . Thus
∆˜F0g(Hh) = −F
0
g · Y
01235
κ ·Hh = −F
0
g · (
∑
g′∈Z−(κ)
E0g′) ·Hh.
Note that F 0g · E
0
g′ = f
0
g′ for g
′ ∈ T(g). Now we can move the fiber f 0g′ such that
their projection in X01235κ does not belong to X
024
κ . In other words, we can move f
0
g′
such that it has empty intersection with Y 024κ hence with Y
012345
κ =
∐
h∈X012345(κ)Hh.
Therefore, F 0g · Y
01235
κ ·Hh = 0 hence ∆˜F
0
g(Hh) = 0.

Lemma 3.17. For i ∈ S± and g′ ∈ Z∓(κ), we have
∆˜Fig′

(Fig′) = −2ℓ
2(ℓ+ 1),
(Fig) = ℓ+ 1, ∀g ∈ T(g
′),
(Eig′) = −2ℓ
2,
(Fi−1g ) = −ℓ, ∀g ∈ T(g
′),
(Fi−1g′ ) = 2ℓ
2,
(Ei−1g ) = −1, ∀g ∈ T(g
′),
(Fi+1g ) = −ℓ, ∀g ∈ T(g
′),
(Fi+1g′ ) = 2ℓ
2,
(Ei+1g ) = −ℓ, ∀g ∈ T(g
′).
On other featuring cycles, the function ∆˜Fig′ takes value zero.
Proof. Again we assume that i = 0.
(1) We have ∆˜F0g′(F
0
g′) = F
0
g′ · (E
0
g′ +
∑
g∈T(g′) F
0
g + Y
0125
κ + Y
0123
κ ) · F
0
g′. By the same
argument in Lemma 3.16 (1), we have F 0g′ ·E
0
g′ · F
0
g′ = F
0
g′ · F
0
g · F
0
g′ = 0. For k = 3, 5,
we have F 0g′ ·Y
012k
κ ·F
0
g′ = (C
0
g′ ·C
0
g′) ·℘012∗π∗Y
012k
κ = (C
0
g ·C
0
g ) ·℘012∗X
012k
κ . By Lemma
3.9 (3), we have C0g · C
0
g = −2ℓ
2. Thus we have
F 0g′ · (Y
0123
κ + Y
0125
κ ) · F
0
g′ = −2ℓ
2(ℓ+ 1).
The first equality is proved.
(2) The second equality follows from (3.6) and the second equality of Lemma 3.16.
(3) We have ∆˜F0g′(E
0
g′) = F
0
g′ · (E
0
g′ +
∑
g∈T(g′) F
0
g + Y
0125
κ + Y
0123
κ ) · E
0
g′ . By the same
argument in Lemma 3.16 (3), we have
F 0g′ · Y
012k
κ · E
0
g′ = C
0
g′ · C
0
g′ = −2ℓ
2(3.16)
for k = 3, 5. By [AG5, Lemma 2.2.14 (ii b)], we have E0g′ · E
0
g′ = −π
∗D0g′ + af
0
g′
(Notation 3.14) for some integer a. We have π∗π∗D0g′ = D
0
g′ by [AG5, Lemma 2.2.14
(i)]; π∗f 0g′ = 0; and that ℘012 : D
0
g′ → C
0
g′ is an isomorphism. Thus
F 0g′ · E
0
g′ · E
0
g′ = C
0
g′ · ℘012∗π∗(−π
∗D0g′ + af
0
g′) = C
0
g′ · ℘012∗(−D
0
g′) = −C
0
g′ · C
0
g′ = 2ℓ
2.(3.17)
The third equality follows from (3.16), (3.17) and (3.10).
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(4) We have ∆˜F0g′(F
5
g) = −F
0
g′ · Y
0125
κ · F
5
g . We have
F 0g′ · Y
0125
κ · F
5
g = π
∗℘∗012C
0
g′ · (Y
0125
κ · F
5
g ) = C
0
g′ · ℘012∗π∗(Y
0125
κ · F
5
g )
which by (3.15) equals to C0g′ · (ℓC
0
g ) = ℓ as g ∈ T(g
′). The fourth equality follows.
(5) The fifth equality follows from (3.6) and the eighth equality of Lemma 3.16.
(6) We have ∆˜F0g′(E
5
g) = −F
0
g′ · Y
0125
κ · E
5
g . Again π induces an isomorphism from Y
0125
κ ·
E5g = Y
0125
κ ∩ E
5
g to D
5
g ⊂ X
01245
κ . By Lemma 3.7, we have ℘012∗π∗(Y
0125
κ · E
5
g ) = C
0
g .
Thus, F 0g′ · Y
0125
κ ·E
5
g = π
∗℘∗012C
0
g′ · (Y
0125
κ ·E
5
g ) = C
0
g′ ·C
0
g = 1 as g ∈ T(g
′). The sixth
equality follows.
(7) The seventh equality follows from (3.6) and the fourth equality with i = 1.
(8) The eighth equality follows from (3.6) and the fifth equality of Lemma 3.16.
(9) We have ∆˜F0g′(E
1
g) = −F
0
g′ · Y
0123
κ · E
1
g . To compute F
0
g′ · Y
0123
κ as an element in
CH2(Y 123κ ), we may write F
0
g′ · Y
0123
κ = a(Y
0123
κ ∩ F
1
g′) = a(Y
0123
κ · F
1
g′) by looking at
the support. By (3.15), we have a = ℓ. Thus F 0g′ · Y
0123
κ · E
1
g = ℓY
0123
κ · F
1
g′ · E
1
g =
ℓY 0123κ · f
1
g = ℓ. The ninth equality follows.
(10) Similar to Lemma 3.16, the only nontrivial equality is ∆˜F0g′(Hh) = 0 for all h ∈
X012345(κ). We have tilde∆F0g′(Hh) = −F
0
g′ · Y
0124
κ · Hh = −F
0
g′ · (
∑
g∈Z+(κ) F
0
g ) · Hh.
Note that F 0g′ · (
∑
g∈Z+(κ) F
0
g ) =
∑
h˜∈(δ−)−1(g′) π
∗℘∗012℘012(h˜), where ℘012(h˜) ∈ Z
012
κ (κ).
Since on Y 024κ , we have π
∗℘∗012℘012(h˜) · Hh = ℘012(h˜) · ℘012∗π∗Hh = 0, we conclude
∆˜F0g′(Hh) = 0.

Lemma 3.18. For i ∈ S± and g′ ∈ Z∓(κ), we have
∆˜Eig′

(Fig′) = −2ℓ
2,
(Fig) = 1, ∀g ∈ T(g
′),
(Eig′) = −(ℓ
3 + 1),
(Fi−1g ) = −ℓ, ∀g ∈ T(g
′),
(Fi−1g′ ) = 2ℓ
2,
(Ei−1g ) = −1, ∀g ∈ T(g
′),
(Fi+1g ) = −1, ∀g ∈ T(g
′),
(Fi+1g′ ) = 2ℓ,
(Ei+1g ) = −1, ∀g ∈ T(g
′),
(Hh) = 1, ∀h ∈ (δ∓)−1(g′).
On other featuring cycles, the function ∆˜Eig′ takes value zero.
Proof. Again we assume that i = 0 hence g′ ∈ Z−(κ).
(1) The first equality follows from (3.6) and the third equality of Lemma 3.17.
(2) The second equality follows from (3.6) and the third equality of Lemma 3.16.
(3) We have ∆˜E0g′(E
0
g′) = E
0
g′ · (
∑
g∈T(g′) F
0
g + E
0
g′ + Y
0123
κ + Y
0125
κ ) · E
0
g′ . By (3.13), we
know that E0g′ ·F
0
g ·E
0
g′ = −1 for g ∈ T(g
′). Note that |T(g′)| = ℓ3+1. Thus we only
need to show that
E0g′ · (E
0
g′ + Y
0123
κ + Y
0125
κ ) ·E
0
g′ = 0.(3.18)
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By a similar argument for Lemma 3.15 (2), we know that π∗Y 012kκ = Y
012k
κ +∑
g′∈Z∓(κ)E
0
g′ for k = 3, 5. Therefore,
E0g′ · (E
0
g′ + Y
0123
κ + Y
0125
κ ) ·E
0
g′ = (E
0
g′ + Y
0123
κ − Y
0123
κ ) · (E
0
g′ + Y
0123
κ + Y
0125
κ ) · E
0
g′
= (π∗X0123κ − Y
0123
κ ) · (π
∗X0123κ + Y
0125
κ ) · E
0
g′
= π∗X0123κ · π
∗X0123κ · E
0
g′ + π
∗X0123κ · Y
0125
κ · E
0
g′ − π
∗X0123κ · Y
0123
κ · E
0
g′ − Y
0123
κ · Y
0125
κ ·E
0
g′ .
By [AG5, Lemma 2.2.14 (ii b)], we have
π∗X0123κ · π
∗X0123κ ·E
0
g′ = π
∗(X0123κ ·X
0125
κ ) · E
0
g′ = 0.(3.19)
We also have (Notation 3.14)
(3.20) π∗X0123κ · Y
0125
κ · E
0
g′ − π
∗X0123κ · Y
0123
κ · E
0
g′
= X0123κ · (π∗Y
0125
κ · E
0
g′ − π∗Y
0123
κ ·E
0
g′) = X
0123
κ · (D
0
g′ −D
0
g′) = 0.
Finally, as Y 0123κ ∩ Y
0125
κ ∩E
0
g′ ⊂ Y
0123
κ ∩ Y
0125
κ ∩ Y
01235
κ ⊂ Y
012
κ ∩ Y
015
κ ∩ Y
123
κ ∩ Y
135
κ ,
which is empty from the dual reduction building (B.7), we have
Y 0123κ · Y
0125
κ · E
0
g′ = 0.(3.21)
Thus (3.18) hence the third equality follow from (3.19), (3.20) and (3.21).
(4) The fourth equality follows from (3.6) and the ninth equality of Lemma 3.17.
(5) The fifth equality follows from (3.6) and the ninth equality of Lemma 3.16.
(6) We have ∆˜E0g′(E
5
g) = −E
0
g′ · Y
0125
κ · E
5
g . Let G
0
g′ be the strict transform of ℘
−1
012C
0
g′ as
in the proof of Lemma 3.15 (2). Then
−E0g′ · Y
0125
κ ·E
5
g = (G
0
g′ − F
0
g′) · Y
0125
κ ·E
5
g = G
0
g′ · Y
0125
κ ·E
5
g + ∆˜F
0
g′(E
5
g) = G
0
g′ · Y
0125
κ ·E
5
g − 1
by the sixth equality of Lemma 3.17. Note that π induces an isomorphism from
Y 0125κ ∩ E
5
g to D
5
g ⊂ X
01245
κ . In other words, Y
0125
κ ∩ E
5
g is the strict transform of
D5g under the blow-up π : Y
012
κ → X
012
κ . Now as X
01245
κ intersects transversally with
℘∗012C
0
g′ at X
012345
κ , we know that Y
0125
κ ∩E
5
g ∩G
0
g′ = ∅. Thus Y
0125
κ · E
5
g = 0 and the
sixth equality follows.
(7) The seventh equality follows from (3.6) and the sixth equality of Lemma 3.17.
(8) The eighth equality follows from (3.6) and the sixth equality of Lemma 3.16.
(9) The ninth equality follows from (3.6) and the sixth equality with i = 1.
(10) We have ∆˜E0g′(Hh) = −E
0
g′ · Y
0124
κ ·Hh. However,
−E0g′ ·Y
0124
κ ·Hh = G
0
g′ ·Y
0124
κ ·Hh−F
0
g′ ·Y
0124
κ ·Hh = G
0
g′ ·Y
0124
κ ·Hh+∆˜F
0
g′(Hh) = G
0
g′ ·Y
0124
κ ·Hh
by Lemma 3.17. By Proposition B.41 (5), π : Y 0124κ → X
0124
κ is the blow-up along
X012345κ . Moreover, Hh intersects with Y
0124
κ transversally at the exceptional divisor
(inside Y 0124κ ) above h ∈ X
012345
κ (κ); and G
0
g′ intersects with Y
0124
κ transversally at
the strict transform (inside Y 0124κ ) of the curve ℘
−1
0124T(g
′) ⊂ X0124κ , where we regard
T(g′) as a (reduced) 0-cycle of Z024κ . Therefore, Hh ∩ Y
0124
κ and G
0
g′ ∩ Y
0124
κ intersect
transversally in Y 0124κ . The intersection consists of one point (resp. is empty) if
g′ = δ−(h) (resp. if g′ 6= δ−(h)). In summary, we have
G0g′ · Y
0124
κ ·Hh = (G
0
g′ ∩ Y
0124
κ ) · (Hh ∩ Y
0124
κ ) = 1.
The tenth equality follows.
(11) The vanishing of the remaining values is obvious.
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
Lemma 3.19. For h ∈ X012345(κ), we have
∆˜Hh

(E0δ−(h)) = 1,
(E1δ+(h)) = 1,
(E2δ−(h)) = 1,
(E3δ+(h)) = 1,
(E4δ−(h)) = 1,
(E5δ+(h)) = 1,
(Hh) = −2.
On other featuring cycles, the function ∆˜Hh takes value zero.
Proof. The first six equalities follow from (3.6) and the tenth equality of Lemma 3.18. The
vanishing of the the remaining values follows from (3.6) and (the part of vanishing of)
Lemmas 3.16, 3.17 and 3.18.
It remains to prove the seventh equality. Put g = δ+(h). We have
∆˜Hh(Hh) = Hh · (Y 012345κ + Y
0124
κ + Y
0234
κ + Y
0245
κ + Y
01234
κ + Y
02345
κ + Y
01245
κ ) ·Hh
= Hh · (Hh + F 0g + F
2
g + F
4
g + E
1
g + E
3
g + E
5
g ) ·Hh.
Here, we regard all terms in the middle summation as 2-cycles on Y 024κ . By Proposition B.41
(2), we can decompose π as
Y 024κ
π2−→ X ′024κ
π1−→ X024κ
where π1 is the blow-up along X012345κ and π2 is the blow-up along the strict transform of
X01234κ ∪ X
01245
κ ∪ X
02345
κ . Let H
′
g ⊂ X
′024
κ be the exceptional divisor above h ∈ X
012345
κ (κ).
By a similar argument for Lemma 3.15 (1), we have Hh = π∗2H
′
h. Thus
Hh ·Hh ·Hh = π∗2(H
′
h ·H
′
h) · π
∗
2H
′
h = (H
′
h ·H
′
h) · π2∗π
∗
2H
′
h = H
′
h ·H
′
h ·H
′
h = −1(3.22)
by [AG5, Lemma 2.2.14 (ii a)]. Note that for k = 1, 3, 5, Ekg is an exceptional divisor for the
blow-up π2. Thus
Hh · E
k
g ·Hh = π
∗
2H
′
h · π
∗
2H
′
h ·E
k
g = π
∗
2(H
′
h ·H
′
h) · E
k
g = 0(3.23)
by [AG5, Lemma 2.2.14 (ii b)]. For k = 0, 2, 4, the Chow cycle π∗F kg is equal to the image of
F kg under π. Since π∗F
k
g ∩X
012345
κ = (δ
+)−1(g), we have π∗1π∗F
k
g = π2∗F
k
g +
∑
h∈(δ+)−1(g)H
′
h.
In particular,
Hh · F
k
g ·Hh = π
∗
2(H
′
h ·H
′
h) · F
k
g = (H
′
h ·H
′
h) · π2∗F
k
g
= (H ′h ·H
′
h) · (π
∗
1π∗F
k
g −
∑
h∈(δ+)−1(g)
H ′h) = H
′
h ·H
′
h · π
∗
1π∗F
k
g −H
′
h ·H
′
h ·H
′
h.
By [AG5, Lemma 2.2.14 (ii a)], H ′h · H
′
h · π
∗
1π∗F
k
g = 0, and by (3.22), H
′
h · H
′
h · H
′
h = −1.
Together with (3.22) and (3.23), we obtain the seventh equality. 
We will now write down the map ∆˜ in terms of a block matrix. Thus, we need to fix
bases of the free Λ-modules B(Y,Λ) and Hom(B(Y,Λ),Λ) and make them into 19 groups.
For B(Y,Λ), we
• for 0 ≤ i ≤ 5, let the (2i+ 1)-th group of the basis be {Fig | g ∈ Z
±(κ)} if i ∈ S±;
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• for 0 ≤ i ≤ 5, let the (2i+ 2)-th group of the basis be {Fig′ | g ∈ Z
∓(κ)} if i ∈ S±;
• for 0 ≤ i ≤ 5, let the (13 + i)-th group of the basis be {Eig′ | g ∈ Z
∓(κ)} if i ∈ S±;
• let the 19-th group of the basis be {Hh | h ∈ X012345(κ)}.
For Hom(B(Y,Λ),Λ), we take the dual basis and group it accordingly.
Proposition 3.20. Under the above chosen bases, the map ∆˜ is given by the following
19-by-19 block matrix:  A
tB 0
B C D⋆
0 D −2
 ,
where
A =

A1 A2 0 0 0 A2
A2 A1 A2 0 0 0
0 A2 A1 A2 0 0
0 0 A2 A1 A2 0
0 0 0 A2 A1 A2
A2 0 0 0 A2 A1

with
A1 =
(
−2ℓ(ℓ+ 1) (ℓ+ 1)T
(ℓ+ 1)T −2ℓ2(ℓ+ 1)
)
, A2 =
(
−T 2ℓ2
2ℓ2 −ℓT
)
;
and
B =

T −2ℓ2 2ℓ −T 0 0 0 0 0 0 2ℓ2 −ℓT
2ℓ2 −ℓT T −2ℓ2 2ℓ −T 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 2ℓ2 −ℓT T −2ℓ2 2ℓ −T 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 2ℓ2 −ℓT T −2ℓ2 2ℓ −T 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 2ℓ2 −ℓT T −2ℓ2 2ℓ −T
2ℓ −T 0 0 0 0 0 0 2ℓ2 −ℓT T −2ℓ2

,
C =

−(ℓ3 + 1) −T 0 0 0 −T
−T −(ℓ3 + 1) −T 0 0 0
0 −T −(ℓ3 + 1) −T 0 0
0 0 −T −(ℓ3 + 1) −T 0
0 0 0 −T −(ℓ3 + 1) −T
−T 0 0 0 −T −(ℓ3 + 1)

,
D =
(
δ+∗ δ−∗ δ+∗ δ−∗ δ+∗ δ−∗
)
, D⋆ =
t(
δ+∗ δ
−
∗ δ
+
∗ δ
−
∗ δ
+
∗ δ
−
∗
)
.
Here, T = δ±∗ ◦ δ∗∓ by abuse of notation.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Lemmas 3.16, 3.17, 3.18 and 3.19. 
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For later use, we put
C ′ = C +
1
2
D⋆D =

− ℓ
3+1
2
−T
2
ℓ3+1
2
T
2
ℓ3+1
2
−T
2
−T
2
− ℓ
3+1
2
−T
2
ℓ3+1
2
T
2
ℓ3+1
2
ℓ3+1
2
−T
2
− ℓ
3+1
2
−T
2
ℓ3+1
2
T
2
T
2
ℓ3+1
2
−T
2
− ℓ
3+1
2
−T
2
ℓ3+1
2
ℓ3+1
2
T
2
ℓ3+1
2
−T
2
− ℓ
3+1
2
−T
2
−T
2
ℓ3+1
2
T
2
ℓ3+1
2
−T
2
− ℓ
3+1
2

.(3.24)
3.4. Cohomology of Shimura surfaces. By Remark B.42, we have a monoidal functor
Trl → E´tCor(Yr0,r1) canonically lifting (3.1). We also have natural monoidal functors T
rl →
E´tCor(Y Sr0,r1) for S ample, and T
rl → E´tCor(ZSr0,r1) for S a type. They are compatible under
embeddings and ℘S in the obvious sense. Moreover, (3.4) is a diagram of Λ[Trl][Gκ]-modules.
Put m = mrlρ . In what follows, we will focus on the spectral sequence
2EYr0,r1 ,m. To simplify
notation, we denote it by E. We start from the following vanishing result.
Lemma 3.21. We have for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5},
(1) Hj(Z i(i+1)(i+2)r0,r1,κ ,Zp)m = 0 for j 6= 2;
(2) H2(Z i(i+1)(i+2)r0,r1,κ ,Zp)m is a free Zp-module.
Proof. Without lost of generality, we assume i = 0. Let τ0, τ1, τ2 : F →֒ F˜ be the three
distinct embeddings corresponding to 0, 1, 2 in ΦF , respectively.
For (1), we may assume j = 0, 1 by the Poincaré duality. By the Nakayama lemma, it
suffices to show that Hj(Z012r0,r1,κ,Fp)/m = 0. Let Z be the non-PEL type Shimura surface
X(∇ \ {τ0, τ1})OF ,r (over SpecZℓ6) as in Lemma B.18. Then by the same lemma, it suffices
to show that Hj(Z ⊗Zℓ6 Q,Fp)/m = 0 for j = 0, 1. We use the same ideal in the proof of
[Dim05, Theorem 6.6 (i)].
Let Z be the canonical model of Z ⊗Zℓ6 Q over Spec F˜ . For j = 0, 1, let ρ
′
j be the
representation of G
F˜
on Hj(Z ⊗Zℓ6 Q,Fp)/m ≃ H
j(Z ⊗
F˜
Q,Fp)/m. For i = 0, 1, 2, put
ρ¯i := ρ¯|G
F˜
,τi, which is a two dimensional Fp-representation of GF˜ . By the Eichler–Shimura
relation proved in [Nek15, §A6] and the Chebotarev density theorem, we know that for
every g ∈ G
F˜
, the characteristic polynomial of ρ¯0 ⊗ ρ¯1 annihilates ρ′j(g). Since ρ¯ is generic
(Definition 3.2), by a similar argument for [Dim05, Lemma 6.5], we know that each G
F˜
-
irreducible subquotient of ρ′j is isomorphic to ρ¯0 ⊗ ρ¯1. Since p > 4, the Fontaine–Laffaille
weights of ρ¯0 ⊗ ρ¯1 are {0, 1, 1, 2}. As p is coprime to ∇ and r · discF , the surface Z has a
smooth projective model over SpecO
F˜
⊗ Zp. Together with Faltings’ Comparison Theorem
[Fal89], we know that 2 is not a Fontaine–Laffaille weight for both H0(Z ⊗
F˜
Q,Fp) and
H1(Z ⊗
F˜
Q,Fp). Therefore, Hj(Z ⊗F˜ Q,Fp)/m = 0 for j = 0, 1, and (1) follows.
Part (2) follows from (1) by the similar argument for [Dim05, Theorem 6.6 (ii)]. 
Lemma 3.22. There are canonical Gκ-invariant isomorphisms (Notation 3.1)
Z±r0,r1(κ)/Cl(F )r1 ≃ Sr, X
012345
r0,r1
(κ)/Cl(F )r1 ≃ Srl.
Proof. These are special cases of Proposition B.32. 
Definition 3.23. Denote by
ψ± : Z±r0,r1(κ)→ Sr ψ : X
012345
r0,r1 (κ)→ Srl
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the canonical maps obtained from Lemma 3.22. For an abelian group M , we denote by
(1) ψ±∗ : Γ(Sr,M) → Γ(Z±r0,r1(κ),M) and ψ
∗ : Γ(Srl,M) → Γ(X012345r0,r1 (κ),M) the usual
pullback maps;
(2) ψ±∗ : Γ(Z
±
r0,r1
(κ),M)→ Γ(Sr,M) and ψ∗ : Γ(X012345r0,r1 (κ),M)→ Γ(Srl,M) the (normal-
ized) pushforward maps as in Definition A.6 where we replace µ(N,M) by |Cl(F )r1|.
The following lemma shows that the ray class group Cl(F )r1 appearing in Lemma 3.22 is
negligible after localization.
Lemma 3.24. The maps in the following two commutative diagrams
Γ(Z±r0,r1(κ),Λ)m
ψ±∗ //

Γ(Sr,Λ)m

Γ(Z±r0,r1(κ),Λ)/ kerφ
rl
ρ
ψ±∗ // Γ(Sr,Λ)/ kerφrlρ
Γ(X012345r0,r1 (κ),Λ)m
ψ∗ //

Γ(Srl,Λ)m

Γ(X012345r0,r1 (κ),Λ)/ kerφ
rl
ρ
ψ∗ // Γ(Srl,Λ)/ kerφrlρ
are all isomorphisms, where we recall m = mrlρ .
Proof. We only give the proof for the first diagram for +, as it is similar for the others.
Since (ρ, rρ, r0, r1) is rl-isolated, the right vertical map is an isomorphism. It suffices
to show that the two horizontal maps are isomorphisms. We fix a set of representatives
{q1, . . . , q|Cl(F )r1 |} of the ray class group Cl(F )r1 using prime ideals of OF that are coprime
to ∇ and rl. Put S :=
∑|Cl(F )r1 |
i=1 Sqi ∈ Z[T
rl]. As φrlρ (s) = |Cl(F )r1| which is not divisible by p
by Definition 3.2 (3b), we know that S ∈ Z[Trl] \m.
We have maps ψ+∗ : Γ(Z
+
r0,r1(κ),Λ) → Γ(Sr,Λ) and ψ
+∗ : Γ(Sr,Λ) → Γ(Z+r0,r1(κ),Λ)
such that ψ+∗ ◦ ψ
+∗ = |Cl(F )r1 | ∈ Λ
×. It is clear that the composite map ψ+∗ ◦
ψ+∗ : Γ(Z
+
r0,r1(κ),Λ)m → Γ(Z
+
r0,r1(κ),Λ)m is equal to the multiplication by S, which is an
automorphism. Thus the upper horizontal map is an isomorphism. The composite map
ψ+∗ ◦ ψ+∗ : Γ(Z
+
r0,r1
(κ),Λ)/ kerφrlρ → Γ(Z
+
r0,r1
(κ),Λ)/ kerφrlρ is also equal to the multiplication
by |Cl(F )r1|, which is an automorphism. Thus the lower horizontal map is an isomorphism
as well. The lemma is proved. 
The following proposition confirms the Tate conjecture for the localized cohomology
H2(Z i(i+1)(i+2)r0,r1,κ ,Λ(1))m. Since we are working with torsion coefficients and localization, the
results of [TX14] do not seem to be applicable directly. We will provide a proof following
the method of [TX14].
Proposition 3.25. For i ∈ S±, we have
(1) H2(Z i(i+1)(i+2)r0,r1,κ ,Λ(1))m ≃ (Λ(1)⊕ Λ
⊕2 ⊕ Λ(−1))⊕|D(r,rρ)| as Λ[Gκ]-modules;
(2) that the map H2(Z i(i+1)(i+2)r0,r1,κ ,Λ(1))→ Γ(Z
±
r0,r1
(κ),Λ)⊕Γ(Z∓r0,r1(κ),Λ) sending c in the
domain to the function assigning (g, g′) ∈ Z±r0,r1(κ)×Z
∓
r0,r1
(κ) to (c · cl(Cig), c · cl(C
i
g′))
induces an isomorphism
(H2(Z i(i+1)(i+2)r0,r1,κ ,Λ(1))m)Gκ
∼
−→ Γ(Z±r0,r1(κ),Λ)m ⊕ Γ(Z
∓
r0,r1(κ),Λ)m.
Proof. Note that there is a canonical bijection between Z+r0,r1(κ) and Z
−
r0,r1
(κ) induced by the
arithmetic Frobenius isomorphism (Remark B.34). It is compatible with Hecke actions.
Let L be an algebraic closure of Qp, OL ⊂ L the ring of integers, and PL ⊂ OL the
maximal ideal. By the theory of automorphic forms, there is a finite set R of homomorphisms
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φ : Z[Trl] → OL such that Γ(Srρ, L)/ ker φ 6= 0 and Γ(Srρ , L) =
⊕
φ∈R Γ(Srρ , L)/ kerφ. In
particular, we obtain an injective homomorphism Γ(Srρ , OL) →֒
⊕
φ∈R Γ(Srρ , OL)/ kerφ with
cokernel of finite OL-length. Let Rρ ⊂ R be the subset of φ such that ker[Z[Trl]
φ
−→ OL →
OL/PL] = m. Then (Γ(Srρ , OL)/ kerφ)m = Γ(Srρ, OL)/ kerφ (resp. (Γ(Srρ , OL)/ kerφ)m = 0)
if φ ∈ Rρ (resp. φ ∈ R \Rρ). In other words, we obtain an injective map
Γ(Srρ , OL)m →֒
⊕
φ∈Rρ
Γ(Srρ , OL)/ kerφ(3.25)
Note that Γ(Srρ , OL)m ⊗OL OL/PL = Γ(Srρ ,Fp)m ⊗Fp OL/PL, and (Γ(Srρ , OL)/ kerφ) ⊗OL
OL/PL = (Γ(Srρ ,Fp)/m) ⊗Fp OL/PL for φ ∈ Rρ. By Definition 3.3 (C2) and the Nakayama
lemma, we know that (3.25) is an isomorphism of free OL-modules of rank 1, and Rρ = {φ}
is a singleton.
By the similar argument, we obtain an injective map
Γ(Z±r0,r1(κ), OL)m →֒
⊕
φ±∈R±ρ
Γ(Z±r0,r1(κ), OL)/ kerφ
±(3.26)
for similarly defined sets R+ρ and R
−
ρ , both containing φ. By Lemma 3.24, we have
induced isomorphisms ψ±∗ : Γ(Z
±
r0,r1
(κ), OL)m ⊗OL OL/PL
∼
−→ Γ(Sr,Fp)m ⊗Fp OL/PL, and
ψ±∗ : ((Z
±
r0,r1
(κ), OL)/ kerφ±)⊗OLOL/PL → (Γ(Sr,Fp)/m)⊗FpOL/PL. Again by Definition 3.3
(C2) and the Nakayama lemma, we know that (3.26) is an isomorphism of free OL-modules
of rank |D(r, rρ)|, and R±ρ = {φ} are both singletons.
By Definition 3.3 (C2) one more time, we have isomorphisms
Γ(Srρ ,Λ)m
∼
−→ Γ(Srρ ,Λ)/ kerφ
rl
ρ
∼
−→ Γ(Srρ ,Λ)/ kerφ
r
ρ.
Together, we know that the composite map Z[Trl]
φ
−→ OL → OL/p
ν coincides with φrlρ ; and
Tl acts on Γ(Srρ , OL/p
ν)/ kerφ by ℓ3+1. In other words, the Galois representation attached
to φ has eigenvalues ℓ3 and 1 modulo pν for a geometric Frobenius at l.
Now we move to the cohomology H2(Z i(i+1)(i+2)r0,r1,κ ,Λ(1)). Without lost of generality, we
assume that i = 0. By Lemma 3.21 (2), the Jacquet–Langlands correspondence, and a
similar argument as above, we obtain an injective map
H2(Z012r0,r1,κ, OL(1))m →֒ (H
2(Z012r0,r1,κ, OL(1))/ kerφ)m ≃ H
2(Z012r0,r1,κ, OL(1))/ kerφ
with cokernel of finite OL-length. By [TX14, Proposition 2.26], we know that as a Λ[Gκ]-
module, H2(Z012r0,r1,κ,Λ(1))m is isomorphic to |D(r, rρ)| copies of Q such that Q
ss ≃ Λ(1) ⊕
Λ⊕2 ⊕Λ(−1). As Γ(Z+r0,r1(κ),Λ)m⊕ Γ(Z
−
r0,r1(κ),Λ)m is a free Λ-module of rank 2|D(r, rρ)| by
the previous discussion, both (1) and (2) will follow if we can show that H2(Z012r0,r1,κ,Λ(1))m →
Γ(Z+r0,r1(κ),Λ)m ⊕ Γ(Z
−
r0,r1
(κ),Λ)m is surjective. For this, consider the composite map
Λ[Z+r0,r1(κ)]⊕ Λ[Z
−
r0,r1
(κ)]→ H2(Z012r0,r1,κ,Λ(1))→ Γ(Z
+
r0,r1
(κ),Λ)⊕ Γ(Z−r0,r1(κ),Λ)(3.27)
where the first map sends g ∈ Z+r0,r1(κ) (resp. g
′ ∈ Z−r0,r1(κ)) to cl(C
0
g ) (resp. cl(C
0
g′)). Under
natural bases, (3.27) is given by the matrix(
−2ℓ T
T −2ℓ2
)
by Lemma 3.9 (3). Now after localization at m, we know that T acts by the constant ℓ3+1.
Therefore, the localization of (3.27) at m is an isomorphism as p ∤ ℓ3 − 1 by Definition 3.3
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(C3). In particular, H2(Z012r0,r1,κ,Λ(1))m → Γ(Z
+
r0,r1
(κ),Λ)m⊕Γ(Z−r0,r1(κ),Λ)m is surjective. The
proposition is proved. 
Lemma 3.26. Let Z be a smooth proper κ-scheme, and ϕ : Y → Z the composition of finitely
many morphisms that are either blow-ups along smooth centers or projective bundles. Then
(1) ϕ∗ : Hj(Zκ,Λ)→ Hj(Yκ,Λ) is an isomorphism for j odd;
(2) ϕ∗ : H2(Zκ,Λ(1)) → H2(Yκ,Λ(1)) is injective whose image is a direct summand as a
Λ[Gκ]-module. Moreover, the action of Gκ on cokerϕ∗ is trivial.
Proof. Part (1) is well-known. Part (2) follows from [SGA5, VII, 2.2.6 & 8.5]. 
Lemma 3.27. The following diagram contains all nonzero terms in the first page E1.
Ep,q1 q = 0 q = 2 q = 4 q = 6
p = −3 H0(Y (3)r0,r1,κ,Λ(−1))m
xx♣ ♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣

p = −2 H0(Y (2)r0,r1,κ,Λ)m

H2(Y (2)r0,r1,κ,Λ)m

p = −1 H0(Y (1)r0,r1,κ,Λ(1))m

H2(Y (1)r0,r1,κ,Λ(1))m ⊕ H
0(Y (3)r0,r1,κ,Λ)m
µ0,3
vv♠ ♠
♠ ♠
♠ ♠
♠ ♠
♠ ♠
♠ ♠
♠ ♠
♠ ♠
♠ ♠
♠

H4(Y (1)r0,r1,κ,Λ(1))m

p = 0 H0(Y (0)r0,r1,κ,Λ(2))m

H2(Y (0)r0,r1,κ,Λ(2))m ⊕H
0(Y (2)r0,r1,κ,Λ(1))m

H4(Y (0)r0,r1,κ,Λ(2))m ⊕ H
2(Y (2)r0,r1,κ,Λ(1))m

H6(Y (0)r0,r1,κ,Λ(2))m
p = 1 H0(Y (1)r0,r1,κ,Λ(2))m

H2(Y (1)r0,r1,κ,Λ(2))m ⊕H
0(Y (3)r0,r1,κ,Λ(1))m
xxq q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

H4(Y (1)r0,r1,κ,Λ(2))m
p = 2 H0(Y (2)r0,r1,κ,Λ(2))m

H2(Y (2)r0,r1,κ,Λ(2))m
p = 3 H0(Y (3)r0,r1,κ,Λ(2))m
in which the dashed maps are those in (2.2).
Proof. This is a consequence of Lemmas 3.7, 3.21 and 3.26 (1). 
Proposition 3.28. The Galois group Gκ acts trivially on E
p,q
2 (
q−4
2
).
Proof. By the Poincaré duality and the fact that Gκ acts trivially on H0(Yκ,Λ) for every
κ-scheme Y , we only need to consider two terms: E0,22 (−1) and E
1,2
2 (−1). By Proposition
3.25 and Lemma 3.26, we have a canonical decomposition E0,21 (−1) = M1 ⊕M0 ⊕M−1 of
Λ[Gκ]-modules in which Mi is isomorphic to the direct sum of finitely many copies of Λ(i)
for i = −1, 0, 1. Similarly, we have E1,21 (−1) = N1 ⊕N0 ⊕N−1.
We claim that the restricted differential map d0,21 : M1 ⊕M−1 → N1 ⊕ N−1 is an isomor-
phism. Then the action of Gκ on both E
0,2
2 (−1) and E
1,2
2 (−1) will be trivial.
By Lemma 3.26, we have an injective map
5⊕
i=0
H2(Z i(i+1)(i+2)r0,r1,κ ,Λ(1))m →֒
5⊕
i=0
H2(Y i(i+1)(i+2)r0,r1,κ ,Λ(1))m ⊂ H
2(Y (0)r0,r1,κ,Λ(1))m ⊂ E
0,2
1 (−1)
whose image contains M1 ⊕M−1. By Proposition B.41 (4) and Lemma 3.7 (3), we have a
surjective map
E1,21 (−1)→ H
2(Y (1)r0,r1,κ,Λ(1))m →
5⊕
i=0
H2(Y i(i+1)(i+2)(i+5)r0,r1,κ ,Λ(1))m ≃
5⊕
i=0
H2(Z i(i+1)(i+2)r0,r1,κ ,Λ(1))m
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under which N1 ⊕N−1 maps isomorphically onto its image. Since M1 ⊕M−1 and N1 ⊕N−1
have the same length, to prove the claim, it suffices to show the map
d:
5⊕
i=0
H2(Z i(i+1)(i+2)r0,r1,κ ,Λ(1))m →
5⊕
i=0
H2(Z i(i+1)(i+2)r0,r1,κ ,Λ(1))m
induced from d0,21 has injective restriction to M1 ⊕M−1. Recall from §2.1, to define d
0,2
1 ,
we have to fix an order of (relevant) irreducible components. Without lost of generality,
we suppose that Y 012r0,r1, Y
123
r0,r1
, Y 234r0,r1, Y
345
r0,r1
, Y 450r0,r1 , Y
501
r0,r1
are listed in the order. Then under the
natural basis from i = 0 to 5, the map d is given by the matrix (applied from left)
−id f ∗
−f ∗ id
−f ∗ id
−f ∗ id
−f ∗ id
−f ∗ id

where f is the morphism (B.5). In particular,
ker d = {(c, f ∗c, f 2∗c, f 3∗c, f 4∗c, f 5∗c) | c ∈ H2(Z012r0,r1,κ,Λ(1))m, c = f
6∗c}
By Proposition B.38, we know that c = f 6∗c implies c ∈ H2(Z012r0,r1,κ,Λ(1))
Gκ
m . Thus, ker d ∩
(M1 ⊕M−1) = {0}. The proposition is proved. 
Proposition 3.29. Put A(Yr0,r1,Λ) = B(Yr0,r1,Λ)
Gκ.
(1) The canonical map Hom(B(Yr0,r1),Λ)
Gκ → Hom(A(Yr0,r1 ,Λ),Λ) is an isomorphism.
(2) Λ is a very nice coefficient for E (Definition 2.15).
(3) The maps β (3.2) and β ′ (3.3) induce isomorphisms
A(Yr0,r1,Λ)m
∼
−→ A2(Yr0,r1,Λ)
m
0 , A
2(Yr0,r1,Λ)
0
m
∼
−→ Hom(A(Yr0,r1,Λ),Λ)m.
Here, A2(Yr0,r1,Λ)
m
0 and A
2(Yr0,r1 ,Λ)
0
m are defined in §2.3.
Proof. For (1), by Lemma 3.22, the action of Γκ on B(Yr0,r1,Λ) factorizes through
Cl(F )r1. Since p ∤ |Cl(F )r1|, the canonical map B(Yr0,r1 ,Λ)
Gκ → B(Yr0,r1,Λ)Gκ is an
isomorphism. Thus the composite map Hom(B(Yr0,r1)Gκ ,Λ)
∼
−→ Hom(B(Yr0,r1),Λ)
Gκ →
Hom(A(Yr0,r1 ,Λ),Λ) is an isomorphism; (1) follows.
For (2), conditions (N1) and (N2) of Definition 2.15 are satisfied due to Proposition 3.28
and the fact that p ∤ (ℓ6 − 1)(ℓ12 − 1)(ℓ18 − 1) by Definition 3.3 (C3). For (N3), we have
ker µ1,3m = H
4(Y (0)r0,r1,κ,Λ(2))m and coker µ
−1,3
m (−1) = H
2(Y (0)r0,r1,κ,Λ(1))m. By the Poincaré dual-
ity, it suffices to check the subquotient for H2(Y (0)r0,r1,κ,Λ(1))m. By Proposition B.41, Lemmas
3.7 and 3.26, H2(Y (0)r0,r1,κ,Λ(1))m is isomorphic to the direct sum of
⊕5
i=1H
2(Z i(i+1)(i+2)r0,r1,κ ,Λ(1))m
and a trivial Λ[Gκ]-module. Thus (N3) follows from Proposition 3.25 (1).
For (3), by definition we have B2(Yr0,r1,Λ)
0
m = ker[B
2(Yr0,r1,Λ)m → E
0,4
2 ]. By (2), Theorem
3.5 (1), and the fact that π : Yr0,r1 → Xr0,r1 induces an isomorphism on the generic fiber,
we have E0,42 = E
0,4
∞ = 0. Thus, B
2(Yr0,r1 ,Λ)
0
m = B
2(Yr0,r1,Λ)m, and the first isomorphism
amounts to the following isomorphism
A(Yr0,r1,Λ)m
∼
−→ coker[H0(Y (1)r0,r1,κ,Λ)m
δ1∗−→ H2(Y (0)r0,r1,κ,Λ(1))
Gκ
m ].
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However, this is a straightforward consequence of (the dual of) Proposition 3.25 (2), Lemma
3.26, and the fact that H0(Y i(i+1)(i+2)(i+3)r0,r1,κ ,Λ)m = 0 for every i as m is not an Eisenstein ideal.
The second isomorphism follows from the first one and the Poincaré duality. 
3.5. Proof of Theorem 3.5. By Lemma 3.24, we may identify Hom(B(Yr0,r1,Λ),Λ)m with
Γ(Sr,Λ)⊕18m
⊕
Γ(Srl,Λ)m(3.28)
via the (ordered) basis chosen before Proposition 3.20. We write an element in (3.28) in the
form (f , e,h), where f encodes the first 12 components; e encodes the next six components;
and h encodes the last component.
Proposition 3.30. The assignment
(f , e,h) 7→ (e1 + e4, e2 + e5, e1 + e6)(3.29)
where ei is the i-th component of e−BA
−1f + 1
2
D⋆h, induces an isomorphism
coker ∆˜m ≃ Γ(Sr,Λ)⊕3m .
In particular, coker ∆˜m is a free Λ-module of rank 3|D(r, rρ)|.
Proof. The statement implicitly asserts that A is invertible after localization at m. Since
(ρ, rρ, r0, r1) is both r-isolated and rl-isolated by Definition 3.3 (C2), the canonical maps
Γ(Sr,Λ)m → Γ(Sr,Λ)/ kerφrlρ → Γ(Sr,Λ)/ kerφ
r
ρ
are isomorphisms by Lemma 3.24. In particular, T = φrρ(Tl) = ℓ
3+1 on Hom(B(Yr0,r1,Λ),Λ)m
by Definition 3.3 (C4). Using Mathematica, we find that
(1) the determinant of the matrix A is equal to Q0(ℓ) := (ℓ− 1)16(ℓ2 + ℓ+ 1)16;
(2) if we let A∗ be the adjoint matrix of A, then
BA∗ tB =

Q1(ℓ) Q2(ℓ) −Q2(ℓ) −Q1(ℓ) −Q2(ℓ) Q2(ℓ)
Q2(ℓ) Q1(ℓ) Q2(ℓ) −Q2(ℓ) −Q1(ℓ) −Q2(ℓ)
−Q2(ℓ) Q2(ℓ) Q1(ℓ) Q2(ℓ) −Q2(ℓ) −Q1(ℓ)
−Q1(ℓ) −Q2(ℓ) Q2(ℓ) Q1(ℓ) Q2(ℓ) −Q2(ℓ)
−Q2(ℓ) −Q1(ℓ) −Q2(ℓ) Q2(ℓ) Q1(ℓ) Q2(ℓ)
Q2(ℓ) −Q2(ℓ) −Q1(ℓ) −Q2(ℓ) Q2(ℓ) Q1(ℓ)

,
where Q1(ℓ) = −2ℓ(ℓ + 1)(ℓ2 − ℓ + 1)2(ℓ − 1)14(ℓ2 + ℓ + 1)15 and Q2(ℓ) = 2ℓ2(ℓ3 +
1)(ℓ− 1)14(ℓ2 + ℓ+ 1)15.
In particular, (1) implies that A is invertible after localization at m by Definition 3.3 (C3).
Note that the following diagram
Γ(Sr,Λ)⊕18m
⊕
Γ(Srl,Λ)m //
∆˜m

Γ(Sr,Λ)⊕6m

Γ(Sr,Λ)⊕18m
⊕
Γ(Srl,Λ)m // Γ(Sr,Λ)⊕6m
commutes, in which horizontal vertical maps are the assignment
(f , e,h) 7→ e−BA−1f +
1
2
D⋆h,
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and the right vertical map is given by the matrix C ′ − BA−1 tB where C ′ is in (3.24).
Moreover, the induced map
coker ∆˜m → coker[C ′ − BA−1 tB : Γ(Sr,Λ)⊕6m
∼
−→ Γ(Sr,Λ)⊕6m ](3.30)
is an isomorphism. As p does not divide
Q1(ℓ) +Q2(ℓ) + (ℓ3 + 1)Q0(ℓ) = (ℓ− 1)16(ℓ2 + ℓ+ 1)15(ℓ2 − ℓ+ 1)(ℓ3 + 1),
Q1(t)− 2Q2(t)−
t3 + 1
2
Q0(t) = −
1
2
(ℓ+ 1)2(ℓ− 1)14(ℓ2 + ℓ+ 1)16(ℓ3 + 1)
by Definition 3.3 (C3), we know from linear algebra and (3.30) that the assignment (3.29)
induces an isomorphism coker ∆˜m ≃ Γ(Sr,Λ)⊕3m . 
Corollary 3.31. We have a canonical isomorphism
(Γ(Sr,Λ)/ kerφrlρ )
⊕3 ∼−→ H1sing(K,H
3(Xr0,r1 ⊗Q,Λ(2))/ kerφ
rl
ρ ).
Proof. By Proposition 3.29 and Theorem 2.16, we have a canonical isomorphism
coker ∆˜m
∼
−→ H1sing(K,H
3(Xr0,r1 ⊗Q,Λ(2))m).
By Lemma 2.6 and Proposition 3.28, we know that the canonical map
H1sing(K,H
3(Xr0,r1 ⊗Q,Λ(2))m)/ kerφ
rl
ρ → H
1
sing(K,H
3(Xr0,r1 ⊗Q,Λ(2))/ kerφ
rl
ρ )
is an isomorphism. Thus the corollary follows from Proposition 3.30. 
To ease notation, we put M := H3(Xr0,r1 ⊗Q,Λ(2))/ kerφ
rl
ρ as a Λ[GQ]-module, and M¯ :=
M⊗ Fp = H3(Xr0,r1 ⊗Q,Fp(2))/m.
Proposition 3.32. As an Fp[GF˜ ]-module, the semisimplification M¯
ss is isomorphic to
N¯♯ρ(2)
⊕|D(r,rρ)| (Notation 3.4). In particular, dimFp M¯ = 8|D(r, rρ)|.
Proof. Step 1. By the Eichler–Shimura relation in [Wed00], the Chebotarev density theorem,
and [Dim05, Lemma 6.5], we have M¯ss ≃ N¯♯ρ(2)
⊕n as an Fp[GF˜ ]-module for some integer
n ≥ 0. Fix an embedding F˜ →֒ K(= Qℓ6).
Step 2. We claim that n = dimFp(M¯(1))GK = dimFp E
−3,6
2 /m. In fact, by Propositions 3.29
(2) and 3.28, we have a filtration F 3M¯ ⊂ F 1M¯ ⊂ F−1M¯ ⊂ M¯ such that
(a) (T − 1)M¯ ⊂ F−1M¯ where we recall that T is a topological generator of IK/PK ;
(b) (M¯(1))GK = ((M¯/(T − 1)M¯)(1))Gκ ≃ (M¯/F
−1M¯)(1) ≃ E−3,62 (1)/m;
(c) as an Fp[Gκ]-module, F−1M¯/(T − 1)M¯ is isomorphic to the direct sum of finitely
many copies of Fp, Fp(1) and Fp(2).
Take a filtration 0 = M¯0 ⊂ M¯1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ M¯n = M¯ of Fp[GF˜ ]-modules such that M¯i/M¯i−1 ≃
N♯ρ(2) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We prove by induction that
dimFp
M¯i
F−1M¯ ∩ M¯i
= i.(3.31)
For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we have the exact sequence of Fp[GK]-modules
0→
M¯i−1
F−1M¯ ∩ M¯i−1
→
M¯i
F−1M¯ ∩ M¯i
→
M¯i/M¯i−1
(F−1M¯ ∩ M¯i)/(F−1M¯ ∩ M¯i−1)
→ 0.
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Note that as an Fp[GK]-module, M¯i/M¯i−1 is canonically isomorphic to Fp(−1) ⊕ F⊕3p ⊕
Fp(1)⊕3⊕Fp(2). On one hand, since M¯iF−1M¯∩M¯i ⊂
M¯
F−1M¯
, which is isomorphic to the direct sum
of finitely many copies of Fp(−1) by (b), we know that dimFp
M¯i/M¯i−1
(F−1M¯∩M¯i)/(F−1M¯∩M¯i−1)
≤ 1. On
the other hand, F
−1M¯∩M¯i
(T−1)M¯∩M¯i
is isomorphic to the direct sum of finitely many copies of Fp, Fp(1)
and Fp(2) by (c), we know that (F−1M¯∩ M¯i)/(F−1M¯∩ M¯i−1)∩Λ(−1) = 0 inside M¯i/M¯i−1,
hence dimFp
M¯i/M¯i−1
(F−1M¯∩M¯i)/(F−1M¯∩M¯i−1)
≥ 1. Therefore, dimFp
M¯i/M¯i−1
(F−1M¯∩M¯i)/(F−1M¯∩M¯i−1)
= 1 hence
the claim follows by (b).
Step 3. We compute E−3,62 (1). By Lemma 3.27, we have
E−3,62 (1) = ker[H
0(Y (3)r0,r1,κ,Λ)m
d−3,61−−−→ H1(Y (2)r0,r1,κ,Λ(1))m].
From (B.7), we have Y (3)r0,r1 =
∐5
i=0 Y
+
r0,r1 ∩ Y
−
r0,r1 ∩ Y
i(i+1)(i+2)
r0,r1 ∩ Y
i(i+1)(i+5)
r0,r1 . By Proposition
B.41 (4), the restricted morphism
π : Y +r0,r1∩Y
−
r0,r1
∩Y i(i+1)(i+2)r0,r1 ∩Y
i(i+1)(i+5)
r0,r1
→ X+r0,r1∩X
−
r0,r1
∩X i(i+1)(i+2)r0,r1 ∩X
i(i+1)(i+5)
r0,r1
= X123456r0,r1
is an isomorphism. Thus we have H0(Y (3)r0,r1,κ,Λ)m ≃
⊕5
i=0 Γ(X
012345
r0,r1
(κ),Λ)m canonically. It
is straightforward to check that an element (f0, . . . , f5) belongs to the kernel of d
−3,6
1 if and
only if f0 = f1 = · · · = f5 and δ+∗ f0 = δ
−
∗ f0 = 0, where we recall Notation 3.8. Thus if we put
Γ(X012345r0,r1 (κ),Λ)
♥
m = ker δ
+
∗ ∩ ker δ
−
∗ ⊂ Γ(X
012345
r0,r1
(κ),Λ)m, then E
−3,6
2 (1) ≃ Γ(X
012345
r0,r1
(κ),Λ)♥m.
Step 4. We compute dimFp Γ(X
012345
r0,r1
(κ),Λ)♥m/m. We use the (much easier) level raising
for Shimura curves. Let τ0, τ1, τ2 : F →֒ F˜ be the three distinct embeddings corresponding
to 0, 1, 2 in ΦF , respectively. Choose an OF -Eichler order R of discriminant {l} ∪ ∇ \ {τ0}
and level r together with a surjective OF -linear homomorphism R → OF/r1. Let HR be
the symmetric hermitian domain attached to R ⊗ Q, which is isomorphic to C \ R. The
complex Shimura curve R×Q\HR× R̂
×
Q/ ker[R̂
× → (OF/r1)×] has a canonical projective model
C over SpecO
F˜
[r−1]. It has an action by the Hecke monoid Trl. By Čerednik–Drinfeld
uniformization [Čer76], we know that
• C⊗O
F˜
[r−1] OK is a strictly semistable OK-scheme of relative dimension 1.
• If we put C = C⊗O
F˜
[r−1] κ, then C(0) = C+
∐
C− and C(1) = C+ ∩ C−.
• We have C±κ ≃
∐
π0(C
±
κ
) P
1
κ, and C
(1)
κ ≃
∐
π0(C
(1)
κ
)
Spec κ.
• There are (non-canonical) isomorphisms π0(C±κ ) ≃ Z
±
r0,r1
(κ) and π0(C
(1)
κ ) ≃
X012345r0,r1 (κ) that are compatible under Hecke actions, which we fix.
By a much easier discussion toward Corollary 3.31 for the curve C (and Λ = Fp), we obtain
an isomorphism H1sing(K,H
1(C ⊗O
F˜
[r−1] Q,Fp(1))/m)
∼
−→ Γ(Sr,Fp)/m. In particular, we have
dimFp H
1
sing(K,H
1(C ⊗O
F˜
[r−1] Q,Fp(1))/m) = |D(r, rρ)| by Definition 3.3 (C2). However, by
the Eichler–Shimura relation (for C), the Chebotarev density theorem, and [BLR91, Theorem
1], we know that as an Fp[GF˜ ]-module, H
1(C⊗O
F˜
[r−1] Q,Fp(1))/m is isomorphic, not just up
to semisimplification, to the direct sum of n copies of N¯ρ(1) (Notation 3.4). Therefore, n =
|D(r, rρ)| as dimFp H
1
sing(K, N¯ρ(1)) = 1. On the other hand, by a similar argument in Steps 2
& 3, we also have an isomorphism (H1(C⊗O
F˜
[r−1]Q,Fp(1))/m)GK ≃ Γ(X
012345
r0,r1
(κ),Λ)♥m/m. In
particular, we have dimFp Γ(X
012345
r0,r1 (κ),Λ)
♥
m/m = |D(r, rρ)| dimFp(N¯ρ(1))GK = |D(r, rρ)|. In
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other words, n = dimFp E
−3,6
2 (1)/m = dimFp Γ(X
012345
r0,r1
(κ),Λ)♥m/m = |D(r, rρ)|. The proposi-
tion follows. 
We now introduce a new set of étale correspondences of Xr0,r1. For every d ∈ D(r, rρ), we
have the following composite morphism
δ˜d : Xr0,r1 → Xr,OF
δd
−→ Xrρ,OF(3.32)
(see Remark B.5 and (B.1)). It is a finite étale morphism of Deligne–Mumford stacks. As
usual, we put δ˜ = δ˜OF . Form the following pullback square
Xdr0,r1
ε //
εd

Xr0,r1
δ˜d

Xr0,r1
δ˜ // Xrρ,OF
(3.33)
which produces an étale correspondence (Definition 2.11)
Xr0,r1
εd
←− Xdr0,r1
ε
−→ Xr0,r1.(3.34)
By base change along the morphism Xdr0,r1 → Xrρ,OF , we obtain an action of the Hecke
monoid Trl on Xdr0,r1 which is compatible with the above étale correspondence. For an ample
set S ⊂ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, we put Xd,Sr0,r1 = ε
−1XSr0,r1 = (ε
d)−1XSr0,r1, which is a closed subscheme
ofXdr0,r1 := X
d
r0,r1
⊗κ. Similar to Definition B.39, we obtain a semistable resolution π : Ydr0,r1 →
Xdr0,r1 ⊗ OK . It is easy to see that (3.34) lifts uniquely to an étale correspondence
Yr0,r1
εd
←− Ydr0,r1
ε
−→ Yr0,r1.
Lemma 3.33. For every d ∈ D(r, rρ), the following diagram commutes
(Γ(Sr,Λ)/ kerφrlρ )
⊕3
|Cl(F )r1 |·δ
∗◦δd∗

≃ // H1sing(K,M)
εd∗◦ε
∗

(Γ(Sr,Λ)/ kerφrlρ )
⊕3 ≃ // H1sing(K,M)
where the horizontal isomorphisms are the one from Corollary 3.31.
Proof. For an ideal s of OF that is coprime to ∇ and l, we define a moduli functor ZS
±
s,OF
:=
Z({l} ∪ ∇ \ ΦF )S
±
s,OF
valued in groupoids in the same way as Definition B.16. It is a smooth
Deligne–Mumford stack over SpecFℓ6. For every d ∈ D(r, rρ), we have a finite étale morphism
δ˜d : Z±r0,r1 → Z
S±
r,OF
δd
−→ ZS
±
rρ,OF
similar to (3.32). Like (3.33), we form the following pullback square
Zd,±r0,r1
ε //
εd

Z±r0,r1
δ˜d

Z±r0,r1
δ˜ // ZS
±
rρ,OF
.
Similar to Yr0,r1, we have exceptional divisors E
i
g′ on Y
d,i(i+1)(i+2)
r0,r1,κ for i ∈ S
± and g′ ∈ Zd,∓r0,r1(κ).
The morphism εd induces an isomorphism from Eig′ to its image which is E
i
εd(g′).
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Note that the isomorphism in Corollary (3.31) comes from a surjection( ⊕
i∈S+
Γ(Z−r0,r1(κ),Λ)/ kerφ
rl
ρ
)⊕( ⊕
i∈S−
Γ(Z+r0,r1(κ),Λ)/ kerφ
rl
ρ
)
→ H1sing(K,M)
via the basis {E0g′ ,E
1
g′,E
2
g′,E
3
g′ ,E
4
g′,E
5
g′}. Therefore, the lemma amounts to that the diagram
Γ(Z±r0,r1(κ),Λ)/ kerφ
rl
ρ
ψ±∗ //
εd∗◦ε
∗

Γ(Sr,Λ)/ kerφrlρ
|Cl(F )r1 |·δ
∗◦δd∗

Γ(Z±r0,r1(κ),Λ)/ kerφ
rl
ρ
ψ±∗ // Γ(Sr,Λ)/ kerφrlρ
commutes. This follows form the elementary fact that εd∗ ◦ ε
∗ = δ˜∗ ◦ δ˜d∗ : Γ(Z
±
r0,r1(κ),Λ) →
Γ(Z±r0,r1(κ),Λ), and the identity ψ
±
∗ ◦ δ˜
∗ ◦ δ˜d∗ = |Cl(F )r1 | · δ
∗ ◦ δd∗ ◦ψ
±
∗ . The lemma follows. 
Now we are ready to finish the proof of Theorem 3.5.
Proof of Theorem 3.5 (2,3). Put M0 := H3(Xrρ,OF ⊗Q,Λ(2))/ kerφ
rl
ρ as a Λ[GQ]-module, and
M¯0 := M0 ⊗ Fp.
Step 1. For every d ∈ D(r, rρ), the map δ˜d∗ : M → M0 is surjective. In fact, δ˜
d
∗ ◦ δ˜
d∗ =
deg(δ˜d) = µ(r, rρ) · |Cl(F )r1| which is invertible in Λ.
Step 2. We claim that the Fp[GF˜ ]-module M¯0 is isomorphic to N¯
♯
ρ(2), and the canonical
map ∑
d∈D(r,rρ)
δ˜d∗ : M¯→
⊕
d∈D(r,rρ)
M¯0(3.35)
is an isomorphism. By Proposition 3.32, we know that M¯ss0 ≃ N¯
♯
ρ(2)
⊕n0 for some n0 ≥ 0. Let
M¯1 be the kernel of (3.35). Then M¯ss1 ≃ (N¯ρ(2))
⊕n1 and (M¯/M¯1)ss ≃ (N¯ρ(2))⊕|D(r,rρ)|−n1 as
Fp[GF˜ ]-modules. By Lemma 3.33 and Definition 3.3 (C2), we know that the map∑
d∈D(r,rρ)
δ˜∗ ◦ δ˜d∗ =
∑
d∈D(r,rρ)
εd∗ ◦ ε
∗ : H1sing(K, M¯)→
⊕
d∈D(r,rρ)
H1sing(K, M¯)(3.36)
has trivial kernel. By Corollary 3.31, we know that dimFp H
1
sing(K, M¯) = 3|D(r, rρ)|. On
the other hand, as a direct consequence of Lemma 2.6 and Proposition 3.28, we have
dimFp H
1
sing(K, M¯/M¯1) ≤ dimFp H
1
sing(K, (M¯/M¯1)
ss). Since dimFp H
1
sing(K, N¯ρ(2)) = 3 by
Lemma 3.6, we have dimFp H
1
sing(K, M¯/M¯1) ≤ 3(|D(r, rρ)| − n1). This implies that n1 = 0
hence (3.35) is injective. In particular, M0 is nontrivial; M¯ is semisimple hence M¯0 is semisim-
ple as well by Step 1. It remains to show that n0 = 1. However, we know that for ev-
ery d ∈ D(r, rρ), the kernel of the map δ˜∗ ◦ δ˜d∗ : H
1
sing(K, M¯) → H
1
sing(K, M¯) has dimension
3(|D(r, rρ)| − 1). Therefore, n0 has to be 1.
Step 3. We claim that M0 ≃ N♯ρ(2) as Λ[GF˜ ]-modules, and the canonical map∑
d∈D(r,rρ)
δ˜d∗ : M→
⊕
d∈D(r,rρ)
M0(3.37)
is an isomorphism. Note that the map (3.36) also has trivial kernel if we replace M¯ by M. In
particular, the exponent of M0 is pν . Since ρ¯ is generic (Definition 3.2), M¯0 is an absolutely
irreducible representation of G
F˜
. By the Eichler–Shimura relation, the Chebotarev density
theorem, and a result of Mazur and Carayol (see [Kis09, Theorem 1.4.1]), we have M0 ≃
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N♯ρ(2). By Step 2 and the Nakayama lemma, we know that (3.37) is surjective. Since the
length of M is at most 8ν|D(r, rρ)| by Proposition 3.32, (3.37) has to be an isomorphism.
Step 4. Let ϕ : M0 → N♯ρ(2) be the isomorphism of Λ[GF˜ ]-modules. We show that ϕ
is in fact an isomorphism of Λ[GF0]-modules. For every element γ ∈ Gal(F˜ /Q), choose
a lifting γ˜ ∈ GQ. The composition γ˜−1ϕ−1γ˜ϕ does not depend on the choice of γ˜, and
is a Λ[G
F˜
]-linear automorphism of M0. Since M0 has no nontrivial Λ[GF˜ ]-submodule,
γ˜−1ϕ−1γ˜ϕ ∈ Λ×. In other words, we obtain a character χ : Gal(F˜ /Q) → Λ×. It suffices
to show that χ|
Gal(F˜ /F0)
is trivial. The group Gal(F˜ /F0) is generated by an absolute ℓ-
Frobenius morphism σ. Since σ2 acts trivially on (N♯ρ(3))Gκ, it suffices to show that σ
2 acts
trivially on (M(1))GK as well. By Propositions 3.29 (2) and 3.28, we have a canonical iso-
morphism (M(1))GK ≃ E
−3,6(1)/ kerφrlρ . In the proof of Proposition 3.32, we already showed
that E−3,6(1) is contained in the diagonal submodule of Γ(X012345r0,r1 (κ),Λ)m. By Proposi-
tion B.32 (2) and Remark B.34, we know that σ2 acts on Γ(X012345r0,r1 (κ),Λ)m by sending
(f0, f1, f2, f3, f4, f5) to (f2, f3, f4, f5, f0, f1). In particular, σ2 acts trivially on E−3,6(1) hence
(M(1))GK . At this moment, Theorem 3.5 (2) has been proved.
Step 5. Again by Proposition B.32 (1) and Remark B.34, the ℓ-Frobenius action on
Hom(B(Yr0,r1 ,Λ),Λ)m induces the translation on the coordinate e ∈ Γ(Sr,Λ)
⊕6
m . In partic-
ular, by taking σ-invariants in the isomorphism of Corollary 3.31, we obtain a canonical
isomorphism Γ(Sr,Λ)/ kerφrlρ
∼
−→ H1sing(Qℓ,H
3(Xr0,r1 ⊗Q,Λ(2))/ kerφ
rl
ρ ). Part (3) then follows
from the isomorphism Γ(Sr,Λ)/ kerφrlρ ≃ Γ(Sr,Λ)/ kerφ
l
ρ ensured by Definition 3.3 (C2).
Theorem 3.5 has been fully proved. 
4. Bounding Selmer groups
In this chapter, we fix an isomorphism OF/p ≃ FN p for every prime p of F .
4.1. Hirzebruch–Zagier cycle and a reciprocity law. We fix a finite set of even cardi-
nality ∇♭ of places of Q containing ∞. Let ∇ (resp. ∇′, ∇′′) be the set of places of F above
∇♭ that is of degree either 1 or 3 (resp. unramified of degree 2, ramified of degree 2). Then
∇ is a finite set of even cardinality of places of F containing ΦF . Write rρ = r′ρr
′′
ρr
′′′
ρ where
r′ρ (resp. r
′′
ρ, r
′′′
ρ ) is the product of primes in ∇
′ (resp. in ∇′′, not in ∇′ ∪ ∇′′).
Assumption 4.1. We assume that the perfect quadruple (ρ, rρ, r0, r1) from §3.1 satisfies:
(1) r′ρ is square-free; (2) r
′′
ρ = OF ; (3) r0 = r
′
ρ; and (4) r1 is coprime to ∇
′ ∪ ∇′′.
Let ℓ be a cubic-level raising prime for (ρ, rρ, r0, r1). Put
X(ℓ)♭r1 := X({ℓ} ∪ ∇
♭ \ {∞})Z,r1∩Z
over SpecZ[r−11 ] (Definition B.3). Since r1 ∩ Z is an absolutely neat ideal of Z, X(ℓ)
♭
r1
is a
projective curve over SpecZ[r−11 ], strictly semistable over SpecZℓ2 by Theorem B.11.
Definition 4.2. Let O♭ be an oriented maximal order of discriminant {ℓ} ∪ ∇♭ \ {∞},
with orientations op : O♭ → Fp2. Let O be an oriented OF -maximal order of discriminant
{l} ∪ ∇ \ {ΦF}, with orientations op : O → FN p2 . We say that an injective homomorphism
O♭ ⊗ OF →֒ O of OF -algebras is orientation compatible if
(1) for every p ∈ {l} ∪ ∇ \ {ΦF}, the composed map O♭ → O
op
−→ FN p2 coincides with op
where p is the prime underlying p;
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(2) for every p ∈ ∇′ above p, the action of O♭ on the one-dimensional OF/p (which has
been identified with FN p) vector space (O/OF ⊗ O♭) ⊗ Zp via left multiplication is
given by the homomorphism op.
From now on, we fix an orientation compatible homomorphism O♭ ⊗ OF →֒ O of OF -
algebras3. Let Ωr1 be the unique OF -submodule of OF ⊗ (Z/(r1 ∩ Z)) that is isomorphic to
OF/r1.
Let T be a scheme over SpecZ[(r discF )−1]. Let (A, ιA, λA) be an element of X(ℓ)♭r1(T )
where we recall that A is an abelian surface over T ; ιA : O♭ →֒ End(A) is an injective ho-
momorphism; and λA : (Z/(r1 ∩ Z))⊕2/T →֒ A is an O
♭-equivariant injective homomorphism.
We let
• A′ to be O⊗O♭ A, which is an abelian scheme over T ;
• ιA′ : O →֒ O⊗O♭ End(A) ⊂ End(A
′) be the induced homomorphism;
• λA′ : Ω⊕2r1 /T ⊂ OF ⊗ (Z/(r1 ∩ Z))
⊕2
/T
OF⊗λA−−−−→ OF ⊗ A→ O⊗O♭ A the induced homo-
morphism, which is O-equivariant and injective;
• CA′ =
∏
p|r0 epA
′[p], where ep is a nontrivial idempotent in (OF ⊗ O♭)/pO, which is
isomorphic to the upper triangular OF/p-subalgebra of O/pO ≃ Mat2(OF/p) (since
p ∈ ∇′), such that ((OF ⊗O♭)/pO)ep = (OF/p)ep. It is easy to see that the subgroup
epA
′[p] does not depend on the choice of ep, and is an O-stable flat subgroup of A′[p]
over T such that at every geometric point, it is isomorphic to (OF/p)⊕2.
Therefore, once we fix an isomorphism Ωr1 ≃ OF/r1 of OF -modules, the assignment
(A, ιA, λA) 7→ (A′, ιA′ , CA′, λA′) defines a morphism
θ : X(ℓ)♭r1 ⊗ Z[(r discF )
−1]→ X(ℓ)r0,r1(4.1)
over SpecZ[(r discF )−1]. It is a finite morphism.
Let s be either r1 or r1l. Put S♭s = S(∇
♭)s∩Z. We now construct a similar map
ϑ : S♭s → Sr0s(4.2)
as follows. Let (R,R0, {ǫp}) 4 be an element of S♭s. We let
• R′ be the unique minimal OF -Eichler order in F ⊗ R0 containing OF ⊗ R; it is of
discriminant ∇ and level t(s ∩ Z), where t =
∏
p∈∇′ p;
• R′0 be the unique OF -maximal order in F ⊗ R0 containing OF ⊗ R0 such that for
every p ∈ ∇′ above p, the action of R on the one-dimensional OF/p (which has been
identified with FN p) vector space (R′0/OF ⊗R0)⊗Zp via right multiplication is given
by the homomorphism ǫp;
• ǫ′p : R
′ → FN p2 be the unique orientation at p, for every p ∈ ∇ above p, such that
ǫ′p|R = ǫp, and ǫ
′
p |OF induces the fixed isomorphism OF/p
∼
−→ FN p ⊂ FN p2 .
The assignment (R,R0, {ǫp}) to (R′,R′0, {ǫ
′
p}) defines a map ϑ
′ : S♭s → St(s∩Z). Since r0s
contains t(s ∩ Z), we have the degenerate map δ : St(s∩Z) → Sr0s (A.2). Put ϑ = δ ◦ ϑ
′. It is
3Such data is in fact unique up to isomorphism.
4We use ǫ since o has been used for O♭ and O.
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clear that the following diagram
S♭r1l
ϑ //
δd

Srl
δd

S♭r1
ϑ // Sr
(4.3)
commutes, for d = OF , l.
The following proposition reveals the relation between the morphism θ (4.1) and the map
ϑ (4.2). Put X♭r1 = X(ℓ)
♭
r1
⊗ Fℓ6 .
Proposition 4.3. The morphism θ sends X
♭(1)
r1 (recall the notation from §2.1) into X
012345
r0,r1
.
Moreover, the following diagram
X
♭(1)
r1 (Fℓ∞)
θ //
ψ♭

X012345r0,r1 (Fℓ∞)
ψ

S♭r1l
ϑ // Srl
commutes, where ψ♭ is the quotient map induced from the canonical isomorphism
X
♭(1)
r1 (Fℓ∞)/Cl(Q)r1∩Z ≃ S
♭
r1l
by Proposition B.32.
Proof. To prove the proposition, we may assume that r0 = t =
∏
p∈∇′ p. Let (A, ιA, λA) be an
element in X♭(1)r1 (Fℓ∞) whose image under θ is (A′, ιA′ , CA′, λA′). Put C ′A′ = CA′ × im(λA′).
We choose a decomposition O♭ ⊗ Zℓ = Zℓ2 ⊕ Zℓ2Π with Π2 = ℓ. Then Π acts trivially on
Lie(A). As Lie(A′) is canonically isomorphic to OF ⊗Lie(A) and Π remains a uniformizer in
O⊗Zℓ, Π acts trivially on Lie(A′) as well. In other words, (A′, ιA′ , CA′, λA′) ∈ X012345r0,r1 (Fℓ∞).
The first part follows.
Now we show the commutativity of the diagram. Suppose that the image of (A, ιA, λA)
(resp. (A′, ιA′, CA′, λA′)) in S♭r1l (resp. Srl) is represented by (R,R0, {ǫp}) (resp. (R
′,R′0, {ǫ
′
p})).
By Proposition A.19, R (resp. R′) is the subalgebra of End(A, ιA) (resp. End(A′, ιA′)) pre-
serving the subgroup CA (resp. C ′A′). However, since R
′ contains OF⊗R and has level tr1l, we
know that R′ must be the (unique) minimal OF -Eichler order in F ⊗R0 containing OF ⊗R.
Thus R and R′ satisfy the relation in the definition of ϑ.
To check that R0 and R′0 satisfy the relation in the definition of ϑ, it suffices to show
that for every p ∈ ∇′ above p, the action of R on the one-dimensional OF/p-vector space
(R′0/OF ⊗ R0) ⊗ Zp via right multiplication is given by the homomorphism ǫp. We first
recall how ǫp is obtained (see the paragraphs after [Rib89, Theorem 4.12]). Let pO♭ be
the kernel of op : O♭ → Fp2. Then TpA/pO♭TpA is a one-dimensional Fp2-vector space, and
ǫp : R→ Fp2 is the homomorphism induced from the action of R on TpA/pO♭TpA. Note that
(R′0/OF ⊗R0)⊗Zp is canonically isomorphic End(TpA
′, ιA′)/OF ⊗End(TpA, ιA). Fixing an
isomorphism Tp(A) ≃ O♭p := O
♭ ⊗ Zp as a left O♭p-module, we have R0 ⊗ Zp = R ⊗ Zp ≃
(O♭p)
op under which ǫp = (op)op, and R′0 ⊗ Zp ≃ (O ⊗ Zp)
op. Since the action of (O♭p)
op on
(O ⊗ Zp)op/OF ⊗ (O♭p)
op via right multiplication is given by the homomorphism (op)op, we
are done.
It is straightforward to check that {ǫp} and {ǫ′p} satisfy the relation in the definition of ϑ.
We will leave details to the reader. The proposition is then proved. 
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Definition 4.4 (Hirzebruch–Zagier cycle). We define the Hirzebruch–Zagier cycle of
X(ℓ)r0,r1 ⊗Q to be
Θℓr0,r1 := θ∗[X(ℓ)
♭
r1
⊗Q] ∈ CH2(X(ℓ)r0,r1 ⊗Q).
By Theorem 3.5 (1), we have CH2(X(ℓ)r0,r1⊗Q)
0
m = CH
2(X(ℓ)r0,r1⊗Q)m. Similar to (2.16),
we have the localized Abel–Jacobi map
AJm : CH
2(X(ℓ)r0,r1 ⊗Q)→ H
1(Q,H3(X(ℓ)r0,r1 ⊗Q,Zp(2))m).
Note that we have the localization map
locℓ : H1(Q,H3(X(ℓ)r0,r1 ⊗Q,Zp(2))m)→ H
1(Qℓ,H3(X(ℓ)r0,r1 ⊗Q,Zp(2))m)
and the quotient map
∂ : H1(Qℓ,H3(X(ℓ)r0,r1 ⊗Q,Zp(2))m)→ H
1
sing(Qℓ,H
3(X(ℓ)r0,r1 ⊗Q,Zp(2))m)
from §1.3. We have a bilinear pairing ( , ) : Γ(Sr,Z) × Γ(Sr,Z) → Z such that (φ1, φ2) =∑
g∈Sr φ1φ2(g). It induces a pairing ( , ) : Γ(Sr,Z)/ ker φ
r
ρ × Γ(Sr,Λ)[kerφ
r
ρ] → Λ. Now we
can state the reciprocity law for the Hirzebruch–Zagier cycle.
Theorem 4.5. Let (ρ, rρ, r0, r1) be a perfect quadruple satisfying Assumption 4.1, and ℓ a
cubic-level raising prime. Then under the isomorphism in Theorem 3.5 (3), we have
(∂locℓAJmΘℓr0,r1, φ) = (ℓ+ 1) · |(Z/r1 ∩ Z)
×| ·
∑
S♭r1
φ(ϑ(x))
for every φ ∈ Γ(Sr,Λ)[kerφrρ].
Proof. Similar to Xr0,r1, we have subschemes X
♭±
r1
of X♭r1 such that X
♭(0)
r1 = X♭+r1
∐
X♭−r1 ,
X♭+r1 ∩X
♭−
r1
= X♭(1)r1 , and the image of X♭±r1 under θ is contained in X
±
r0,r1
. Since X♭r1 ⊗ Zℓ6 is
regular, by the universal property of blow-up, we have a unique morphism θ˜ : X(ℓ)♭r1 ⊗Zℓ6 →
Yr0,r1 such that π ◦ θ˜ = θ, where we recall that π : Yr0,r1 → X(ℓ)r0,r1 ⊗ Zℓ6 is the semistable
resolution used in §3.2.
Let S be an (ample) subset of {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} containing S± with |S| = 4. We claim that
the scheme-theoretical intersection of the graph of the restricted morphism θ : X♭±r1 → X
±
r0,r1
and X♭±r1 ×Spec Fℓ6 X
S
r0,r1
inside X♭±r1 ×Spec Fℓ6 X
±
r0,r1
is a reduced 0-dimensional Fℓ6-scheme.
In fact, from the moduli interpretation, the intersection is contained in the graph of the
restricted morphism θ : X♭(1)r1 → X±r0,r1 , which is a reduced 0-dimensional Fℓ6-scheme.
By the above claim, we know that the image of X♭±r1 under θ˜ does not intersect with Y
S
r0,r1
if S is a type but not sparse. Moreover, the intersection number of the graph of the restricted
morphism θ˜ : X♭+r1,Fℓ∞ → Y
+
r0,r1,Fℓ∞
and X♭+r1,Fℓ∞ ×Spec Fℓ∞ Hh inside X
♭+
r1,Fℓ∞
×Spec Fℓ∞ Y
+
r0,r1,Fℓ∞
is
equal to 1 (resp. 0) if h is (resp. is not) in the image of θ : X♭(1)r1 (Fℓ∞)→ X012345r0,r1 (Fℓ∞).
For every type S, denote by z the geometric cycle class of Y (0)r0,r1 ×Yr0,r1 θ˜∗X
♭
r1
in
H4(Y (0)r0,r1,Fℓ∞ ,Λ(2)). Let z
′ ∈ Hom(B(Yr0,r1),Λ) be the image of z under the map β
′ (3.3).
It is clear that z′ belongs to Hom(B(Yr0,r1),Λ)
GF
ℓ6 , which is canonically isomorphic to
Hom(A(Yr0,r1 ,Λ),Λ) by Proposition 3.29 (1). By Theorem 2.18, Proposition 2.19 and
Corollary 3.31, we know that ∂locℓAJmΘℓr0,r1 coincides with z
′, regarded as in the cokernel
of coker ∆˜m/ kerφrlρ . Moreover, it is fixed by Gal(Fℓ6/Fℓ). Now we regard z
′ as an element
in (coker ∆˜m/ kerφrlρ )
Gal(Fℓ6/Fℓ) ≃ Γ(Sr,Λ)/ kerφrρ.
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By the previous discussion and Proposition 3.30, we have z′ = (ψ+∗ δ
+
∗ θ∗1 + ψ
−
∗ δ
−
∗ θ∗1)/2,
where 1 is the constant function on X♭(1)r1 (Fℓ∞) with value 1. In other words, we have
(∂locℓAJmΘℓr0,r1, φ) =
1
2
(1, θ∗δ+∗ψ+∗φ+ θ∗δ−∗ψ−∗φ).(4.4)
By Proposition 4.3, we have the following commutative diagram
X
♭(1)
r1 (Fℓ∞)
θ //
ψ♭

X012345r0,r1 (Fℓ∞)
ψ

δ± // Z±r0,r1(Fℓ∞)

S♭r1l
ϑ // Srl
δ resp. δl // Sr
which, together with (4.3), implies that
(4.4) =
1
2
(1, ψ♭
∗
ϑ∗δ∗φ+ ψ♭
∗
ϑ∗δl∗φ) =
1
2
(1, ψ♭
∗
δ∗ϑ∗φ+ ψ♭
∗
δl∗ϑ∗φ).
The theorem follows as δ∗ψ♭∗1 = δ
l
∗ψ
♭
∗1 is equal to the constant function on S
♭
r1
with value
(ℓ+ 1) · |(Z/r1 ∩ Z)×|. 
4.2. Bloch–Kato Selmer groups. Let E be an elliptic curve over SpecF . For every prime
p, we have a Galois representation ρE,p : GF → GL(NE,p) where NE,p = H1(E ⊗ F ,Zp).
Let ρ♯E,p : GQ → GL(N
♯
E,p) be the multiplicative induction, similar to Notation 3.4, where
N♯E,p = N
⊗3
E,p. Then (N
♯
E,p ⊗Q)(2) is the p-adic realization M(E)p of the motive M(E) (1.1).
Lemma 4.6. The Qp-representation M(E)p of GQ is tamely pure ([Liu16, Definition 3.3]),
that is, H1(Qv,M(E)p) = 0 for all primes v ∤ p.
Proof. This follows from the purity of the monodromy filtration on N♯E,p ⊗ Q. To show the
purity, we are allowed to make a base change to a finite field extension. Thus, it suffices
to show the purity for the Qp[GF ]-module (NE,p ⊗ Q)⊗3. By [Del80, (1.6.9)], it suffices to
consider NE,p ⊗Q, whose purity is well-known. 
Definition 4.7 ([BK90] or [Liu16, §3.1]). In terms of the above lemma, the Bloch–Kato
Selmer group H1f(Q,M(E)p) of the representation M(E)p is the subspace of classes s ∈
H1(Q,M(E)p) such that
locp(s) ∈ H1f (Qp,M(E)p) := ker[H
1(Qp,M(E)p)→ H1(Qp,M(E)p ⊗Qp Bcris)].
4.3. Proof of Theorem 1.2. From now on, we assume that E is a modular elliptic curve
over F satisfying Assumption 1.1. In particular, we have an irreducible cuspidal automorphic
representation ΠE of ResF/QGL2(A) with trivial central character, and the set Σ(ΠE , τ)
contains ∞. We assume that L(1/2,ΠE, τ) 6= 0.
Put ∇♭ = Σ(ΠE , τ). Then we have sets ∇,∇′,∇′′ as in §4.1. Let rρ be the conductor of E
away from ∇. Write rρ = r′ρr
′′
ρr
′′′
ρ as in §4.1.
Lemma 4.8. We have that r′ρ is square-free and r
′′
ρ = OF .
Proof. For a local field K, denote by ωK the unique nontrivial unramified quadratic character
of K×, and SpK the Steinberg representation of GL2(K).
By Assumption 1.1 (E1), we know that r′ρ is square-free. For the second part, let v
be a rational prime underlying ∇′′. Then F ⊗Q Qv = Qv × L where L is a ramified
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quadratic extension of Qv. By the epsilon dichotomy [Pra92, Theorem D], it suffices to
show that the following four spaces HomGL2(Qv)(SpL, SpQv), HomGL2(Qv)(SpL, SpQv ⊗ωQv),
HomGL2(Qv)(SpL⊗ωL, SpQv), HomGL2(Qv)(SpL⊗ωL, SpQv ⊗ωQv) are all nonzero. As L is ram-
ified over Qv, ωL|Q×v is trivial. Thus HomGL2(Qv)(SpL, SpQv) ≃ HomGL2(Qv)(SpL⊗ωL, SpQv)
and HomGL2(Qv)(SpL, SpQv ⊗ωQv) = HomGL2(Qv)(SpL⊗ωL, SpQv ⊗ωQv). We claim that the
trivial character of L× appears in SpQv ⊗ωQv . Then the second part follows from [Pra92, Re-
mark 4.1.2].
For the claim, if not, then by the Saito–Tunnell dichotomy [Tun83, Sai93], the trivial
character of L× appears in the Jacquet–Langlands transfer of SpQv ⊗ωQv to D
×
v , where Dv is
the unique division Qv-quaternion algebra. However, this is not the case since L is ramified
over Qv. 
Let r1 be an ideal of OF contained in r′′′ρ and coprime to ∇
′∪∇′′. Put r0 = r′ρ, and r = r0r1
as usual. The elliptic curve E determines a homomorphism
φrE : Z[T
r]→ Z
such that φrE(Tq) = aq(E) = tr ρE,p(Frobq) and φ
r
E(Sq) = 1.
Proposition 4.9. There is an absolutely neat ideal r1 of OF contained in r
′′′
ρ and coprime
to ∇′ ∪∇′′ such that the functional J : Γ(Sr,Z)[ker
r
E ]→ Z defined by the formula
J(φ) =
∑
S♭r1
φ(ϑ(x))
is nonzero, where ϑ is the map (4.2).
Proof. Let B♭ the (definite) Q-quaternion algebra with the discriminant set ∇♭, and put
B = B♭⊗Q F . Let Π be the Jacquet–Langlands correspondence of ΠE to ResF/QB×(A). We
write Π = ⊗′vΠv where Πv is an irreducible admissible representation of ResF/QB
×(Qv) for
every place v of Q.
By [Ich08] and Remark B.2, it suffices to show the following statement: for v ∈ Σ(ΠE , τ),
if we denote by l a generator of the 1-dimensional space HomB♭v(Πv, 1), then l takes non-zero
values on new vectors. This is obvious if F ⊗Q Qv = Qv × Qv × Qv or F ⊗Q Qv is a field.
Thus, we may assume that F ⊗Q Qv = Qv × L for a quadratic field extension L/Qv.
We resume the notation in the proof of Lemma 4.8. Write Πv = π ⊠ σ where π (resp. σ)
is an irreducible admissible representation of GL2(L) (resp. D×v ). There are three cases.
(1) If π is an unramified principal series and L/Qv is unramified, then it follows from Case
2 of [Liu16, Lemma 3.21].
(2) If π is an unramified principal series and L/Qv is ramified, then σ must be the trivial
character by the same argument in Case 2 of [Liu16, Lemma 3.21]. The remaining argument
is similar as well.
(3) If π is either SpL or SpL⊗ωL and L/Qv is unramified, then we may assume π = SpL
without lost of generality. Then σ must be the nontrivial unramified quadratic character
of D×v by [Pra92, Theorem D, Remark 4.1.2]. We identify Dv ⊗Qv L with Mat2(L) such
that O×Dv is contained in the standard Iwahori subgroup of GL2(L) and Π :=
( 0 1
v 0
)
is a
uniformizer of Dv. We realize π = SpL as the unique irreducible subrepresentation of{
f : GL2(L)→ C | f
((
a ∗
0 d
)
g
)
=
∣∣∣∣ad
∣∣∣∣
L
f(g), ∀g ∈ GL2(L)
}
.
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It is well-known the Iwahori fixed function f0 satisfying
f0
((
1 0
0 1
))
= v2, f0
((
0 1
1 0
))
= −1
is a new vector of π. In particular, we have f0(Π) = −v2. By the same argument in Case 2
of [Liu16, Lemma 3.21], we only need to show that the integral∫
L×\D×v
σ(g−1)f0(g)dg
does not vanish, which is true since σ is nontrivial. 
From now on, we fix an ideal r1 as in Proposition 4.9.
Lemma 4.10. There exists a finite set PE of primes such that for every p 6∈ PE, we have
(compare with Definition 3.2)
(1) p ≥ 11 and p 6= 13, 19;
(2) p is coprime to ∇ and r · µ(r, rρ) · |Cl(F )r1 | · discF ;
(3) ρ¯ is generic;
(4) Γ(Srρ,Z)mrE,p is a free Zp-module of rank 1, and the maps in the following diagram
Γ(Sr,Z)mrE,p
⊕
d∈D(r,rρ)
δd∗
//

⊕
d∈D(r,rρ) Γ(Srρ ,Z)mrE,p

(Γ(Sr,Z)/ kerφrE)⊗ Zp
⊕
d∈D(r,rρ)
δd∗
// ⊕
d∈D(r,rρ)(Γ(Srρ ,Z)/ kerφ
r
E)⊗ Zp
are all isomorphisms.
Proof. Properties (1, 2) only exclude finitely many primes. By [Dim05, Proposition 0.1 (iii)]
and Assumption 1.1 (E2, E3), property (3) only excludes finitely many primes as well.
For (4), by the theory of automorphic forms, there is a number field L and two finite sets
R ⊂ R′ of homomorphisms φ : Z[Tr]→ OL such that
• Γ(Srρ, L)/ kerφ 6= 0 for φ ∈ R, and Γ(Srρ , L) =
⊕
φ∈R Γ(Srρ , L)/ kerφ;
• Γ(Sr, L)/ ker φ 6= 0 for φ ∈ R′, and Γ(Sr, L) =
⊕
φ∈R′ Γ(Sr, L)/ kerφ.
Note that R contains φrE and Γ(Srρ , L)/ kerφ
r
E = (Γ(Srρ ,Q)/ kerφ
r
E)⊗Q L has dimension 1.
If a prime p does not divide the order of
• coker[Γ(Srρ, OL) →֒
⊕
φ∈R Γ(Srρ , OL)/ kerφ],
• coker[Γ(Sr, OL) →֒
⊕
φ∈R′ Γ(Sr, OL)/ kerφ],
• coker[
⊕
d∈D(r,rρ) δ
d
∗ : Γ(Sr,Z)/ ker φ
r
E → Γ(Srρ ,Z)/ kerφ
r
E],
and satisfies that for every prime ideal PL of OL above p and every φ ∈ R′ other than
φrE, the composite map Z[T
r]
φ
−→ OL → OL/PL is different from Z[Tr]
φrE−→ Z → Fp, then p
satisfies property (4). However, the above requirement only excludes finitely many primes.
The lemma follows. 
From now on, we fix a prime p not in PE. We also fix an arbitrary integer ν ≥ 1. Put
Nρ = NE,p ⊗ Z/pν with the induced homomorphism ρ : GF → GL(Nρ). Then we obtain a
perfect quadruple (ρ, rρ, r0, r1) (Definition 3.2) satisfying Assumption 4.1.
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Lemma 4.11. Let (ρ, rρ, r0, r1) be the quadruple as above. Then there are infinitely many
cubic-level raising prime (Definition 3.3) for (ρ, rρ, r0, r1).
Proof. By Definition 3.2 (3a), we may choose an integer a such that p ∤ a(a18 − 1)(a6 + 1).
Put X0 =
( a 0
0 1
)
∈ GL2(Z/pν). We fix an isomorphism Nρ ≃ (Z/pν)⊕2. Since ρ¯ is generic,
the image of (IndQF ρ)|G
F˜
contains an element (X1, X2, X3) ∈ GL2(Z/pν) × GL2(Z/pν) ×
GL2(Z/pν) satisfying X1 ≡ X2 ≡ X3 ≡ X0 mod p. Raising sufficiently large p-power, we
may assume that X1 = X2 = X3 = X0. Regard the image of (Ind
Q
F ρ)|GF0 as a subgroup
of (GL2(Z/pν) × GL2(Z/pν) × GL2(Z/pν)) ⋊ A3, where A3 is the alternating group. Then
it contains an element (X0, X0, X0, σ) where σ is a rotation. By the Chebotarev density
theorem, there are infinitely many primes l of F0 of degree 1 that is unramified in the splitting
field of (IndQF ρ)|GF0 , coprime to ∇ and 2r, and such that (Ind
Q
F ρ)(Frobl) = (X0, X0, X0, σ).
Now the underlying prime ℓ of l will satisfy Definition 3.3 (C1,C3,C4).
Now we show that Definition 3.3 (C2) only excludes finitely many such ℓ. Since
End(Γ(Ss,Z/pν)) is a finite set for s = rρ, r, there is a finite set Σ of primes of F that
are coprime to ∇ and r such that Z[
∐
q∈Σ Tq] ∩ kerφrρ and kerφ
r
ρ have the same image in
End(Γ(Ss,Z/pν)), and Z[
∐
q∈Σ Tq] ∩ (Z[Tr] \ mrρ) and Z[T
r] \ mrρ have the same image in
End(Γ(Ss,Z/pν)). Then any prime ℓ satisfying Definition 3.3 (C1,C3,C4) such that l 6∈ Σ
will satisfy (C2) as well. The lemma is proved. 
Recall that we have the multiplicatively induced representation N♯ρ (Notation 3.4) and the
Z/pν [GQ]-module M0 as in Theorem 3.5. By Theorem 3.5 (2), we have a GQ-equivariant
pairing N♯ρ(2) × M0 → Z/p
ν(χ)(1) for some character χ : GQ → Gal(F0/Q) → {±1}. It
induces, for every prime power v, a local Tate pairing
〈 , 〉v : H1(Qv,N♯ρ(2))× H
1(Qv,M0)→ H2(Qv,Z/pν(χ)(1)) ⊂ Z/pν .(4.5)
For s ∈ H1(Q,N♯ρ(2)) and r ∈ H
1(Q,M0), we will write 〈s, r〉v rather than 〈locv(s), locv(r)〉v.
Lemma 4.12. We have the following statements.
(1) The restriction of
∑
v〈 , 〉v to H1(Q,N♯ρ(2))× H
1(Q,M0) is trivial, where the sum is
taken over all primes v.
(2) For every prime v 6= p, there exists an integer νv ≥ 1, independent of ν, such that
the image of the pairing (4.5) is annihilated by pνv .
(3) For every prime v 6= p, the restriction of 〈 , 〉v to H1unr(Qv,N
♯
ρ(2))× H
1
unr(Qv,M0) is
trivial.
(4) If ℓ is a cubic-level prime for (ρ, rρ, r0, r1), then 〈 , 〉ℓ induces a perfect pairing between
H1unr(Qℓ,N
♯
ρ(2)) and H
1
sing(Qℓ,M0), in which both are free Z/p
ν-modules of rank 1.
(5) The restriction of 〈 , 〉p to H1f (Qp,N
♯
ρ(2))×H
1
f (Qp,M0) is trivial (see [Liu16, Definition
4.6]).
Proof. Part (1) follows from the global class field theory and the fact that p is odd. Part (2)
follows from a similar argument for [Liu16, Lemma 4.3 (1)]. Part (3) is well-known. Part
(4) follows from Lemma 3.6 and the fact that ℓ splits in F0. Part (5) follows from a similar
argument for [Liu16, Lemma 4.8]. 
Now we review some results in Galois theory from [Liu16, §5.1]. Denote by G the image
of ρ♯(2) : GQ → GL(N♯ρ(2)) and L/Q the Galois extension determined by G. In particular,
we identify G with the Galois group Gal(L/Q) in the following discussion.
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Lemma 4.13. We have Hi(G,N♯ρ(2)) = 0 for all i ≥ 0. The restriction of classes gives an
isomorphism ResLQ : H
1(Q,N♯ρ(2))
∼
−→ H1(L,N♯ρ(2))
G = HomG(GabL ,N
♯
ρ(2)).
Proof. Since ρ¯ is generic, G contains an element X such that X mod p is a scalar element
of order coprime to p. Raising sufficiently large p-power of X, we may assume that G itself
contains a scalar element of order coprime to p. Then the lemma follows from [Liu16, Lemma
5.3]. 
The above lemma yields a Z/pν [G]-linear pairing
[ , ] : H1(Q,N♯ρ(2))×G
ab
L → N
♯
ρ(2).
For each finitely generated Z/pν-submodule S of H1(Q,N♯ρ(2)), denote by GS the subgroup
of γ ∈ GabL such that [s, γ] = 0 for all s ∈ S. Let LS ⊂ Q be the subfield fixed by GS.
Lemma 4.14. The induced pairing
[ , ] : S×Gal(LS/L)→ N♯ρ(2)
yields an isomorphism Gal(LS/L) ≃ Hom(S,N♯ρ(2)) of Z/p
ν [G]-modules.
Proof. It is a special case of [Liu16, Lemma 5.4]. 
Put H = Gal(LS/L). For each prime w of L, we denote by ℓw the rational prime underlying
w. If ℓw is unramified in LS, then its Frobenius substitution in H of an arbitrary place of LS
above w is the same one since H is abelian. We denote it by Ψw.
Let γ be an element of G of order coprime to p. Let Lγ ⊂ L be the subfield fixed by the
cyclic subgroup 〈γ〉 ⊂ G, and put Hγ = Gal(LS/Lγ). In particular, we have Hγ ≃ H⋊ 〈γ〉 ≃
Hom(S,N♯ρ(2))⋊ 〈γ〉 as 〈γ〉 is of order coprime to p.
Definition 4.15. Let  be a finite set of primes containing those ramified in LS. We say
that a prime w of L is (, γ)-admissible if its underlying prime ℓw does not belong to  and
its Frobenius substitution in Gal(L/Q) = G, which is then well-defined, equals γ.
Let w be a (, γ)-admissible place of L. Then for s ∈ S ⊂ H1(Q,N♯ρ(2)), we have
locℓw(s) ∈ H
1
unr(Qℓw ,N
♯
ρ(2)) = H
1(Fℓw ,N
♯
ρ(2)) ⊂ Hom(Gℓw/Iℓw ,N
♯
ρ(2)).
Moreover by [Liu16, Lemma 5.7] we have [s,Ψw] = locℓw(s)(Ψw) as an equality in N
♯
ρ(2).
Lemma 4.16. The subset consisting of elements Ψw ∈ H = Gal(LS/L) = Hom(S,N♯ρ(2))
for all (, γ)-admissible places w coincides with Hom(S,N♯ρ(2)
〈γ〉).
Proof. It is a special case of [Liu16, Lemma 5.8]. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We prove by contradiction. Suppose dimQp H
1
f(Q,M(E)p) > 0. Then
there is a free Z/pν-submodule S of H1f(Q,N
♯
ρ(2)) ([Liu16, Definition 3.1]) of rank 1 by
[Liu16, Lemma 5.9]. Let  be the (finite) set of primes that are either ramified in LS or not
coprime to ∇ or r discF . Put ν = max{νv | v ∈ } where νv is in Lemma 4.12 (2).
Let ℓ be a cubic-level raising prime for the quadruple (ρ, rρ, r0, r1) that is not in . Put
γ = ρν(Frobℓ) ∈ G. Then γ has order coprime to p and N♯ρ(2)
〈γ〉 ≃ Z/pν . Let w be a (, γ)-
admissible place of L such that p ∤ [s,Ψw] for a generator s of S, which is possible by Lemma
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4.16. Note that ℓw is also a cubic-level raising prime for (ρ, rρ, r0, r1) if it is sufficiently large.
Therefore, we may assume ℓ = ℓw.
Recall that we have the Hirzebruch–Zagier cycle Θℓr0,r1 from Definition 4.4. To ease nota-
tion, we will now regard Θℓr0,r1 as its induced class in H
1(Q,H3(X(ℓ)r0,r1 ⊗Q,Zp(2))/ kerφ
rl
ρ )
via the localized Abel–Jacobi map. We claim that
(1) locvΘℓr0,r1 ∈ H
1
unr(Qv,H
3(X(ℓ)r0,r1 ⊗Q,Zp(2))/ kerφ
rl
ρ ) for a prime v 6∈  ∪ {p, ℓ};
(2) locpΘℓr0,r1 ∈ H
1
f (Qp,H
3(X(ℓ)r0,r1 ⊗Q,Zp(2))/ kerφ
rl
ρ ).
In fact, (1) follows from [Liu16, Lemma 3.4] as X(ℓ)r0,r1 is smooth over SpecZ(v) for such v;
and (2) follows from [Nek00, Theorem 3.1 (ii)].
By Proposition 4.9, there exists an integer νJ ≥ 0 and an element φ ∈ Γ(Sr,Z)[ker
r
E ]
such that pνJ does not divide |(Z/r1 ∩ Z)×| · J(φ). Now we choose the integer ν such that
ν ≥ νJ+ν. By Theorem 4.5, we know that pνJ does not divide (∂locℓΘℓr0,r1, φ). In particular,
there is an ideal d ∈ D(r, rρ) such that pνJ does not divide ∂locℓΘℓ,dr0,r1, where Θ
ℓ,d
r0,r1 ∈ M0 is
the component of Θℓr0,r1 at d under the isomorphism in Theorem 3.5 (2).
By Lemma 4.6 and [Liu16, Lemma 3.4], we have locv(s) ∈ H1unr(Qv,N
♯
ρ(2)) for every prime
v 6∈  ∪ {p, ℓ}. By [Liu16, Definition 4.6, Remark 4.7], we have locp(s) ∈ H1f (Qv,N
♯
ρ(2)).
Then by Lemma 4.12 (2,3,5) and (1, 2) in the above claim, we have
pν−ν |
∑
v 6=ℓ
〈s,Θℓ,dr0,r1〉v.
However, by Lemma 4.12 (4), we know that pνJ does not divide 〈s,Θℓ,dr0,r1〉ℓ. As ν ≥ νJ + ν,
these contradict with Lemma 4.12 (1). Therefore, Theorem 1.2 is proved. 
Appendix A. Eichler orders and abelian varieties
In this appendix, we study oriented Eichler orders over totally real number fields, and use
them to canonically parameterize certain abelian varieties in positive characteristic. This
generalizes the work of Ribet [Rib89].
We fix a totally real number field F , with the ring of integers OF and the set ΦF of all
archimedean places.
A.1. Oriented orders and bimodules. Let ∆ be a finite set of places of F of even cardi-
nality, and let N be an ideal of OF that is coprime to (primes in) ∆.
Definition A.1. We recall the following definitions.
(1) An OF -Eichler order of discriminant ∆ and level N is an OF -algebra R such that
• R⊗Q is an F -quaternion algebra that is ramified exactly at places in ∆.
• R is equal to the intersection of two maximal OF -orders in R⊗Q;
• for a prime q 6∈ ∆, the OFq-algebra R⊗OF OFq is isomorphic to{(
a b
c d
)
∈ Mat2(OFq) | c ∈ q
mq
}
where qmq exactly divides N.
(2) When N = OF , we simply call R an OF -maximal order of discriminant ∆.
(3) An oriented OF -Eichler order of discriminant ∆ and level N is a collection of data
(R,R0, {op}) where
• R is an OF -Eichler order of discriminant ∆ and level N,
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• R0 is an OF -maximal order of discriminant ∆ containing R,
• op : R → FN p2 is a (ring) homomorphism such that OF ∩ ker op = p for every
prime p in ∆.
(4) Denote by S(∆)N the set of isomorphism classes of oriented OF -Eichler orders of
discriminant ∆ and level N.
Now suppose that we are given two oriented OF -maximal orders O and E. Define
• Σ to be the set of primes which belong to the discriminant of both O and E;
• ∆ to be the set of places (including archimedean ones) which belong to the discrim-
inant of exactly one of O and E.
We assume that ∆ is not empty. The following definition generalizes the one in [Rib89, §2].
Definition A.2. An (O,E)-bimodule M is an OF -module equipped with a left action by O
and a right action by E, both compatible with the underlying OF -action.
(1) We say that M is projective of rank n if it is a projective OF -module of rank n.
(2) We say thatM is admissible if it is projective of finite rank and satisfies the condition
pOM = MpE
for every p ∈ Σ, where pO (resp. pE) is the maximal ideal of O (resp. E) such that
pO ∩OF (resp. pE ∩ OF ) equals p.
(3) We say that two (O,E)-bimodules M and N are locally isomorphic if they are iso-
morphic after tensoring with OFp for every prime p.
Let M be an admissible (O,E)-bimodule. Put Λ = End(M) as the algebra of bimodule
endomorphisms. For each admissible (O,E)-bimodule N that is locally isomorphic to M , we
put J(N) = Hom(M,N) as the set of bimodule homomorphisms, which is a right Λ-module
via composition.
Lemma A.3. The assignment N 7→ J(N) establishes a bijection between the sets of isomor-
phism classes of the following objects:
• (O,E)-bimodules that are locally isomorphic to M ;
• locally free rank-1 right Λ-modules.
Proof. The proof is same as for [Rib89, Theorem 2.3]. 
From now on, we consider only admissible (O,E)-bimodules of rank 8. For every collection
of integers
r = {rp | p ∈ Σ}
where rp ∈ {0, 1, 2}, we may consider admissible rank-8 (O,E)-bimodules with invariants r,
defined in the same way as in [Rib89]. We now briefly recall: An admissible rank-8 (O,E)-
bimodule M has invariants r if for every p ∈ Σ, there is an isomorphism of (O,E)-bimodules
M/MpE = M/pOM ≃ F
⊕rp
N p2 ⊕ F
⊕2−rp
N p2 such that O and E both act by the given orientation
on the first direct summand; and exactly one of them acts by the given orientation on the
second direct summand.
We denote by M(O,E)r the set of isomorphism classes of admissible rank-8 (O,E)-
bimodules with invariants r. By a similar argument for [Rib89, Proposition 2.2], bimodules
in M(O,E)r with given r are locally isomorphic to each other. For M ∈ M(O,E)r, the
endomorphism algebra End(M) is naturally an oriented OF -Eichler order of discriminant
∆ and some level s containing
∏
p∈Σ p. The class group Cl(F ) of F acts on M(O,E)r via
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the formula a.M = M ⊗OF a for every projective rank-1 OF -module a. Obviously, we have
End(a.M) ≃ End(M).
More generally, for an ideal N of OF coprime to ∆ ∪ Σ. We denote by M(O,E)
r
N the set
of pairs (M,R) where M ∈ M(O,E)r and R ⊂ End(M) is an OF -Eichler order of level Ns.
The class group Cl(F ) acts on M(O,E)rN via the first factor.
Proposition A.4. The assignment (M,R) 7→ (R,End(M)) induces a bijection
M(O,E)rN/Cl(F )
∼
−→ S(∆)N(r),(A.1)
where N(r) is the product of N and p ∈ Σ with rp = 1. Here, we regarded (R,End(M)) as
the oriented OF -Eichler order with the first variable (Definition A.1 (3)) of End(M) replaced
by R, and {op} given by restriction.
Proof. It suffices to consider the case where N = OF . Then the proof is almost same as for
[Rib89, Theorem 2.4]. We only point out the difference when one changes from Q to F .
In the proof of injectivity, suppose that we have M and M ′ with End(M) ≃ End(M ′).
Then the End(M)-module Hom(M,M ′) is isomorphic to aEnd(M) where a is some ideal of
OF . In particular, we have M ′ ≃M ⊗OF a.
In the proof of surjectivity, we fix an element M ∈ M(O,E)r, whose existence can be
shown in the same way as in the proof of [Rib89, Theorem 2.4]. Put Λ = End(M). There
is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of locally free rank-1 right Λ-modules and
the double coset Λ×Q\Λ̂
×
Q/Λ̂
×. On the other hand, the choice of the member Λ ∈ S(∆)N(r)
induces a one-to-one correspondence between S(∆)N(r) and the double coset Λ×Q\Λ̂
×
Q/F̂
×Λ̂×.
In particular, the two sides of (A.1) have the same cardinality. 
Notation A.5. Let M,N be two ideals of OF such that N ⊂M.
(1) Denote by D(N,M) the set of all ideals of OF containing N−1M.
(2) Put µ(N,M) = N(NM−1) ·
∏
q
(
1 + 1
N q
)
, where the product is taken over all primes
q of F that divide M but not N.
Let M,N be two ideals of OF such that N ⊂ M and N is coprime to ∆, we have a
degeneracy map
δd : S(∆)N → S(∆)M(A.2)
for every d ∈ D(N,M). We write δ = δOF for simplicity.
Definition A.6. Let Λ be an abelian group. Let M,N be as in the previous definition. For
every d ∈ D(N,M), the map δd induces
(1) the pullback map δd∗ : Γ(S(∆)M,Λ) → Γ(S(∆)N,Λ) such that (δd∗f)(y) = f(δd(y))
for every f ∈ Γ(S(∆)M,Λ) and y ∈ S(∆)N;
(2) the (normalized) pushforward map δd∗ : Γ(S(∆)N,Λ)→ Γ(S(∆)M,Λ) such that
(δd∗g)(x) =
µ(N,M)
|(δd)−1(x)|
∑
y∈(δd)−1(x)
g(y)
for every g ∈ Γ(S(∆)N,Λ) and x ∈ S(∆)M. Note that |(δd)−1(x)| always divides
µ(N,M) (Notation A.5).
In particular, the composite map δd∗ ◦ δ
d∗ : Γ(S(∆)M,Λ) → Γ(S(∆)M,Λ) is always the
multiplication by µ(N,M).
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Definition A.7 (Hecke monoid). Let q be a prime of F . We define the (abstract spherical)
Hecke monoidal at q, denoted by Tq, to be the commutative monoid generated by symbols
Tq, Sq, S−1q (SqS
−1
q = 1).
Definition A.8. For q coprime to ∆ and N, we define an action of the Hecke monoid Tq
on S(∆)N by correspondences such that
• Tq acts by the correspondence
S(∆)N
δ
←− S(∆)Nq
δq
−→ S(∆)N;
• Sq and S−1q act by the trivial correspondence.
A.2. Parameterizing abelian varieties: unramified case. Let d be the degree of F . We
fix an oriented OF -maximal order O of discriminant ∆ containing no archimedean places,
and a rational prime ℓ that is inert in OF and such that l 6∈ ∆, where l is the unique prime
of F above ℓ. Let k be an algebraically closed field containing FℓdFℓ2 , and σ the ℓ-Frobenius
map. We fix a homomorphism ol : OF → FN l = Fℓd.
Lemma A.9. Let A be a superspecial abelian variety of dimension 2d over Spec k. Let
ι : O→ End(A/k) be an injective homomorphism. We have the following.
(1) If d is odd, then for every r ∈ OF ,
tr(ι(r) | Lie(A/k)) = 2TrF
ℓd
/Fℓ ol(r).
(2) If d is even, then exactly one of the following holds:
(a) for every r ∈ OF , we have tr(ι(r) | Lie(A/k)) = 2TrF
ℓd
/Fℓ ol(r);
(b) for every r ∈ OF , we have tr(ι(r) | Lie(A/k)) = 4TrF
ℓd
/Fℓ2
ol(r);
(c) for every r ∈ OF , we have tr(ι(r) | Lie(A/k)) = 4TrF
ℓd
/Fℓ2
σ(ol(r)).
Proof. We fix a supersingular elliptic curve E0 over Fℓ2 and put E = E0 ⊗Fℓ2 k. Then we
have End(E0/Fℓ2 ) = End(E/k). By a well-known theorem of Deligne, Shioda and Ogus (see
for example [LO98, §1.6]), we have A ≃ E⊕2d. If we put A0 = E⊕2d0 , then we have an
isomorphism End(A0/Fℓ2 ) ≃ End(A/k). In particular, we obtain an injective homomorphism
ι : O → End(A0/Fℓ2 ). Therefore, O acts on Lie(A0/Fℓ2 ), which is an Fℓ2-vector space of
dimension 2d. On the other hand, O/lO is isomorphic to Mat2(Fl). Take a nontrivial
idempotent e of O/lO, we have for every r ∈ OF ,
tr(ι(r) | Lie(A/k)) = 2 tr(ι(r) | eLie(A0/Fℓ2 )).
The lemma follows as eLie(A0/Fℓ2 ) is an Fℓ2-vector space of dimension d. 
Definition A.10. Let (A, ι) be as in Lemma A.9. We say that (A, ι) is mixed if it is in case
(1) or (2a), +-pure if it is in case (2b) and, −-pure if it is in case (2c).
Definition A.11. Let N0 and N1 be two ideals of OF such that N0, N1 and ∆ ∪ {l} are
mutually coprime. We define A(∆)0N0,N1 (resp. A(∆)
±1
N0,N1
) to be the set of isomorphism
classes of quadruples (A, ι, C, λ) where
• A is a superspecial abelian variety of dimension 2d over Spec k;
• ι : O → End(A/k) is an injective homomorphism such that (A, ι) is mixed (resp.
±-pure);
• C ⊂ A(k) is an O-submodule that is isomorphic to (OF/N0)⊕2 (Remark A.12);
• λ : (OF/N1)⊕2 → A(k) is an O-equivariant injective homomorphism (Remark A.12).
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We simply write A(∆)iN for A(∆)
i
N,OF
for i ∈ {−1, 0,+1}.
Remark A.12. Note that for an ideal N of OF coprime to ∆, the abelian group (OF/N)⊕2
is equipped with a unique up to isomorphism cyclic O-module structure that is compatible
with the underlying OF -module structure, since O/NO is isomorphic to Mat2(OF/N).
Let Cl(F )N1 be the ray class group of F with respect to the ideal N1. We realize Cl(F )N1
as the set of isomorphism classes of rank-1 projective OF -module a together with an OF -
linear surjective homomorphism a→ OF/N1. It acts on A(∆)iN0,N1 for each i ∈ {−1, 0,+1}
such that the data a→ OF/N1 sends (A, ι, C, λ) to (A⊗OF a, ι⊗OF a, C⊗OF a, λ), where we
have used the isomorphism (A⊗OF a)[N1] ≃ A[N1] induced from a→ OF/N1.
For an element (A, ι, C, λ) ∈ A(∆)iN0,N1, denote by End(A, ι, C, λ) the subalgebra of
End(A/k) of endomorphisms that commute with ι(OF ) and preserve C × im(λ).
Proposition A.13. The OF -algebra End(A, ι, C, λ) is naturally an oriented OF -Eichler or-
der. The assignment (A, ι, C, λ) 7→ End(A, ι, C, λ) induces a canonical isomorphism
A(∆)iN0,N1/Cl(F )N1
∼
−→ S(∆′)N′
where
(1) N′ = N0N1 and ∆′ = ΦF ∪∆ ∪ {l}, if d is odd and i = 0;
(2) N′ = N0N1l and ∆′ = ΦF ∪∆, if d is even and i = 0;
(3) N′ = N0N1 and ∆′ = ΦF ∪∆, if d is even and i = ±1.
Moreover, the induced action of Gal(k/FℓdFℓ2) on A(∆)iN0,N1/Cl(F )N1 is trivial.
Proof. Note that End(A, ι, C, λ) contains ι(OF ) hence is an OF -algebra via ι.
Step 1. Put N = N0N1. We have a canonical map from A(∆)iN0,N1 to A(∆)
i
N sending
(A, ι, C, λ) to (A, ι, C × im(λ)). It induces an isomorphism
A(∆)iN0,N1/Cl(F )N1
∼
−→ A(∆)iN/Cl(F ).
Therefore, we only need to study the set A(∆)iN.
Step 2. We first assume N = OF , and will write A(∆)i = A(∆)iOF for short.
Fix a supersingular elliptic curve E over Spec k. Then E0 := End(E) is a (Z-)maximal
order of discriminant {∞, ℓ}. Moreover, E0 is equipped with a homomorphism ǫ : E0 → k
through its action on Lie(E), whose image is contained in Fℓ2. Put A(∆) =
⋃
{−1,0,1}A(∆)i.
It is canonically isomorphic to the set of isomorphism classes of homomorphisms O →
Mat2d(E0). Now we construct the isomorphism case by case.
For (1), put E = OF ⊗E0 which is an OF -maximal order of discriminant ΦF ∪{l}. We have
a homomorphism ǫl : E → Fℓ2d = FℓdFℓ2 ⊂ k induced by ǫ. In other words, E is an oriented
OF -maximal order of discriminant ΦF ∪ {l}. There is a one-to-one correspondence between
the set A(∆)0 = A(∆) and the set of isomorphism classes of (admissible) (O,E)-bimodules
of rank 8. In other words, we have an isomorphism A(∆)0 ∼−→ M(O,E) sending (A, ι) to
M(A,ι), compatible with the Cl(F )-action. Moreover, we have End(A, ι) ≃ End(M(A,ι)) and
we endow End(A, ι) with the orientation from the latter. Therefore, the proposition follows
from Proposition A.4.
Now we consider (2) and (3). In particular, d is even. For an element (A, ι) ∈ A(∆),
let f(A,ι) : O → Mat2d(E0) be the corresponding homomorphism. Then the commutator of
f(A,ι)(O) in Mat2d(E0) is canonically isomorphic to End(A, ι). It is an OF -Eichler order of
discriminant ΦF ∪ ∆ whose level is a power of l. Therefore, the question for determining
End(A, ι) is local at ℓ.
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As O ⊗ Zℓ ≃ Mat2(OFl), the homomorphism f(A,ι) ⊗ Zℓ induces another homomorphism
g(A,ι) : OFl → Matd(E0,ℓ), where E0,ℓ := E0⊗Zℓ is the maximal order in the division quaternion
Zℓ-algebra. The homomorphism g(A,ι) amounts to an OF ⊗ E0,ℓ-module N(A,ι) that is free of
rank 4d as a Zℓ-module. Such module is semisimple, which is a direct sum of (torsion-free)
simple modules. Up to isomorphism, there are two simple torsion-free OF ⊗E0,ℓ-modules N+
and N−: the underlying E0,ℓ-module of both N± are E
⊕d/2
0,ℓ , and the induced homomorphism
OF → Matd/2(E0,ℓ)
ǫ
−→ Matd/2(Fℓ2) has trace TrF
ℓd
/Fℓ2
ol(r) (resp. TrF
ℓd
/Fℓ2
σ(ol(r))) for every
r ∈ OF in the case of N+ (resp. N−). Comparing with Definition A.11, we know that N(A,ι)
is isomorphic to N+ ⊕ N− (resp. (N+)⊕2, and (N−)⊕2) if and only if (A, ι) is mixed (resp.
+-pure, and −-pure). Note that we have the isomorphism
End(A, ι)⊗ Zℓ ≃ EndOF⊗E0,ℓ(N(A,ι)).(A.3)
Let E±l be the two maximal orders in F ⊗E0,ℓ containing OF ⊗E0,ℓ such that the action of E0
on the one-dimensional OF/l (which is isomorphic to Fℓd via ol) vector space E
+
l /OF ⊗ E0,ℓ
(resp. E−l /OF ⊗ E0,ℓ) via left multiplication is given by the homomorphism ǫ (resp. σ ◦ ǫ).
Let E± be the two maximal orders in F ⊗ E0 containing OF ⊗ E0 such that E± ⊗ Zℓ = E±l .
For (3), take an element (A, ι) in A(∆)±1. By (A.3), we have
End(A, ι)⊗ Zℓ ≃ EndOF⊗E0,ℓ(N(A,ι)) ≃ Mat2(EndOF⊗E0,ℓ(N
±)) = Mat2(OFl).
Therefore, End(A, ι) is an OF -maximal order of discriminant ΦF ∪∆.
We claim that the commutator of EndOF⊗E0,ℓ(N(A,ι)) in EndOFl(N(A,ι)), which is a sub-
algebra of F ⊗ E0,ℓ, coincides with E±l . Without lost of generality, we only consider the
+-pure case. Note that this commutator is same as the commutator R of EndOF⊗E0,ℓ(N
+)
in EndOFl (N
+). Let W be the unique étale Zℓ-subalgebra of OFl of degree 2. Write
E0,ℓ = W ⊕ WΠ with Π2 = ℓ and such that ǫ|W = ol|W : W → Fℓ2. We may assume
that the OFl-action preserves W
⊕d/2 and (WΠ)⊕d/2 respectively, such that the subalgebra W
acts by the scalar multiplication. This is possible by the definition of N+. Therefore, R is
identified with Mat2(OFl) if we use the basis {(1, . . . , 1), (Π, . . . ,Π)}. Under the same basis,
we have
OF ⊗ E0,ℓ =
{(
a b
c d
)
∈ Mat2(OFl) | b ∈ l
}
,
and that the homomorphism W ⊂ E0,ℓ → Mat2(OFl) is given by the formula
w 7→
(
w
σ(w)
)
∈ Mat2(OFl)
in which σ is understood as the canonical lift of the ℓ-Frobenius map. This implies R = E±l .
The homomorphism f(A,ι) amounts to an (O, OF ⊗E0)-bimodule M(A,ι) that is a projective
OF -module of rank 8. The above claim implies that if (A, ι) is ±-pure, then the action of E±
on M(A,ι) ⊗ Q preserves M(A,ι); in other words, M(A,ι) is an (admissible) (O,E±)-bimodules
of rank 8. The remaining argument is same as in (1).
For (2), take an element (A, ι) in A(∆)0. By (A.3), we have
End(A, ι)⊗ Zℓ ≃ EndOF⊗E0,ℓ(N(A,ι)) ≃ EndOF⊗E0,ℓ(N
+ ⊕N−),
which is of level l. Therefore, End(A, ι) ≃ End(M(A,ι)) is an OF -Eichler order of discriminant
ΦF ∪∆ and level l. Put M+(A,ι) =M(A,ι)⊗OF⊗E0 E
+. Then M+(A,ι) belongs to M(O,E
+). Thus
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the assignment (A, ι) 7→ (M+(A,ι),End(A, ι)) induces a bijection from A(∆)
0 to M(O,E+)l.
Therefore, the proposition follows from Proposition A.4.
Step 3. Finally we consider a general ideal N. In case
(1) the assignment (A, ι, C) 7→ (End(A, ι)∩End(A/C, ι),M(A,ι)) induces a bijection from
A(∆)0N to M(O,E)N;
(2) the assignment (A, ι, C) 7→ (End(A, ι)∩End(A/C, ι),M+(A,ι)) induces a bijection from
A(∆)0N to M(O,E
+)Nl;
(3) the assignment (A, ι, C) 7→ (End(A, ι)∩End(A/C, ι),M(A,ι)) induces a bijection from
A(∆)±1N to M(O,E
±)N.
Then the isomorphism follows from Proposition A.4.
Step 4. Note that the action of Gal(k/Fl2) on A(∆)iN0,N1/Cl(F )N1 does not change values
in S(∆′)N′ under the previous construction. Therefore, such action is trivial. The proposition
is proved. 
Remark A.14. In [Liu16], we consider the (coarse) moduli scheme X♮M (see [Liu16, §2.4]).
However, in [Liu16, Proposition 2.21], we overlooked the factor Cl(F ). Instead, we should
have canonical isomorphisms π0(X?M;Fℓ2 )/Cl(F ) ≃ SM for ? = •, ◦ and π0(X
ssp
M;Fℓ2
)/Cl(F ) ≃
SMℓ, by Proposition A.13 (with d = 2) and the original proof of [Liu16, Proposition 2.21].
Such change will not affect the main results in [Liu16] (Theorem 4.10, 4.11, and all in §1)
and their proofs since the automorphic representation π of ResF/QGL2(A) has trivial central
character, as long as we require p ∤ |Cl(F )| at the beginning in [Liu16, Assumption 3.8].
A.3. Parameterizing abelian varieties: ramified case. Let d be the degree of F . Sup-
pose that we are given an oriented OF -maximal order O of discriminant ∆ containing no
archimedean places, and a rational prime ℓ that is inert in OF and such that l ∈ ∆, where
l is the unique prime of F above ℓ. In particular, we have a homomorphism ol : O → Fℓ2d
coming from the orientation at l. Let k be an algebraically closed field containing Fℓ2d .
The following definition generalizes the one in [Rib89, §4].
Definition A.15. Let (A, ι) be a pair where A is an abelian variety over Spec k and ι : O→
End(A/k) is an injective homomorphism. We say that (A, ι) is exceptional if the action of O
on Lie(A/k) factorizes through the maximal ideal of O containing l.
We choose a uniformizer Π of O⊗Zℓ such that Π2 = ℓ, and a OFl-subalgebra W ⊂ O⊗Zℓ
that is étale of degree 2.
Lemma A.16. Let A be an abelian variety of dimension 2d over Spec k. Let ι : O →
End(A/k) be an injective homomorphism such that (A, ι) is exceptional. Then exactly one of
the following holds:
(1) for every w ∈W , we have tr(ι(w) | Lie(A/k)) = TrF
ℓ2d
/Fℓ ol(w);
(2) for every w ∈W , we have tr(ι(w) | Lie(A/k)) = 2TrF
ℓ2d
/Fℓ2
ol(w);
(3) for every w ∈W , we have tr(ι(w) | Lie(A/k)) = 2TrF
ℓ2d
/Fℓ2
σ(ol(w)).
Note that ι extends to an action of O⊗ Zℓ on Lie(A/k).
Proof. The same proof of [Rib89, Proposition 4.2] shows that A must be superspecial. Then
the rest of proof is same as Lemma A.9. 
Definition A.17. Let (A, ι) be as in Lemma A.16. We say that (A, ι) is mixed if it is in
case (1), +-pure if it is in case (2) and, −-pure if it is in case (3).
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Definition A.18. Let N0 and N1 be two ideals of OF such that N0, N1 and ∆ are mutually
coprime. We define A(∆)0N0,N1 (resp. A(∆)
±1
N0,N1
) to be the set of isomorphism classes of
quadruples (A, ι, C, λ) where
• A is an abelian variety of dimension 2d over Spec k;
• ι : O → End(A/k) is an injective homomorphism such that (A, ι) is exceptional and
mixed (resp. ±-pure);
• C ⊂ A(k) is an O-submodule that is isomorphic to (OF/N0)⊕2 (Remark A.12);
• λ : (OF/N1)⊕2 → A(k) is an O-equivariant injective homomorphism (Remark A.12).
We simply write A(∆)iN for A(∆)
i
N,OF
for i ∈ {−1, 0,+1}.
Similar to the situation in A.2, the ray class group Cl(F )N1 acts on A(∆)
i
N0,N1 , and we
have a subalgebra End(A, ι, C, λ) of End(A/k) for every element (A, ι, C, λ) ∈ A(∆)iN0,N1.
Proposition A.19. Suppose that d is odd. The OF -algebra End(A, ι, C, λ) is naturally an
oriented OF -Eichler order. The assignment (A, ι, C, λ) 7→ End(A, ι, C, λ) induces a canonical
isomorphism
A(∆)iN0,N1/Cl(F )N1
∼
−→ S(ΦF ∪∆ \ {l})N′
where N′ = N0N1 (resp. N′ = N0N1l) if i = ±1 (resp. i = 0). Moreover, the induced action
of Gal(k/Fl2) on A(∆)iN0,N1/Cl(F )N1 is trivial.
Proof. Put N = N0N1. Same to the proof of Proposition A.13, we have a canonical iso-
morphism A(∆)iN0,N1/Cl(F )N1
∼
−→ A(∆)iN/Cl(F ). Fix a supersingular elliptic curve E over
Spec k. Then E0 := End(E) is a maximal order of discriminant {∞, ℓ}, equipped with a
homomorphism ǫ : E0 → Fℓ2. Put E = OF ⊗ E0 which is an OF -maximal order of discrimi-
nant ΦF ∪ {l} (as d is odd). We have a homomorphism ǫl : E → Fℓ2d induced by ǫ. For the
pair (O,E), the corresponding set Σ equals {l}. Thus, we have sets M(O,E)rN for r = 0, 1, 2.
By the same argument in [Rib89, §4], we have a canonical bijection between A(∆)iN and
M(O,E)i+1N . Then the proposition follows from Proposition A.4. 
Appendix B. Stratification on Hilbert modular schemes with bad reduction
In this appendix, we improve (see Remark B.30) the work of Zink [Zin82] on the global
description of some pluri-nodal integral model of Hilbert modular varieties at certain bad
primes. We also prove some extra results which are used in §3. We use the ideal in [Hel12]
and [TX16], known as the isogeny trick.
We fix a totally real number field F , with the ring of integers OF and the set ΦF of all
archimedean places.
B.1. Hilbert modular schemes.
Definition B.1 (Absolutely neat ideal). An ideal r of OF is said to be absolutely neat if for
every OF -Eichler order R of discriminant ∆ to which r is coprime and level r, together with
a surjective OF -linear homomorphism R→ OF/r, we have
• ker[R× → (OF/r)×] = 1 if ΦF ⊂ ∆;
• ker[R× → (OF/r)×] acts freely on the symmetric hermitian domain attached to R⊗Q
if ΦF 6⊂ ∆.
Remark B.2. Given an arbitrary finite set  of primes of F , there exists an absolutely neat
ideal that is coprime to . If r is an absolutely neat idea, then every ideal contained in r is
also absolutely neat.
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Let O be an oriented OF -maximal order of discriminant ∆ containing no archimedean
places, which is unique up to isomorphism. Let r0 and r1 be two ideals of OF such that r0,
r1 and ∆ are mutually coprime.
Definition B.3. We define the moduli functor X(∆)r0,r1 on the category of schemes over
SpecZ[(r0r1 discF )−1] as follows. For every Z[(r0r1 discF )−1]-scheme T , we let X(∆)r0,r1(T )
be the groupoid of quadruples (A, ιA, CA, λA) where
• A is an abelian scheme over T ;
• ιA : O→ End(A/T ) is an injective homomorphism satisfying:
tr(ιA(r) | Lie(A/T )) = TrOF /ZTr
0
O(r)
for every r ∈ O, where the right-hand side is regarded as a section of OT via the
structure homomorphism;
• CA is an O-stable flat subgroup of A[r0] over T such that at every geometric point,
it is isomorphic to (OF/r0)⊕2 (Remark A.12);
• λA : (OF/r1)⊕2/T → A is an O-equivariant injective homomorphism of group schemes
over T (Remark A.12).
The functor X(∆)r0,r1 receives an action by the ray class group Cl(F )r1 as follows. We
realize Cl(F )r1 as the set of isomorphism classes of rank-1 projective OF -module a together
with an OF -linear surjective homomorphism a→ OF/r1. It acts on X(∆)r0,r1(T ) in the way
that the data a → OF/r1 sends (A, ιA, CA, λA) to (A⊗OF a, ιA ⊗OF a, CA ⊗OF a, λA), where
we have used the isomorphism (A⊗OF a)[r1] ≃ A[r1] induced from a→ OF/r1.
Suppose that we have another ideal s0 ⊂ r0 of OF coprime to ∆ and r1. For each d ∈
D(s0, r0) (Notation A.5), we have a degeneracy morphism:
δd : X(∆)s0,r1 → X(∆)r0,r1.(B.1)
It is finite étale. We write δ = δOF for simplicity.
Definition B.4. For a prime q of F coprime to ∆ and r0r1, we define an action of the Hecke
monoid Tq on X(∆)r0,r1 via étale correspondences (Definition 2.11) as follows:
• Tq acts by the correspondence
X(∆)r0,r1
δ
←− X(∆)r0q,r1
δq
−→ X(∆)r0,r1 ;
• Sq acts via the morphism given by q (with the canonical surjection q → OF/r1) in
Cl(F )r1 ;
• S−1q acts via the morphism given by q
−1 (with the canonical surjection q−1 → OF/r1)
in Cl(F )r1.
Remark B.5. Let q′ be another prime as in Definition B.4. Then the actions of Tq and Tq′
commute canonically. Note that we have a canonical morphism X(∆)r0,r1 → X(∆)r0r1,OF by
taking the image of λA; it is compatible with the action of Hecke monoids.
It is known that X(∆)r0,r1 is a Deligne–Mumford stack of finite type and relative dimension
degF over SpecZ[(r0r1 discF )−1], and smooth over SpecZ[(r0r1 discF )−1,∆−1]. We call it
the Hilbert modular stack of discriminant ∆ and level (r0, r1). If r1 is absolutely neat, then
X(∆)r0,r1 is representable by a quasi-projective scheme over SpecZ[(r0r1 discF )
−1] ([Zin82,
1.7, 3.4, 3.8]). It is projective if and only if ∆ 6= ∅.
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B.2. Pluri-nodal reduction. Put d = degF . We fix the following data:
• a rational prime ℓ that is inert in F , which induces a prime l of F ,
• an oriented OF -maximal order O of discriminant ∆ containing l but none from ΦF ,
• an embedding Zℓ∞ →֒ C.
Denote by σ the ℓ-Frobenius map. In particular, ΦF is now identified with Hom(OF ,Fℓ∞)
hence equipped with an action of σ through the target Fℓ∞. Put Φ = Hom(O,Fℓ∞) which is
also equipped with an action of σ. By restriction, there is a canonical map π : Φ → ΦF . It
is σ-equivariant and two-to-one.
Definition B.6. We say that a subset S of Φ is ample 5 if π−1τ ∩ S 6= ∅ for every τ ∈ ΦF .
We choose a uniformizer Π of O⊗Zℓ such that Π2 = ℓ, and an OFl-subalgebraW ⊂ O⊗Zℓ
that is étale of degree 2. Let T be an Fℓ2d-scheme and A an abelian scheme over T with
ιA : O→ End(A/T ). Then the locally free OT -sheaf Lie(A/T ) has a canonical decomposition
Lie(A/T ) =
⊕
τ∈Φ
Lie(A/T )τ(B.2)
of OT -sheaves such that O acts on Lie(A/T )τ via τ .
Recall that we have the Hilbert modular stack X(∆)r0,r1 introduced in §B.1. Put
X(∆)r0,r1 = X(∆)r0,r1 ⊗ Fℓ2d.
For every ample subset S ⊂ Φ, we are going to introduce a subfunctor X(∆)Sr0,r1 of X(∆)r0,r1
as follows.
Definition B.7. We define X(∆)Sr0,r1 to be the subfunctor ofX(∆)r0,r1 such that the induced
map ιA(Π)∗ : Lie(A/T )τ → Lie(A/T )σdτ vanishes for τ ∈ S.
Remark B.8. The subfunctor X(∆)Sr0,r1 in Definition B.7 does not depend on the choices of
Π and W .
We collect some elementary properties of the subfunctors X(∆)Sr0,r1.
Lemma B.9. We have
(1) X(∆)Sr0,r1 is a closed subfunctor of X(∆)r0,r1 for every ample subset S.
(2) X(∆)Sr0,r1 ∩X(∆)
S′
r0,r1
= X(∆)S∪S
′
r0,r1
for ample subsets S, S ′.
(3) For a field k containing Fℓ2d, we have
X(∆)r0,r1(k) =
⋃
|S|=d
X(∆)Sr0,r1(k).
(4) Let s0 ⊂ r0 be another ideal of OF coprime to ∆ and r1. For every d ∈ D(s0, r0), the
following diagram
X(∆)Ss0,r1
//
δd

X(∆)s0,r1
δd

X(∆)Sr0,r1
// X(∆)r0,r1
is Cartesian.
5It is called zulässig in the terminology of [Zin82], which means admissible.
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Proof. All but (3) are straightforward from the definitions. For (3), we only have to note
that at least one of ιA(Π)∗ : Lie(A/T )τ → Lie(A/T )σdτ and ιA(Π)∗ : Lie(A/T )σdτ → Lie(A/T )τ
should vanish, as their composition vanishes. 
We recall the following definition.
Definition B.10. Let X be a scheme locally of finite presentation over SpecZℓ2d . We say
that X is pluri-nodal if for every closed point x of X of characteristic ℓ, the completion of
the strict henselization of the local ring of X at x is isomorphic to
Zℓ∞ [[X1, . . . , Xs;Y1, . . . , Ys;Z1, . . . ]]/(X1Y1 − ℓ, . . . , XsYs − ℓ)
for some (but unique) s = s(x) ≥ 0. Denote by (X⊗Fℓ2d)[s] the locus where s(x) ≥ s, which
is a closed subset of the special fiber X ⊗ Fℓ2d . We equip (X ⊗ Fℓ2d)[s] with the induced
reduced scheme structure.
Proposition B.11. Let r0 and r1 be two ideals of OF such that r0, r1 and ∆ are mutually
coprime. Suppose that r1 is absolutely neat. Then
(1) X(∆)r0,r1 ⊗ Zℓ2d is a pluri-nodal scheme over SpecZℓ2d (Definition B.10);
(2) for every ample subset S, X(∆)Sr0,r1 is a smooth proper scheme over SpecFℓ2d of
dimension 2d− |S|, and is a disjoint union of irreducible components of X(∆)[|S|−d]r0,r1 ;
(3) X(∆)Sr0,r1 ∩X(∆)
S′
r0,r1
= X(∆)S∪S
′
r0,r1
for ample subsets S, S ′;
(4) X(∆)[s]r0,r1 =
⋃
|S|=d+sX(∆)Sr0,r1; in particular, X(∆)r0,r1 =
⋃
|S|=dX(∆)Sr0,r1.
Proof. This is proved in [Zin82, Satz 3.10]. In fact, it is not difficult to deduce it from the
Grothendieck–Messing theory. 
Example B.12. We consider the special case where d = 3. We identify Φ with Z/6Z =
{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} such that σi = i + 1, and ΦF with Z/3Z = {0, 1, 2} such that π−1{i} =
{i, i+ 3}. The dual reduction building of X(∆)r0,r1 is depicted as follows.
X(∆){0,4,5}r0,r1 X(∆)
{0,2,4}
r0,r1
X(∆){0,1,5}r0,r1
♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
X(∆){0,1,2}r0,r1
♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
X(∆){3,4,5}r0,r1 X(∆)
{2,3,4}
r0,r1
X(∆){1,3,5}r0,r1
♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
X(∆){1,2,3}r0,r1 .
♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
Here, every cell (that is, a vertex, an edge, a face, or the cube) represents X(∆)Sr0,r1 for
some ample subset S such that |S| − 3 equals to the dimension of the cell. For two cells
representing X(∆)Sr0,r1 and X(∆)
S′
r0,r1
respectively, the minimal cell containing both of them
represents X(∆)S∪S
′
r0,r1
= X(∆)Sr0,r1 ∩X(∆)
S′
r0,r1
.
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B.3. Description of strata: primitive case. We keep the setup in §B.2. In this section,
we study the strata X(∆)Sr0,r1 when S is a type (Definition B.13) in more details. From now
to the end of this appendix, we will assume that r1 is absolutely neat.
Definition B.13. Let S be a subset of Φ.
(1) We say that S is a type if it is ample (Definition B.6) and |S| = d.
(2) We say that S is a sparse type if it is a type and such that τ ∈ S implies στ 6∈ S.
(3) If S is a type, then we define the function rS : Φ→ {−1, 0, 1} via the formula
rS(τ) = 1S(στ)− 1S(τ),
where 1S denotes the characteristic function of S. Put
ΦS = r−1S {−1} ⊂ Φ, ∆S = π(ΦS) ⊂ ΦF .
The following lemma is elementary.
Lemma B.14. Let S be a type. We have
(1) π∗rS = 0; in particular, π induces a bijection ΦS ≃ ∆S;
(2) ΦS ⊂ S and they are equal if and only if S is a sparse type;
(3) |ΦS| is always odd.
We review some Hodge theory for abelian schemes in characteristic ℓ. Let T be a scheme of
characteristic ℓ and A an abelian scheme over T . Put A(ℓ) = A×T,Fabs T as an abelian scheme
over T via the second factor, where Fabs : T → T is the absolute ℓ-Frobenius morphism of T .
We have the corresponding Frobenius morphism FrA : A→ A(ℓ) and Verschiebung morphism
VerA : A(ℓ) → A, both over T . There is a short exact sequence
0→ ω(A/T )→ HdR1 (A/T )→ Lie(A/T )→ 0(B.3)
of locally free OT -sheaves on T 6. We put
FA := (VerA)∗ : HdR1 (A
(ℓ)
/T )→ H
dR
1 (A/T ), VA := (FrA)∗ : H
dR
1 (A/T )→ H
dR
1 (A
(ℓ)
/T ).
We have kerFA = imVA = ω(A
(ℓ)
/T ) and kerVA = imFA ≃ Lie(A
(ℓ)
/T ).
Recall that we have chosen the uniformizer Π of O⊗Zℓ and the OFl-subalgebraW ⊂ O⊗Zℓ.
Suppose that T is an Fℓ2d-scheme and that A is equipped with an action ιA : O→ End(A/T ).
Then the sequence (B.3) is the direct sum of sequences
0→ ω(A/T )τ → HdR1 (A/T )τ → Lie(A/T )τ → 0
over τ ∈ Φ, compatible with (B.2), in which HdR1 (A/T )τ has rank 2. By the canonical
isomorphisms
HdR1 (A
(ℓ)
/T )τ ≃ (F
∗
absH
dR
1 (A/T ))τ ≃ F
∗
absH
dR
1 (A/T )σ−1τ ,
we have the induced maps
FA : F∗absH
dR
1 (A/T )σ−1τ → H
dR
1 (A/T )τ , VA : H
dR
1 (A/T )τ → F
∗
absH
dR
1 (A/T )σ−1τ .
The action of Π induces a map ΠA : HdR1 (A/T )τ → H
dR
1 (A/T )σdτ for each τ .
In what follows, we will suppress the subscript T if no confusion arises.
6The kernel ω(A/T ) is canonically isomorphic to ωA∨/T . However, we choose the current notation to keep
uniformity and also because the dual abelian scheme A∨ will never be used.
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Remark B.15. When T = Spec k for a perfect field k (containing Fℓ2d), the canonical map
V → V ⊗k,σ k = F∗absV is a bijection for every k-vector space V . Therefore, we will regard FA
as a σ-linear map FA : HdR1 (A)σ−1τ → H
dR
1 (A)τ and VA as a σ
−1-linear map VA : HdR1 (A)τ →
HdR1 (A)σ−1τ . Then we have kerFA = imVA = ω(A) and kerVA = imFA ≃ Lie(A).
For every type S, we will define three new moduli functors in Definitions B.16, B.20 and
B.22, respectively.
Definition B.16. Let S be type. We define the moduli functor Z(∆)Sr0,r1 on the category
of schemes over SpecFℓ2d as follows. For every Fℓ2d-scheme T , we let Z(∆)Sr0,r1(T ) be the set
of isomorphism classes of quadruples (B, ιB, CB, λB) where
• B is an abelian scheme over T ;
• ιB : O→ End(B) is an injective homomorphism satisfying:
tr(ιB(w) | Lie(B)) =
∑
τ∈Φ
(rS(τ) + 1)τ(w)
for every w ∈W ;
• CB and λB are similar data as in Definition B.3.
Similar to X(∆)r0,r1, it receives actions by Cl(F )r1 and Tq for q coprime to ∆ and r0r1.
Remark B.17. Like X(∆)Sr0,r1, the functor Z(∆)
S
r0,r1
does not depend on the choices of Π and
W .
By [Zin82, 4.8] (with the remark after it), it is known that Z(∆)Sr0,r1 is represented by
a projective scheme over SpecFℓ2d . To describe it, we need to introduce some quaternionic
Shimura varieties of non-PEL type. Choose anOF -Eichler order R of discriminant ∆S∪∆\{l}
and level r0r1 together with a surjective OF -linear homomorphism R → OF/r1. Let HR be
the symmetric hermitian domain attached to R⊗Q. The complex Shimura variety
R×Q\HR × R̂
×
Q/ ker[R̂
× → (OF/r1)×]
has a canonical smooth projective model X(∆S ∪ ∆ \ {l})r0,r1 over SpecZℓ2d (via the fixed
embedding Zℓ∞ →֒ C). It is of relative dimension d − |∆S| and does not depend on the
choice of the data R→ OF/r1 up to isomorphism. It receives actions by Cl(F )r1 and Tq for
q coprime to ∆ and r0r1. Put
X(∆S ∪∆ \ {l})r0,r1 = X(∆S ∪∆ \ {l})r0,r1 ⊗ Fℓ2d.
Lemma B.18. There is an isomorphism
Z(∆)Sr0,r1 ⊗Fℓ2d Fℓ∞
∼
−→ X(∆S ∪∆ \ {l})r0,r1 ⊗Fℓ2d Fℓ∞
that is compatible with the actions of Cl(F )r1 and Tq for q coprime to ∆ and r0r1, and such
that the automorphism 1×σ on the right-hand side corresponds to the automorphism l|∆S|×σ
on the left-hand side. Here, we regard l as an element in Cl(OF )r1.
In particular, Z(∆)Sr0,r1 is of dimension 0 if and only if S is sparse (and d is odd).
Proof. This is [Zin82, 4.21]. 
We will also use the following lemma.
Lemma B.19. Suppose that A is an abelian scheme over an Fℓ2d-scheme T equipped with
an injective homomorphism ιA : O→ End(A). We have
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(1) If (A, ιA) satisfies the trace condition in Definition B.3, then ΠAHdR1 (A)τ is a sub-
bundle of HdR1 (A)σdτ of rank 1 for every τ ∈ Φ.
(2) If (A, ιA) satisfies the trace condition in Definition B.16, then ΠAHdR1 (A)τ = 0 if and
only if τ ∈ S.
Proof. These are special cases of [Zin82, 2.6]. 
Definition B.20. Let S be type. We define the moduli functor X1(∆)Sr0,r1 on the category
of schemes over SpecFℓ2d as follows. For every Fℓ2d-scheme T , we let X1(∆)Sr0,r1(T ) be the
set of isomorphism classes of data (A, ιA, CA, λA;B, ιB, CB, λB;φ) where
• (A, ιA, CA, λA) ∈ X(∆)Sr0,r1;
• (B, ιB, CB, λB) ∈ Z(∆)Sr0,r1;
• φ : A → B is an isogeny compatible with other data in the obvious sense and such
that
– ker φ ⊂ A[ℓ];
– ker[φ∗ : HdR1 (A)→ H
dR
1 (B)] =
⊕
τ∈S ω(A)σdτ .
Similar to X(∆)r0,r1, the functor receives actions by Cl(F )r1 and Tq for q coprime to ∆ and
r0r1.
Proposition B.21. The canonical morphism p : X1(∆)Sr0,r1 → X(∆)
S
r0,r1
induced by remem-
bering (A, ιA, CA, λA) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Note that X1(∆)Sr0,r1 is a closed subfunctor of X(∆)
S
r0,r1
×Spec F
ℓ2d
Z(∆)Sr0,r1. Thus by
Proposition B.11 and Lemma B.18, X1(∆)Sr0,r1 is represented by a projective scheme. In
particular, p is proper. Now we write X1 = X1(∆)Sr0,r1 and X = X(∆)
S
r0,r1 for simplicity.
Since X is smooth by Proposition B.11, it suffices to show that
(1) For every algebraically closed field k containing Fℓ2d, the map p : X1(k)→ X(k) is a
bijection. In particular, for every closed point x of X, there is a unique closed point
x1 of X1 such that p(x1) = x and that p induces an isomorphism on residue fields.
(2) In (1), the induced map p∗ : TX1,x1⊗OX1,x1 k(x1)→ TX,x⊗OX,x k(x) on tangent spaces
is injective for every closed point x of X.
For (1), the injectivity is clear. To show the surjectivity, it suffices to show that for every
element (A, ιA, CA, λA) ∈ X(k),
(a) the subspace K :=
⊕
τ∈S ω(A)σdτ is stable under FA, VA and ιA(Π)∗;
(b) if φ : A → B is the unique up to isomorphism isogeny such that ker φ ⊂ A[ℓ] and
ker[φ∗ : HdR1 (A)→ H
dR
1 (B)] = K, then dimk Lie(B)τ = rS(τ) + 1 for every τ ∈ Φ.
We first consider (a). Note that for every τ ∈ Φ, the kernel of ΠA : HdR1 (A)τ → H
dR
1 (A)σdτ
coincides with the image of ΠA : HdR1 (A)σdτ → H
dR
1 (A)τ , which has dimension 1 by Lemma
B.19 (1).
For FA: We have FAK = 0 as ω(A) = kerFA (Remark B.15).
For ΠA: If τ ∈ S, then the image of ΠA : HdR1 (A)τ → H
dR
1 (A)σdτ coincides with ω(A)σdτ .
Thus ΠAω(A)σdτ = 0 and ΠAK = 0.
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For VA: If σ−1τ ∈ S, then VAω(A)σdτ ⊂ ω(A)σd−1τ ⊂ K. If σ−1τ 6∈ S, then we claim that
VAω(A)σdτ = 0. This is equivalent to showing that in the following commutative diagram
HdR1 (A)τ
VA //
ΠA

HdR1 (A)σ−1τ
ΠA

HdR1 (A)σdτ
VA // HdR1 (A)σd−1τ
VAΠAHdR1 (A)τ = 0. However, we have ΠA ◦ VA = 0 since VAH
dR
1 (A)τ = ω(A)σ−1τ is the
image of ΠA : HdR1 (A)σd−1τ → H
dR
1 (A)σ−1τ as σ
d−1τ ∈ S.
Now we consider (b). Let Hcris1 (A) =
⊕
τ∈ΦHcris1 (A)τ be the “crystal homology” (same
as the covariant Dieudonné module) of A with lifts of the two maps FA and VA such that
FAVA = VAFA = ℓ, and similarly for Hcris1 (B). We have the following formulae:
• dimk Lie(B)τ = dimk FBHdR1 (B)τ = 2− dimk(H
dR
1 (B)στ/FBH
dR
1 (B)τ );
• dimk(HdR1 (B)στ/FBH
dR
1 (B)τ ) = dimk(H
cris
1 (B)στ/FBH
cris
1 (B)τ );
• dimk(Hcris1 (B)στ/φ∗H
cris
1 (A)στ ) = 1S(σ
d+1τ);
• dimk(φ∗Hcris1 (A)στ/φ∗FAH
cris
1 (A)τ ) = dimk(H
cris
1 (A)στ/FAH
cris
1 (A)τ ) = 1;
• dimk(FBHcris1 (B)τ/φ∗FAH
cris
1 (A)τ ) = dimk(H
cris
1 (B)τ/φ∗H
cris
1 (A)τ ) = 1S(σ
dτ).
Therefore, dimk Lie(B)τ = 2− (1S(σd+1τ) + 1− 1S(σdτ)) = rS(τ) + 1. Part (1) is proved.
For (2), we fix a closed point x of X represented by (A, ιA, CA, λA) with the (perfect)
residue field k. Let (A, ιA, CA, λA;B, ιB, CB, λB;φ) be the element of X1 representing the
unique point above x. Put k♯ = k[ǫ]/ǫ2. By the Grothendieck–Messing theory, to give
an element in the tangent space TX,x ⊗OX,x k at x is equivalent to giving a direct factor
ω(A)♯τ of the k
♯-module HdR1 (A)
♯
τ := H
dR
1 (A)τ ⊗k k
♯ lifting ω(A)τ for every τ ∈ Φ such that
ω(A)♯σdτ = ΠAH
dR
1 (A)
♯
τ for τ ∈ S. In other words, it is equivalent to specifying a lifting
ω(A)♯τ for τ ∈ S.
Therefore, for the injectivity, it amounts to showing that for every given lifting {ω(A)♯τ |τ ∈
S}, there is at most one lifting {ω(B)♯τ | τ ∈ Φ} such that
• ΠBω(B)♯τ ⊂ ω(B)
♯
σdτ for τ ∈ Φ,
• φ∗ω(A)♯τ ⊂ ω(B)
♯
τ for τ ∈ Φ.
The only situation that requires discussion is when we have dimk ω(B)τ = 1, that is, when
1S(τ) = 1S(στ). There are two cases. First, if τ ∈ S, then φ∗ : HdR1 (A)
♯
τ → H
dR
1 (B)
♯
τ is
an isomorphism, hence ω(B)♯τ = φ∗ω(A)
♯
τ . Second, if τ 6∈ S, then ω(B)
♯
σdτ is unique, hence
ω(B)♯τ is uniquely determined as ΠB : H
dR
1 (B)
♯
τ → H
dR
1 (B)
♯
σdτ is an isomorphism by Lemma
B.19 (2). Part (2) hence the proposition are proved. 
Definition B.22. Let S be type. We define the moduli functor Z1(∆)Sr0,r1 on the category
of schemes over SpecFℓ2d as follows. For every Fℓ2d-scheme T , we let Z1(∆)Sr0,r1(T ) be the
set of isomorphism classes of data (B, ιB, CB, λB; (Lτ )τ∈ΦS) where
• (B, ιB, CB, λB) ∈ Z(∆)Sr0,r1;
• Lτ is a subbundle of HdR1 (B)τ of rank 1 for each τ ∈ ΦS .
Similar to X(∆)r0,r1, the functor receives actions by Cl(F )r1 and Tq for q coprime to ∆ and
r0r1.
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Lemma B.23. Let (B, ιB, CB, λB) be the universal object over Z(∆)Sr0,r1. Then the morphism
Z1(∆)Sr0,r1 → Z(∆)
S
r0,r1
induced by remembering (B, ιB, CB, λB) induces an isomorphism
Z1(∆)Sr0,r1 ≃
∏
τ∈ΦS
P1(HdR1 (B)τ )
where the product denotes the fiber product over Z(∆)Sr0,r1.
Proof. This is straightforward from Definition B.22. 
Proposition B.24. The morphism q : X1(∆)Sr0,r1 → Z1(∆)
S
r0,r1
induced by the assignment
(A, ιA, CA, λA;B, ιB, CB, λB;φ) 7→ (B, ιB, CB, λB; (φ∗ω(A)τ)τ∈ΦS)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. First note that for τ ∈ ΦS, the map φ∗ : HdR1 (A)τ → H
dR
1 (B)τ is an isomorphism.
Thus φ∗ω(A)τ is a subbundle of rank 1. The map q is well-defined.
Note that the target of q is a smooth projective scheme by Lemmas B.18 and B.23, and
q is a proper morphism of schemes. So we can use the same strategy as for the proof of
Proposition B.21. Write X1 = X1(∆)Sr0,r1 and Z1 = Z1(∆)
S
r0,r1
for simplicity. The proposition
will follow from
(1) For every algebraically closed field k containing Fℓ2d, the map q : X1(k)→ Y1(k) is a
bijection.
(2) The induced map q∗ : TX1,x ⊗OX1,x k(x) → TZ1,z ⊗OZ1,z k(z) on tangent spaces is
injective for every closed point x of X1 and z = q(x).
For (1), we will construct a map q′ : Z1(k)→ X1(k) inverse to the map q : X1(k)→ Z1(k).
Let (B, ιB, CB, λB; (Lτ )τ∈ΦS) be an element in Z1(k). We define M =
⊕
τ∈S Mτ such that
• Mτ = HdR1 (B)τ if τ ∈ S;
• Mτ = FBHdR1 (B)σ−1τ if τ 6∈ S and σ
−1τ 6∈ S (Remark B.15);
• VBMτ = Lσ−1τ if τ 6∈ S and σ−1τ ∈ S (that is, σ−1τ ∈ ΦS). Note that VB : H1(B)τ →
H1(B)σ−1τ has the trivial kernel if σ−1τ ∈ ΦS.
We show that M is stable under FB, VB and ΠB. The stability under ΠB is obvious by
Lemma B.19 (2).
For FB: If τ ∈ S and στ 6∈ S, then FBMτ ⊂ FAHdR1 (B)τ = 0. If τ 6∈ S and στ 6∈ S, then
FBHdR1 (B)τ = Mστ . If στ ∈ S, then FBH
dR
1 (B)τ ⊂ H
dR
1 (B)στ =Mστ .
For VB: If τ ∈ S and σ−1τ 6∈ S, then VBMτ ⊂ VBHdR1 (B)τ = 0. If τ 6∈ S and σ
−1τ 6∈ S,
then VBMτ = VBFBHdR1 (B)σ−1τ = 0. If σ
−1τ ∈ S, then VBHdR1 (B)τ ⊂ H
dR
1 (B)σ−1τ =Mσ−1τ .
Let φ′ : B → A be the unique isogeny such that ker φ′ ⊂ B[ℓ] and ker[φ′∗ : H
dR
1 (B) →
HdR1 (A)] = M . Then A inherits an action ιA : O → End(A). Since ker φ
′ ⊂ B[ℓ], there is
a unique (O-equivariant) isogeny φ : A → B such that φ ◦ φ′ = [ℓ]B. As the restricted map
φ : A[r0r1] → B[r0r1] is an isomorphism, (CB, λB) canonically induce (CA, λA) for A. Thus
we obtain the data (A, ιA, CA, λA;B, ιB, CB, λB;φ). We claim that it is an element of X1(k),
which follows from the three claims below.
(a) dimk Lie(A)τ = 1 for every τ ∈ Φ.
(b) ker[φ∗ : HdR1 (A)→ H
dR
1 (B)] =
⊕
τ∈S ω(A)σdτ .
(c) ΠA : Lie(A)τ → Lie(A)σdτ vanishes for τ ∈ S.
For (a), we use the same computation as in the proof of Proposition B.21 and leave the
details to the reader.
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For (b), by construction, φ∗ : HdR1 (A)τ → H
dR
1 (B)τ is an isomorphism if τ ∈ S. If τ 6∈ S
and στ ∈ S, we have the following commutative diagram
HdR(A)τ
FA //
φ∗

HdR1 (A)στ
φ∗≃

HdR(B)τ
FB // HdR1 (B)στ
in which FB has the trivial kernel. We have that ker[φ∗ : HdR1 (A)τ → H
dR
1 (B)τ ] = (kerFA)τ =
ω(A)τ . If τ 6∈ S and στ 6∈ S, then from the following commutative diagram
HdR1 (A)στ
VA //
φ∗

HdR1 (A)τ
φ∗

HdR1 (B)στ
VB // HdR1 (B)τ
and φ∗HdR1 (A)στ = Mστ = FBH
dR
1 (B)τ , we know that φ∗VAH
dR
1 (A)στ = 0. In other words,
ker[φ∗ : HdR1 (A)→ H
dR
1 (B)] = ω(A)τ . We obtain (b).
For (c), if τ ∈ S, we have the commutative diagram
HdR1 (A)τ
ΠA //
φ∗≃

HdR1 (A)σdτ
φ∗

HdR1 (B)τ
ΠB
0
// HdR1 (B)σdτ
which implies that ΠAHdR1 (A)τ = ker[φ∗ : H
dR
1 (A)σdτ → H
dR
1 (B)σdτ ] = ω(A)σdτ by (b). Thus
(c) follows.
In all, we have constructed a map q′ : Z1(k)→ X1(k) sending (B, ιB, CB, λB; (Lτ )τ∈ΦS) to
(A, ιA, CA, λA;B, ιB, CB, λB;φ) as above. Now we show that q′ is an inverse of q.
To show that q ◦ q′ = idZ1(k), it suffices to show that for (A, ιA, CA, λA;B, ιB, CB, λB;φ) =
q′(B, ιB, CB, λB; (Lτ )τ∈ΦS), we have φ∗ω(A)τ = Lτ for τ ∈ ΦS. However, we have φ∗ω(A)τ =
φ∗VAH1dR(A)στ = VBφ∗H
1
dR(A)στ = VBMτ = Lτ .
To show that q′ ◦ q = idX1(k), we consider an element (A, ιA, CA, λA;B, ιB, CB, λB;φ) ∈
X1(k). It suffices to show that φ∗HdR1 (A)τ = Mτ for τ 6∈ S, where Mτ = FBH
dR
1 (B)σ−1τ if
σ−1τ 6∈ S and VBMτ = φ∗ω(A)σ−1τ if σ−1τ ∈ S.
For the first case, it suffices to show that VBφ∗HdR1 (A)τ = 0. By the property of φ, we
have φ∗ω(A)σ−1τ = 0, that is, φ∗VAHdR1 (A)τ = 0 and we are done.
The second case follows from the commutative diagram
HdR1 (A)τ
VA //
φ∗

HdR1 (A)σ−1τ
φ∗≃

HdR1 (B)τ
VB // HdR1 (B)σ−1τ
in which VB has the trivial kernel, and the identity ω(A)σ−1τ = VAHdR1 (A)τ . Part (1) has
been proved.
For (2), we fix a closed point z of Z1 represented by the data (B, ιB, CB, λB; (Lτ )τ∈ΦS)
with the (perfect) residue field k. Let (A, ιA, CA, λA;B, ιB, CB, λB;φ) be the element of X1
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representing the unique point above z. Put k♯ = k[ǫ]/ǫ2. To give an element in the tangent
space TZ1,z ⊗OZ1,z k at z is equivalent to giving a direct factor ω(B)
♯
τ of the k
♯-module
HdR1 (B)
♯
τ := H
dR
1 (B)τ ⊗k k
♯ lifting ω(B)τ for every τ ∈ Φ such that ΠBω(B)♯τ ⊂ ω(B)
♯
σdτ , and
a direct factor L♯τ of H
dR
1 (B)
♯
τ lifting Lτ for every τ ∈ ΦS.
For the injectivity, it suffices to show that for every given lifting {ω(B)τ |τ ∈ Φ}∪{L♯τ |τ ∈
ΦS}, there is at most one lifting {ω(A)♯τ | τ ∈ Φ} such that
• ΠAH1dR(A)
♯
τ = ω(A)
♯
σdτ for τ ∈ S,
• φ∗ω(A)♯τ = L
♯
τ for τ ∈ ΦS,
• φ∗ω(A)♯τ ⊂ ω(B)
♯
τ for τ ∈ Φ.
In fact, if τ 6∈ S, then ω(A)♯τ must be ΠAH
1
dR(A)
♯
σdτ . If τ ∈ ΦS , then ω(A)
♯
τ is the unique
direct summand such that φ∗ω(A)♯τ = L
♯
τ . If τ ∈ S \ΦS, then φ∗ : H
1
dR(A)
♯
τ → H
1
dR(B)
♯
τ is an
isomorphism and ω(B)♯τ is of rank 1. Thus, ω(A)
♯
τ is uniquely determined. Part (2) hence
the proposition are proved. 
The following corollary is a consequence of Propositions B.21, B.24, and Lemma B.23.
Corollary B.25. Let S be a type. The isomorphisms p and q induce a canonical isomorphism
X(∆)Sr0,r1 ≃
∏
τ∈ΦS
P1(HdR1 (B)τ ).
B.4. Description of strata: general case. Now we consider general ample subsets.
Notation B.26. Let S be a proper ample subset of Φ.
(1) Let S† be the unique type contained in S such that for τ ∈ S \ S†, we have στ ∈ S†.
(2) Let ΦS be the subset of ΦS† consisting of τ such that σdτ 6∈ S.
Notation B.27. We denote by ℘S the following composite morphism
X(∆)Sr0,r1 → X(∆)
S†
r0,r1
q◦p−1
−−−→ Z1(∆)S
†
r0,r1 → Z(∆)
S†
r0,r1
where the last morphism is the canonical projection in Lemma B.23.
Definition B.28. Let S be a proper ample subset of Φ. We define a subfunctor Z1(∆)Sr0,r1
of Z1(∆)S
†
r0,r1
such that the data (B, ιB, CB, λB; (Lτ )τ∈Φ
S†
) satisfy
(i) Lτ = FBF∗absH
1(B)σ−1τ if τ ∈ ΦS† \ ΦS and σ−1τ ∈ S†;
(ii) Lτ = ΠBV−1B,σdτF
∗
absLσd−1τ if τ ∈ ΦS† \ ΦS and σ
d−1τ ∈ S†.
Note that in (ii), we have σd−1τ ∈ ΦS† and VB,σdτ := VB : HdR1 (B)σdτ → F
∗
absH
dR
1 (B)σd−1τ is
an isomorphism.
Theorem B.29. Let S be a proper ample subset of Φ. Then
(1) The composite morphism
Z1(∆)Sr0,r1 → Z1(∆)
S†
r0,r1
∼
−→
∏
τ∈Φ
S†
P1(HdR1 (B)τ )→
∏
τ∈ΦS
P1(HdR1 (B)τ )
is an isomorphism, where the middle isomorphism is due to Lemma B.23 and the last
morphism is the canonical projection.
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(2) Under the isomorphism q ◦ p−1 : X(∆)S
†
r0,r1
∼
−→ Z1(∆)S
†
r0,r1
, the image of X(∆)Sr0,r1 is
contained in Z1(∆)Sr0,r1, and the following diagram
X(∆)Sr0,r1
//

Z1(∆)Sr0,r1

X(∆)S
†
r0,r1
q◦p−1 // Z1(∆)S
†
r0,r1
is Cartesian.
(3) The morphism ℘S : X(∆)Sr0,r1 → Z(∆)
S†
r0,r1
is a (P1)|ΦS |-bundle. It is compatible with
the actions by Cl(F )r1 and Tq for q coprime to ∆ and r0r1.
Proof. Note that in Definition B.28 (ii), the restricted map ΠB : HdR1 (B)σdτ → H
dR
1 (B)τ is
an isomorphism. Part (1) is an elementary consequence of the fact that S 6= Φ.
For (2), it suffices to show that for an element (A, ιA, CA, λA;B, ιB, CB, λB;φ) ∈
X1(∆)S
†
r0,r1
(T ) with some Fℓ2d-scheme T , the collection {φ∗ω(A)τ | τ ∈ S†} satisfies the two
conditions in Definition B.28 if and only if (A, ιA, CA, λA) belongs to X(∆)Sr0,r1(T ). First we
note that σd induces a bijection from ΦS† \ ΦS to S \ S†. We show that the condition for
τ ∈ ΦS† \ΦS in Definition B.28 is satisfied if and only if ΠA : Lie(A)σdτ → Lie(A)τ vanishes.
In case (i), we look at the following commutative diagram
F∗absH
dR
1 (A)σ−1τ
FA //
F∗absφ∗≃

HdR1 (A)τ
φ∗≃

F∗absH
dR
1 (B)σ−1τ
FB // HdR1 (B)τ
where both vertical maps are isomorphisms. As σ−1τ ∈ S, we have ΠAFAF∗absH
dR
1 (A)σ−1τ =
0. Thus φ∗ω(A)τ = FBF∗absH
1(B)σ−1τ if and only if ω(A)τ = FAF∗absH
dR
1 (A)σ−1τ that is,
ΠAω(A)τ = 0. However, this is equivalent to the vanishing of ΠA : Lie(A)σdτ → Lie(A)τ .
In case (ii), we look at the following commutative diagram
F∗absH
dR
1 (A)σd−1τ
F∗absφ∗≃

HdR1 (A)σdτ
φ∗

VAoo ΠA // HdR1 (A)τ
φ∗≃

F∗absH
dR
1 (B)σd−1τ H
dR
1 (B)σdτ
VBoo ΠB
≃
// HdR1 (B)τ
where the two vertical maps on sides are isomorphisms. The map ΠA : Lie(A)σdτ → Lie(A)τ
vanishes if and only if ΠAHdR1 (A)σdτ = ω(A)τ , that is, φ∗ω(A)τ = ΠBφ∗ Lie(A)σdτ . Now
it suffices to show that VBφ∗ Lie(A)σdτ = F∗absφ∗ω(A)σd−1τ . However, this is obvious since
F∗absω(A)σd−1τ = VAH
dR
1 (A)σdτ . Part (2) is proved.
Part (3) follows from (1) and (2), in which the compatibility is obvious. 
Remark B.30. If we choose a type S ′ ⊂ S other than S†, then the composite morphism
X(∆)Sr0,r1 → X(∆)
S′
r0,r1 → Z(∆)
S′
r0,r1 is only a (P
1)|ΦS |-bundle up to a Frobenius factor ([Hel12,
Definition 4.7] or Definition B.35 below) in general (see Proposition B.37 for example).
In [Zin82], the author only proved that X(∆)Sr0,r1 is a (P
1)|ΦS |-bundle over Z(∆)S
†
r0,r1 up to
a Frobenius factor for certain S† he chose.
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Corollary B.31. Let S be a type that is not sparse. For a proper ample subset S˜ with
S˜† = S, the morphism ℘S˜ is an isomorphism if and only if S˜ = S ∪ σ
−1S. In particular, the
morphism ℘S has a canonical section which is ℘
−1
S∪σ−1S.
Proof. Note that S ∪ σ−1S is the unique proper ample set such that (S ∪ σ−1S)† = S and
ΦS∪σ−1S = ∅. Then the corollary follows from Theorem B.29. 
Proposition B.32. Suppose that d = degF is odd. Let S+ (resp. S−) be the unique sparse
type that contains (resp. does not contain) the distinguished element in Φ coming the orien-
tation of O at l. Let k be an algebraically closed field containing Fℓ2d.
(1) There are canonical Gal(k/Fℓ2d)-invariant isomorphisms
Z(∆)S
±
r0,r1
(k)/Cl(F )r1
∼
−→ S(ΦF ∪∆ \ {l})r0r1 .
Moreover, the maps Z(∆)S
±
r0,r1
(k)/Cl(F )r1 → Z(∆)
S∓
r0,r1
(k)/Cl(F )r1 induced by σS±
(Remark B.34) coincide with the identity map on the right-hand side under these
isomorphisms.
(2) There is a canonical Gal(k/Fℓ2d)-invariant isomorphism
X(∆)Φr0,r1(k)/Cl(F )r1
∼
−→ S(ΦF ∪∆ \ {l})r0r1l.
Moreover, the map induced by σΦ (Remark B.34) on the left-hand side corresponds
to the map of changing orientation at l on the right-hand side.
(3) the isomorphisms in (1) and (2) are compatible with the respective actions of the
Hecke monoid Tq for every prime q of F coprime to ∆ and r0r1.
(4) Under the isomorphisms in (1) and (2), the map
X(∆)Φr0,r1(k)/Cl(F )r1 → Z(∆)
S?
r0,r1
(k)/Cl(F )r1
induced from the composite morphism
X(∆)Φr0,r1 → X(∆)
S?
r0,r1
℘
S?−−→ Z(∆)S
?
r0,r1
coincides with the degeneracy map δ (resp. δl) for ? = + (resp. ? = −) (§A.1).
Proof. Let (A, ιA, CA, λA) be an element in either Z(∆)S
±
r0,r1
(k) or X(∆)Φr0,r1(k). We claim
that the pair (A, ιA) is exceptional (Definition A.15). In the first case, this follows from the
fact that one of Lie(B)τ and Lie(B)σdτ vanishes for every τ ∈ Φ. In the second case, it is
already in the definition.
Then we can identify Z(∆)S
±
r0,r1
(k) (resp. X(∆)Φr0,r1(k)) with A(∆)
±1
r0,r1
(resp. A(∆)0r0,r1).
The proposition follows from Proposition A.19, where part (3) can be checked directly from
Definitions A.8, B.4, and the construction. 
Before the end of this section, we discuss some relation between our construction and the
Goren–Oort stratification in [TX16].
We fix a type S. It is elementary to see that π induces a bijection π : Φ \ (S ∪ σ−1S) ∼−→
ΦF \∆S. For every τ ∈ ΦF \∆S, we denote by τ˜ the unique element in Φ \ (S ∪ σ−1S) such
that πτ˜ = τ . Then X(∆)S∪σ
−1S∪{τ˜}
r0,r1 is a divisor of X(∆)S∪σ
−1S
r0,r1 . We denote by Z
′(∆)S,τr0,r1
its image under the isomorphism ℘S∪σ−1S : X(∆)S∪σ
−1S
r0,r1
→ Z(∆)Sr0,r1. On the other hand,
we have the Goren–Oort divisor Z(∆)S,τr0,r1 of Z(∆)
S
r0,r1
attached to the element τ , defined in
[TX16], which we recall below.
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Let (B, ιB, CB, λB) be an object of Z(∆)Sr0,r1. For every τ
′ ∈ Φ, we define the essential
Verschiebung map (at τ ′) VB,es,τ ′ : HdR1 (B)τ ′ → F
∗
absH
dR
1 (B)σ−1τ ′ to be
• the original one VB : HdR1 (B)τ ′ → F
∗
absH
dR
1 (B)σ−1τ ′ if it is not the zero map;
• the inverse of FB : F∗absH
dR
1 (B)σ−1τ ′ → H
dR
1 (B)τ ′ if it is an isomorphism.
For n ≥ 1, put VnB,es,τ ′ := F
(n−1)∗
abs VB,es,σ−(n−1)τ ′ ◦ · · · ◦ VB,es,τ ′ : H
dR
1 (B)τ ′ → F
n∗
absH
dR
1 (B)σ−nτ ′ .
Now for τ ∈ ΦF \ ∆S, let nτ be the smallest positive integer such that σ−nτ τ ∈ ΦF \ ∆S.
Then the map VnτB,es,τ˜ is of rank 1. According to [TX16, Definition 4.6], the vanishing locus
of the restricted map VnτB,es,τ˜ |ω(B)τ˜ for the universal object (B, ιB, CB, λB) is the Goren–Oort
stratum, which we denote by Z(∆)S,τr0,r1, attached to the subset {τ}. By [TX16, Proposition
4.7], it is smooth of codimension 1. We have the following comparison result.
Proposition B.33. For every τ ∈ ΦF \∆S, the subschemes Z ′(∆)S,τr0,r1 and Z(∆)
S,τ
r0,r1 coincide.
Proof. We may assume that S is not sparse; otherwise, ΦF \ ∆S = ∅. By [TX16, Lemma
4.5], Z(∆)S,τr0,r1 is also the vanishing locus of the restricted map V
nτ
B,es,σd τ˜ |ω(B)σdτ˜ .
It suffices to check that the two subschemes have the same set of geometric points. We
fix an algebraically closed field k containing Fℓ2d . Let (B, ιB, CB, λB) be an element of
Z(∆)Sr0,r1(k). Let (A, ιA, CA, λA;B, ιB, CB, λB;φ) be its inverse image in X1(∆)
S∪σ−1S
r0,r1
(k).
There are two cases.
Suppose that nτ is even. We have the following commutative diagram
HdR1 (A)σd−nτ τ˜
φ∗

HdR1 (A)σd−nτ+1τ˜
φ∗

VAoo FA // · · ·
FA // HdR1 (A)σd τ˜
φ∗≃

HdR1 (B)σd−nτ τ˜ H
dR
1 (B)σd−nτ+1τ˜
VBoo FB
≃
// · · ·
FB
≃
// HdR1 (B)σd τ˜
where we recall Remark B.34. As (A, ιA, CA, λA) belongs to X(∆)S∪σ
−1S
r0,r1 (k), we know
that FAHdR1 (A)σ−1τ ′ = VAH
dR
1 (A)στ ′ for τ
′ = σd−2τ˜ , . . . , σd−nτ+2τ˜ . It implies that
kerVnτB,es,σd τ˜ = φ∗FAH
dR
1 (A)σd−1 τ˜ as φ∗VAH
dR
1 (A)σd−nτ+1τ˜ = 0. On the other hand, we know
that (B, ιB, CB, λB) belongs to Z ′(∆)S,τr0,r1(k) if and only if FAH
dR
1 (A)σd−1τ˜ = ω(A)σdτ˜ , which is
equivalent to φ∗FAHdR1 (A)σd−1τ˜ = ω(B)σdτ˜ , which is then equivalent to V
nτ
B,es,σdτ˜ω(B)σdτ˜ = 0.
The last condition is equivalent to (B, ιB, CB, λB) ∈ Z(∆)S,τr0,r1(k).
Suppose that nτ is odd. We have the following commutative diagram
HdR1 (A)σd−nτ τ˜
φ∗≃

HdR1 (A)σd−nτ+1τ˜
φ∗≃

VAoo · · ·
VAoo FA // HdR1 (A)σd τ˜
φ∗≃

HdR1 (B)σd−nτ τ˜ H
dR
1 (B)σd−nτ+1τ˜
VBoo · · ·
VA
≃
oo FB
≃
// HdR1 (B)σd τ˜
in which φ∗ on the left is an isomorphism now. By a similar argument, we also have
kerVnτB,es,σd τ˜ = φ∗FAH
dR
1 (A)σd−1τ˜ . The rest is the same.
Thus the proposition follows. 
B.5. Frobenius factor. In this section, we discuss some purely inseparable morphisms
between different strata. We start from the following remark on the arithmetic Frobenius
action.
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Remark B.34 (Arithmetic Frobenius morphism). As X(∆)r0,r1 = (X(∆)r0,r1 ⊗Fℓ)⊗Fℓ Fℓ2d by
definition, the ℓ-Frobenius σ ∈ Gal(Fℓ2d/Fℓ) acts on X(∆)r0,r1 via an isomorphism, known
as the arithmetic Frobenius morphism. It induces an isomorphism
σS : X(∆)Sr0,r1 → X(∆)
σ−1S
r0,r1
of schemes over the isomorphism σ : SpecFℓ2d → SpecFℓ2d , for every ample subset S of Φ.
On the other hand, for every type S, we have a canonical isomorphism Z(∆)Sr0,r1 ≃
(Z(∆)σ
−1S
r0,r1 )
(ℓ) of Fℓ2d-schemes. It induces an isomorphism
σS : Z(∆)Sr0,r1 → Z(∆)
σ−1S
r0,r1
of schemes over the isomorphism σ : SpecFℓ2d → SpecFℓ2d. It is easy to see that for every
proper ample subset set S, we have ℘σ−1S ◦ σS = σS† ◦ ℘S.
Let k be a field containing Fℓ. Let X be a scheme over Spec k. For every integer n ≥ 0,
we denote by Xσ
n
the k-scheme X → Spec k σ
n
−→ Spec k. We have a chain of morphisms
Xσ
n
→ Xσ
n−1
→ · · · → X
of k-schemes, induced from the absolute ℓ-Frobenius morphisms. We denote by Fnσ the
composition. If k/Fℓ is a finite extension of degree n, then Fnσ : X → X is simply the
relative Frobenius morphism of the k-scheme X. We recall the following definition from
[Hel12, Definition 4.7].
Definition B.35. A morphism f : Y → X of k-schemes is a Frobenius factor if there exist
an integer n ≥ 0 and a morphism g : Xσ
n
→ Y of k-schemes such that f ◦ g = Fnσ.
A Frobenius factor is a finite morphism if X is locally of finite type. The follow lemma
gives a criterion for when a Frobenius factor is a Frobenius morphism.
Lemma B.36. Suppose that k is perfect. Let X, Y be two smooth schemes over Spec k of
pure dimension n. Let f : Y → X be a Frobenius factor of degree ℓn (as a finite morphism)
such that f∗ : TY,y → TX,f(y) vanishes at some closed point y of Y . Then there is a unique
isomorphism g : Xσ ∼−→ Y of k-schemes such that f ◦ g = F1σ.
Proof. We may assume that X is irreducible. Then Y must be irreducible. Let k(X) and
k(Y ) be the function fields of X and Y , respectively. Then k(Y ) is a purely inseparable
extension of k(X) of degree ℓn. By the proof of [Hel12, Proposition 4.8], it suffices to show
that for every rational function F ∈ k(Y ), we have F ℓ ∈ k(X).
If not, then we can find an element F0 ∈ k(Y ) such that F ℓ0 6∈ k(X). Since k is perfect, F0
must be transcendental over k. Let F1, . . . , Fn be n elements in k(Y ) that vanishes at y and
such that {dF1, . . . , dFn} span the cotangent space at y. Without lost of generality, we may
also assume that F0, F1, . . . Fn−1 are algebraically independent over k. As f∗ : TY,y → TX,f(y)
vanishes, we have Fi 6∈ k(X) for every i ≤ i ≤ n. In other words, we have a consecutive
extension
k(X) ⊂ k(X)(F ℓ0 ) ⊂ k(X)(F0) ⊂ k(X)(F0, F1) ⊂ · · · ⊂ k(X)(F0, F1, . . . , Fn−1)
in which every extension is purely inseparable of degree ℓ. As k(X)(F0, F1, . . . , Fn−1) is
contained in k(Y ), the degree of k(Y ) over k(X) is at least ℓn+1, which is a contradiction.
The lemma follows. 
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Proposition B.37. Let S be a type that is not sparse. The composite morphism
X(∆)S∪σ
−1S
r0,r1 → X(∆)
σ−1S
r0,r1
℘σ−1S−−−→ Z(∆)σ
−1S
r0,r1(B.4)
is a Frobenius factor. It is finite flat of degree ℓ|ΦS |. Here, the first morphism is the canonical
embedding as S ∪ σ−1S contains the type σ−1S.
Proof. We compute, under the isomorphism X(∆)σ
−1S
r0,r1
q◦p−1
−−−→ Z1(∆)σ
−1S
r0,r1
, the subscheme
X(∆)S∪σ
−1S
r0,r1
in terms of the moduli interpretation of Z1(∆)σ
−1S
r0,r1
.
We claim that under Definition B.22, an element (B, ιB, CB, λB; (Lσ−1τ )τ∈ΦS) ∈
Z1(∆)σ
−1S
r0,r1
(T ) belongs to qp−1X(∆)S∪σ
−1S
r0,r1
(T ) if and only if for τ ∈ ΦS,
(1) F∗absLσ−1τ = VBω(B)τ if σ
d+2τ ∈ S. Note that in this case ω(B)τ has rank 1, and
VBHdR1 (B)τ = F
∗
absH
dR
1 (B)σ−1τ ;
(2) F∗absLσ−1τ = VBΠ
−1
B,τLσdτ if σ
d+2τ 6∈ S. Note that in this case σd+1τ ∈ ΦS (hence
Lσdτ makes sense), and VBHdR1 (B)τ = F
∗
absH
dR
1 (B)σ−1τ .
Note that in both cases, ΠB,τ := ΠB : HdR1 (B)τ → H
dR
1 (B)σdτ is an isomorphism as τ 6∈ σ
−1S.
We assume the claim and prove the proposition. For two elements τ, τ ′ ∈ ΦS, we write
τ ≺ τ ′ if τ ′ = σd+1τ or τ ′ = τ . It is an elementary exercise to see that if S is not sparse, then
≺ defines a partial order on ΦS. We define the depth of an element τ ∈ ΦS to be the largest
possible integer i such that there exists a strictly increasing sequence τ1 ≺ · · · ≺ τi = τ .
Denote by ΦiS (resp. Φ
>i
S ) the subset ΦS consisting of elements of depth i (resp. > i). We
identify Z1(∆)σ
−1S
r0,r1
with
∏
τ∈ΦS P
1(HdR1 (B)σ−1τ ) by Lemma B.23. Consider the following
commutative diagram
X(∆)S∪σ
−1S
r0,r1
//

∏
τ∈ΦS P
1(HdR1 (B)σ−1τ )

X(∆)S∪σ
−1S,>1
r0,r1
//

∏
τ∈Φ>1
S
P1(HdR1 (B)σ−1τ )

X(∆)S∪σ
−1S,>2
r0,r1
//

∏
τ∈Φ>2S
P1(HdR1 (B)σ−1τ )

...

...

Z(∆)σ
−1S
r0,r1
= // Z(∆)σ
−1S
r0,r1
in which all right vertical morphisms are natural projections, and X(∆)S∪σ
−1S,>i
r0,r1 is the image
of X(∆)S∪σ
−1S
r0,r1
under the corresponding projection. Note that for sufficiently large i, we have
X(∆)S∪σ
−1S,>i
r0,r1 = Z(∆)
σ−1S
r0,r1 by the claim.
Now we fix an integer i ≥ 1. Define a morphism∏
τ∈Φ>i
S
P1(HdR1 (B)σ−1τ )→
∏
τ∈ΦiS
P1(F∗absH
dR
1 (B)σ−1τ )
by sending (B, ιB, CB, λB; (Lσ−1τ )τ∈Φ>iS ) to (B, ιB, CB, λB; (L
′
σ−1τ )τ∈ΦiS) such that
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• L′σ−1τ = VBω(B)τ if τ is maximal with respect to the partial order;
• L′σ−1τ = VBΠ
−1
B,τLσdτ if σ
d+1τ ∈ ΦS.
Then the claim implies that we have a Cartesian diagram
X(∆)S∪σ
−1S,>i−1
r0,r1
//

∏
τ∈Φi
S
P1(HdR1 (B)σ−1τ )

X(∆)S∪σ
−1S,>i
r0,r1
// ∏
τ∈Φi
S
P1(F∗absH
dR
1 (B)σ−1τ )
in which the right vertical morphism is the fiber product of the relative Frobenius morphisms
P1(HdR1 (B)σ−1τ )→ F
∗
absP
1(HdR1 (B)σ−1τ ) ≃ P
1(F∗absH
dR
1 (B)σ−1τ ).
In particular, the morphism X(∆)S∪σ
−1S,>i−1
r0,r1 → X(∆)
S∪σ−1S,>i
r0,r1 is a Frobenius factor, which
is finite flat of degree ℓ|Φ
i
S |. The proposition follows as ΦS =
∐
i>0ΦiS.
To prove the claim, we note the following elementary but crucial fact that S∪σ−1S\σ−1S =
ΦS. Thus the claim follows if we can show that the map ΠA : Lie(A)τ → Lie(A)σdτ vanishes
if and only if Lσ−1τ satisfies the corresponding condition in (1) or (2).
Suppose that we are in (1). Consider the following commutative diagram
F∗absH
dR
1 (A)σ−1τ
F∗
abs
φ∗≃

HdR1 (A)τ
VAoo ΠA //
φ∗

HdR1 (A)σdτ
φ∗≃

F∗absH
dR
1 (B)σ−1τ H
dR
1 (B)τ
VBoo
ΠB,τ
≃
// HdR1 (B)σdτ
in which VB has the trivial kernel. By the definitions of p and q, we have Lσ−1τ =
φ∗ω(A)σ−1τ . Then F∗absLσ−1τ = F
∗
absφ∗ω(A)σ−1τ = φ∗VAH
dR
1 (A)τ = VBφ∗H
dR
1 (A)τ . Thus,
F∗absLσ−1τ = VBω(B)τ if and only if ΠB,τφ∗H
dR
1 (A)τ = ω(B)σdτ , which is equivalent
to ΠAHdR1 (A)τ = ω(A)σdτ . However the last equality is equivalent to the vanishing of
ΠA : Lie(A)τ → Lie(A)σdτ .
Suppose that we are in (2). Consider the following commutative diagram
F∗absH
dR
1 (A)σ−1τ
φ∗≃

HdR1 (A)τ
VAoo ΠA //
φ∗

HdR1 (A)σdτ
φ∗≃

F∗absH
dR
1 (B)σ−1τ H
dR
1 (B)τ
VBoo
ΠB,τ
≃
// HdR1 (B)σdτ
in which VB has the trivial kernel. By a similar argument as in (1), we know that
F∗absLσ−1τ = VBΠ
−1
B,τLσdτ if and only if ΠBφ∗H
dR
1 (A)τ = Lσdτ . The last equality is equivalent
to ΠAHdR1 (A)τ = ω(A)σdτ , which is same as the vanishing of ΠA : Lie(A)τ → Lie(A)σdτ . 
The above proposition implies that for a type S that is not sparse, the following composite
morphism
f : Z(∆)σSr0,r1
℘−1σS∪S−−−→ X(∆)σS∪Sr0,r1
(B.4)
−−−→ Z(∆)Sr0,r1(B.5)
is a Frobenius factor of degree ℓ|ΦS |. For n ≥ 1, we have the iterated morphism
fn : Z(∆)σ
nS
r0,r1
→ Z(∆)Sr0,r1.
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Proposition B.38. Suppose d > 1 and S = {τ, στ, . . . , σd−1τ} for some τ ∈ Φ. Then there
is a unique isomorphism g : (Z(∆)Sr0,r1)
σ ∼−→ Z(∆)σ
d−1S
r0,r1
of Fℓ2d-schemes such that
fd−1 ◦ g = F1σ : (Z(∆)
S
r0,r1
)σ → Z(∆)Sr0,r1 .
In particular, the morphism
f 2d(d−1) : Z(∆)Sr0,r1 = Z(∆)
σ2d(d−1)S
r0,r1
→ Z(∆)Sr0,r1
coincides with the relative Frobenius morphism over SpecFℓ2d .
Proof. By Lemma B.18, Z(∆)Sr0,r1 is smooth of dimension d−1 over SpecFℓ2d. By Proposition
B.37, we know that fd−1 is a Frobenius factor of degree ℓd−1. Thus by Lemma B.36, it suffices
to show that fd−1∗ induces the zero map on tangent spaces at, actually, every closed point.
Put Zi = Z(∆)σ
iS
r0,r1
for i = 0, . . . , d− 1 for simplicity.
We fix a closed point z0 of Z0 represented by (B0, ιB0 , CB0 , λB0) with the (perfect) residue
field k. Suppose that the unique closed point zi in Zi above z0 under f i is represented by
(Bi, ιBi , CBi, λBi). Put k
♯ = k[ǫ]/ǫ2. Recall from the proof of Proposition B.21 that we have
a canonical isomorphism
Ti := TZi,zi ⊗OZi,zi k ≃
d−1⊕
j=1
Vi,j
where Vi,j is the 1-dimensional k-vector space parameterizing direct factors ω(Bi)
♯
σi+j−1τ of
the k♯-module HdR1 (Bi)
♯
σi+j−1τ
:= HdR1 (Bi)σi+j−1τ ⊗k k
♯ lifting ω(Bi)σi+j−1τ .
We prove by induction on i = 0, . . . , d − 1 that f i∗ induces isomorphisms Vi,j
∼
−→ V0,i+j for
1 ≤ j ≤ d− 1− i, and annihilates Vi,j for j > d− 1− i.
For the case where i = 0, it is trivial. Suppose that we know for the case where i < d− 1,
and consider the case of i+ 1. However the case of i+ 1 for Z0 follows from the case where
i = 1 for Zi. Therefore, it suffices to consider the case where i = 1, that is, the morphism
f : Z1 → Z0. Note that we have isomorphisms
F∗absH
dR
1 (B)σd−1τ
VB←− HdR1 (B)σdτ
ΠB−−→ HdR1 (B)τ
for every object (B, ιB, CB, λB) of Z0. Therefore, V0,1 is canonically isomorphic to the 1-
dimensional k-vector space parameterizing direct factors M ♯σd−1τ of F
∗
absH
dR
1 (B0)
♯
σd−1τ lifting
Mσd−1τ := VB0Π
−1
B0,σdτ
ω(B0)τ .
By the proof of Proposition B.37, we already have canonical isomorphisms f∗ : V1,j
∼
−→
V0,1+j for 1 ≤ j ≤ d − 2; and the subspace V1,d−1 is canonically isomorphic to the k-vector
space parameterizing direct factors L♯σd−1τ of H
dR
1 (B0)
♯
σd−1τ lifting Mσd−1τ (Remark B.15).
Moreover, f∗V1,d−1 ⊂ V0,1 and it sends L
♯
σd−1τ to F
∗
absL
♯
σd−1τ . Therefore, f∗V1,d−1 = 0. The
proposition follows. 
B.6. A semistable model for d = 3. Now we assume that d = 3. As in Example B.12,
we identify Φ with the set Z/6Z = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} such that σi = i+ 1, and ΦF with the set
Z/3Z = {0, 1, 2} such that Φ → ΦF is the natural map of modulo 3. For an ample subset
S = {i, j, k, · · · }, we directly write X(∆)ijk···r0,r1 for X(∆)
S
r0,r1
. If S† = {i, j, k}, then we write
the morphism ℘S (Notation B.27) as ℘ijk··· : X(∆)ijk···r0,r1 → Z(∆)
ijk
r0,r1
.
Definition B.39. Let
π : Y(∆)r0,r1 → X(∆)r0,r1 ⊗ Zℓ6(B.6)
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7 be the composition of the blow-up of X(∆)r0,r1 ⊗Zℓ6 along the closed subscheme X(∆)
024
r0,r1
and the further blow-up along the strict transform of X(∆)135r0,r1 . We call (B.6) the canonical
semistable resolution of X(∆)r0,r1 ⊗ Zℓ6 (see Remark B.40).
It follows from [GS95, Example 6.15] that Y(∆)r0,r1 is a proper strictly semistable scheme
over SpecZℓ6 .
Remark B.40. Let π′ : Y′(∆)r0,r1 → X(∆)r0,r1 ⊗ Zℓ6 be the composition of the blow-up of
X(∆)r0,r1 ⊗ Zℓ6 along the closed subscheme X(∆)
135
r0,r1
and the further blow-up along the
strict transform of X(∆)024r0,r1. Then Y(∆)r0,r1 and Y
′(∆)r0,r1 are canonically isomorphic as
schemes over X(∆)r0,r1. In particular, σ acts on Y(∆)r0,r1 as an isomorphism.
We put Y (∆)r0,r1 = Y(∆)r0,r1⊗Zℓ6 Fℓ6. We define some strata of Y (∆)r0,r1 indexed by ample
subsets S of {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} as follows.
• If |S| = 3 (that is, S is a type), then let Y (∆)Sr0,r1 be the strict transform of X(∆)
S
r0,r1
under π.
• If |S| = 4, then we can write S = S1 ∪ S2 uniquely (up to permutation) where both
S1 and S2 are types. Put Y (∆)Sr0,r1 = Y (∆)
S1
r0,r1
∩ Y (∆)S2r0,r1.
• If |S| = 5, then we can write S = S1 ∪ S2 uniquely where S1 is a sparse type and S2
is a type. Put Y (∆)Sr0,r1 = Y (∆)
S1
r0,r1
∩ Y (∆)S2r0,r1 .
• Put Y (∆)012345r0,r1 = Y (∆)
024
r0,r1 ∩ Y (∆)
135
r0,r1.
The dual reduction building of the strictly semistable scheme Y(∆)r0,r1 can be described
as the following diagram (compare with the one in Example B.12)
Y (∆)045r0,r1 Y (∆)
024
r0,r1
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
❡ ❡ ❡
❡ ❡ ❡
❡ ❡ ❡
❡ ❡ ❡
❡ ❡ ❡
❡ ❡ ❡
❡
Y (∆)015r0,r1
rrrrrrrrrr
Y (∆)012r0,r1
rrrrrrrrrr
Y (∆)345r0,r1 Y (∆)
234
r0,r1
Y (∆)135r0,r1
❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
✏
rrrrrrrrrr
Y (∆)123r0,r1
rrrrrrrrrr
(B.7)
in which the dashed lines indicates new (two-dimensional) intersection of irreducible com-
ponents on the special fiber Y (∆)r0,r1 caused by blow-ups. The line, either continuous or
dashed, connecting two vertices representing Y (∆)Sr0,r1 and Y (∆)
S′
r0,r1 (with S and S
′ two
different types) represents the subscheme Y (∆)S∪S
′
r0,r1
.
Proposition B.41. We have
(1) the restricted morphism π : Y (∆)i(i+1)(i+2)r0,r1 → X(∆)
i(i+1)(i+2)
r0,r1 is the blow-up along
X(∆)i(i+1)(i+2)(i+3)(i+5)r0,r1 , for every i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5};
7The projection π : Φ → ΦF will not be used anymore, including the main text. Thus, using π for this
morphism will not cause confusion.
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(2) the restricted morphism π : Y (∆)024r0,r1 → X(∆)
024
r0,r1
is the blow-up along X(∆)012345r0,r1 fol-
lowed by the blow-up along the strict transform of X(∆)01234r0,r1 ∪X(∆)
01245
r0,r1 ∪X(∆)
02345
r0,r1 ;
(3) the restricted morphism π : Y (∆)135r0,r1 → X(∆)
135
r0,r1 is the blow-up along X(∆)
012345
r0,r1 fol-
lowed by the blow-up along the strict transform of X(∆)01235r0,r1 ∪X(∆)
01345
r0,r1
∪X(∆)12345r0,r1 ;
(4) the restricted morphism π : Y (∆)i(i+1)(i+2)(i+3)r0,r1 → X(∆)
i(i+1)(i+2)(i+3)
r0,r1 is an isomor-
phism, for every i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5};
(5) the restricted morphism π : Y (∆)i(i+1)(i+2)(i+4)r0,r1 → X(∆)
i(i+1)(i+2)(i+4)
r0,r1 is the blow-up
along X(∆)012345r0,r1 , for every i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5};
(6) the restricted morphism π : Y (∆)i(i+1)(i+2)(i+3)(i+4)r0,r1 → X(∆)
i(i+1)(i+2)(i+3)(i+4)
r0,r1 is a P
1-
bundle, for every i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5};
(7) we have Y (∆)(0)r0,r1 =
∐
|S|=3 Y (∆)Sr0,r1;
(8) we have Y (∆)(1)r0,r1 =
∐
|S|≥4 Y (∆)Sr0,r1.
Here in (7,8), we adopt the notation in §2.1 for the strictly semistable scheme Y(∆)r0,r1.
Proof. By Remark B.40, we can change the order of blow-up in the decomposition of π. Thus
we may assume i = 1 in (1,4,5,6) without lost of generality.
For (1), we decompose π as π1 ◦ π2 where π1 is the blow-up along X(∆)024r0,r1 and π2 is the
blow-up along the strict transform of X(∆)135r0,r1. For the first blow-up, the induced morphism
π1 : X ′(∆)012r0,r1 → X(∆)
012
r0,r1 is an isomorphism where X
′(∆)012r0,r1 is the strict transform of
X(∆)012r0,r1 . For the second blow-up, the induced morphism π2 : Y (∆)
012
r0,r1 → X
′(∆)012r0,r1 is the
blow-up along X(∆)012r0,r1 ∩ X(∆)
135
r0,r1
= X(∆)01235r0,r1 , regarded as a subscheme of X
′(∆)012r0,r1.
Part (1) is proved.
For (2) (and similarly for (3)), we adopt the same strategy as in (1). We decompose π as
π1◦π2 where π1 is the blow-up alongX(∆)135r0,r1 and π2 is the blow-up along the strict transform
of X(∆)024r0,r1 . Then after restriction to Y (∆)
024
r0,r1
, π1 is the blow-up along X(∆)012345r0,r1 , and π2
is the blow-up along the strict transform of X(∆)01234r0,r1 ∪X(∆)
01245
r0,r1
∪X(∆)02345r0,r1 .
For (4), by definition, Y (∆)0123r0,r1 = Y (∆)
012
r0,r1
∩ Y (∆)123r0,r1. By (8), whose proof only uses
(1–3), we know that Y (∆)0123r0,r1 is smooth of pure dimension 2. Thus (4) follows from (1).
For (5), by definition, Y (∆)0124r0,r1 = Y (∆)
012
r0,r1 ∩ Y (∆)
024
r0,r1. Then it follows from (2) and (8).
For (6), by definition, Y (∆)01234r0,r1 = Y (∆)
123
r0,r1
∩ Y (∆)024r0,r1 . From (8) and (1), we know
that Y (∆)01234r0,r1 has to be the exceptional divisor over X(∆)
01234
r0,r1
in the blow-up Y (∆)123r0,r1 →
X(∆)123r0,r1 . Thus (6) follows.
For (7), note that Y (∆)Sr0,r1 are smooth proper schemes over SpecFℓ6 of pure dimension 3 by
(1–3) and Proposition B.11. Therefore, it suffices to show that Y (∆)r0,r1 =
⋃
|S|=3 Y (∆)Sr0,r1.
However, by Proposition B.11 (4), we know that
⋃
|S|=3 πY (∆)Sr0,r1 = X(∆)r0,r1 , which suffices.
For (8), it follows from (7) and the definition of Y (∆)Sr0,r1 for |S| ≥ 4. 
Remark B.42. Suppose that we have another ideal s0 ⊂ r0 of OF coprime to ∆ and r1. For
each d ∈ D(s0, r1), the composite morphism Y(∆)s0,r1
π
−→ X(∆)s0,r1
δd
−→ X(∆)r0,r1 lifts uniquely
to a morphism (with the same notation) δd : Y(∆)s0,r1 → Y(∆)r0,r1. It is finite étale. We write
δ = δOF for simplicity as always. The similar property in Lemma B.9 (4) holds for Y (∆)r0,r1
as well. Similarly, the action of the ray class group Cl(F )r1 on X(∆)r0,r1 lifts uniquely to an
action on Y(∆)r0,r1.
For a prime q of F coprime to ∆ and r0r1, the Hecke monoid Tq acts on Y(∆)r0,r1 via étale
correspondences (Definition 2.11) in a fashion similar to X(∆)r0,r1 as follows:
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• Tq acts by the correspondence
Y(∆)r0,r1
δ
←− Y(∆)r0q,r1
δq
−→ Y(∆)r0,r1 ;
• Sq (resp. S−1q ) acts via the morphism given by q (resp. q
−1) in Cl(F )r1.
Remark B.43. All discussions in this appendix except Proposition B.32 are valid for general
neat level structures, not necessarily the one in Definition B.3 and those of other moduli
functors.
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